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SECTION I

Newark State College:
Its Past, Present, and Future
Newark State College is a coeducational, publicly-financed
higher education institution whose primary function is to educate
teachers for New Jersey's schools. It confers the degrees of bachelor of arts and master of arts.
LOCATION

The college is located on a 120-acre wooded campus in the
heart of the New Jersey metropolitan area. Just off Morris Avenue
( Route 82 ) in Union near the Elizabeth city line, the college can
be quickly reached by automobile from most northern and central
New Jersey communities. The Elizabeth stations of both the New
Jersey Central and Pennsylvania Raih-oads are nearby. Buses from
Elizabeth, Newark, and Irvington stop at the main entrance.
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
The Early Years

As always, a need was felt, and discussed, and sent to a committee to be nourished by sound thinking until it came into being.
These words begin a scrapbook depicting the history of Newark
State College, one of the oldest teacher-education institutions in
the United States.
That the need was felt is evidenced by an appendix to the
Journal of the Senate and the House Journal in the year 1854-55.
A total of 105,040 had attended the public schools, it was reported, " . . . showing that more than one half of our children are
instructed in them, and they should not be left to the guardianship
of incompetent teachers. We have no training schools- no normal
schools for teachers. It is only through the teacher that education
can be diffused, which should embrace females as well as males."
And so it began, the scrapbook continued.
"The Normal School, for the improvement of education and
teachers, was opened in the High School Building on the second
5

Monday in April. A male class and three female classes have been
organized. The number of pupils registered during the year has
been 85, of whom nine were male and 35 female teachers, employed
in the public schools.
"As evidence of the utility and value of this school, it may be
stated that eight appointments of teachers within the last eight
months have been made from the pupils attending the Normal
School."

facilities were necessary grew also. In 1908---when the normal
school was housed in an old b uilding at Washington and Linden
Streets-Dr. Addison Poland, their superintendent of schools, made
it clear that he felt a new normal school was needed more urgently
than a new high school.
Just a few years later the first build ing designed to house the
normal school was constructed at Fourth Aven ue and Broadway,
Newark.

( Extract from the 1855 annual report of the Newark City Superintendent of Public
Schools presented to the Board of Ed ucation on January 4 , 1856 .)

All teachers except those with full certification were required
to attend. A limited number of students who desired to qualify as
teachers also were admitted.

CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH

If Newark State College ever needs a birth ce rtificate, this entry on Janua ry 26, 1855,
in the official minutes of the board of education of Newark will serve . In 1855 the
newborn was the fifth of its kind in the United States.

After instructing their pupils all week, the teachers became the
pupils on Saturdays from 9 A.M. to 12 noon. This they did for
four years, then they were graduated.
The first indications that the Saturday drill sessions were to
evolve into something more came with the administration of
William N. Barringer, famed Newark educator. H e was largely
responsible for graduation from high school becoming mandatory
for normal school entrance, and for a program of study which went
to one full year, then two years, of study.
As the normal school grew more important in the eyes of educators and other citizens, the realization that bigger and better
6

The Recent Years

The time-1912.
The City of Newark was building its new normal school. At
the same time the city suffered from a drop of many millions of
dollars in tax ratables. People all over the state were clamoring for
more state normal schools-there was just one in Trenton at the
time-to ed ucate properly the teachers needed in increasing
numbers.
These forces allowed educators to put into motion a longcherished plan- to establish a state normal school at Newark. The
plan to turn over the city administered and financed school to the
state had been urged as far back as 1901, when it was argued that
the city was carrying a double b urden in that it was supporting
both its own teacher-education institution and the state school in
Trenton.
The "New Jersey State Normal School at Newark" opened its
doors on September 16, 1913, with over 400 students. Four years
later 1,000 students were being instructed by 56 facu lty members.
By June, 1919, graduates from the state normal school had reached
2,000.
This remarkable vigor was e:-rplained in words familiar to
anyone who has explored the reasons for Newark State's presentday growth. "The demand for graduates exceeds the supply."
Location was another factor, just as it is today, with 50 high schools
within easy commuting distance.
The institution that was to become Newark State College expanded its horizons and grew in stature throughout the 1920's and
1930's. Curricula were added and new jobs were taken on- for
instance, in 1928 the part-time and extension division was started.
Perhaps the most significant year in that period was 1934, when
the normal school was transformed into the four-year "New Jersey
State Teachers College at Newark" and was privileged to grant the
bachelor of science degree.
Twice in recent years Newark State came close to death. Both
times the efforts of people who valued the college highly- students,
parents, faculty, alumni, friends of the college-pulled it through.
7

In 1939 the state legislature considered shutting off the college's annual appropriation as an economy move. Mass meetings,
a flood of petitions, and reasoned explanations of the college's
worth to New Jersey ( of the 29,500 public school teachers in the
state, 5,000 were Newark State graduates, it was pointed out )
changed the minds of the legisla tors.
Just 10 years ago, within a year after passage of the $15 million
bond issue for teach er education, the state b oard of education was
considering a report that Newark State be closed. Again, hot
protests and cool arguments brought the college through-this
time to a future that looks brighter than ever. In October, 1952,
after a reappraisal of the situation, the state board recommended
that $3,700,000 be set aside to reconstruct the college on a new
site.
The recommendation has borne fruit in the d evelopment of
the present Union campus, to which the college moved on March
17, 1958.
HISTORY OF THE UNION CAMPUS
American history has been made on and around the present
campus.
In 1664 the English settled Elizabeth T own, named by Philip
Carteret, first English governor of New Jersey, for the wife of his
cousin, Sir George Carteret. Little more than one hundred years
later Revolutionary War battles were being fought in the area.
There were major engagements in Connecticut farms ( now Union )
and in Springfield. The British were based in New York and
Staten Island and continually sortied to burn and pillage. Across
Morris Avenue from the campus was Liberty H all, marked by the
H essians for destruction since it was the home of William Livingston, New Jersey's first governor. The house was saved by Susanna
Livingston, the governor's daughter, and was later t o sh elter such
famous Americans as George Washington and Alexander H amilton.
Sarah Livingston was married to John Jay, first Chief Justice of
the United States Supreme Court, in the house. The Kean family,
direct descendants of Governor Livingston, still own Liberty H all,
now called Ursino. It was from the Kean family that the State
bought the property on which the college buildings now st and.

YEARS OF DECISION

1879-The requirements for training ar e advanced to one full year
of study.
1888-The program is extended to two years.
1912-A new building at Fourth Avenue and Broadway, Newark,
is constructed.
1913--The city normal school becomes the "New Jersey State Normal School at Newark."
1924-The industrial arts curriculum is inaugurated.
1928-The school becomes a three-year Normal School, and the
Part-Time and E xtension Division is started.
1932-The fine arts curriculum is inaugurated.
1934-The State Normal School becomes a fo ur-year college and
is privileged to grant the degree of bachelor of science in
education.
1945-A new curriculum for the training of teachers of the handicapped is added to the program.
1948-The graduate program is added.
1956-The longstand ing kindergarten-primary program is revamped
and expanded into the present early childhood education
curriculum.
1957-A program for the training of secondary school teachers
is inaugurated with major offerings in mathematics and
social studies.

,,

1855-The Newark Normal School is establish ed in the high school
building b y resolution of the Board of Education of the City
of Newark.
1878-Graduation from high school is made a condition for entrance
to the Normal School.

Joseph Santanello ' 62, then President of the Student Council,
and Dr. Eugene G . Wilkins, President of the College, cut the
first pieces of the fourth birthday cake of the Union campus.
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1958-The college moves to its new five-building, 120-acre campus
in Union.
1959-Voters approve the $66,800,000 College Bond Issue for the
expansion of New Jersey's public colleges, and $4,118,500
is allotted to further develop the Union campus.
1960-The program for the education of secondary school teachers
is expanded with the addition of major offerings in English
and general science. A sixth building, designed for science
education, is completed. The college is privileged to grant
the degrees of bachelor of arts and master of arts. The
Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
accredits Newark State College.
1961-The College Bond Issue Building Program gets underway.
Ground is broken for the first residence hall in the college's
history, and the College Center is expanded.
THE COLLEGE MOTTO

Who Dares To Teach Must Never Cease To Learn was written
in 1912 by John Cotton Dana, distinguished Newark librarian. The
architect of the then-new building at Fourth Avenue and Broadway
in Newark asked him to find a Latin quotation suitable for inscrip-

former Newark home of the college. T oday, the motto appears on
a wall of the formal reception lounge of Townsend Hall on the
Union campus.
The motto has been copyrighted. Several groups have received
permission from the college to make use of it.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
About half of the college's 120 acres now is utilized, a q uarter
b y buildings and landscaping and another quarter by playing fields
for various sports.
The college now has the following b uildings :
Townsend Ha ll-Administrative offices, the fine and industrial
arts wing, and numerous classrooms and departmental offices are
contained in this building.
Science Building-This two-story building is specially equipped
to educate science teachers for secondary schools. Facilities include
laboratories and lecture halls for instruction in the physical and
natural sciences, as well as research laboratories for both faculty
and students.
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Entering Nancy Thompson Library

tion upon the building's walls. Dana couldn't find on..! that he
thought suitable; instead, he wrote what has become the college's
motto.
The motto was inscribed in stone over the main entrance of the

Nancy Thompson Library-A curriculum materials room, an
audio-visual aids collection, student typing and research rooms,
offices and a browsing room are features of the library in addition
to the stacks, and reading and service areas.
D' Angola Gymnasium-Two large gymnasiums, a dance studio,
the health and physical education department, and other teaching
areas and facilities for both men and women are housed here.
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College Center-The hub of college life, this structure contains
the bookstore student and faculty dining halls, a snackbar, the
Little Theatr;, student and faculty offices and lounges, the Alumni
Office, and meeting rooms.
Kean Library-This structure is one of the original Kean estate
buildings and is considered to be a magnificent example of Norman
architecture. It is panelled with oak from Nottingh am Fore~t, where
Robin Hood once poached. The music department has 1~s headquarters here. It is utilized for various social and commumty functions as well.

has aesthetic as well as functional values. The maze of pipes,
boilers and other equipment is painted in a striking color scheme
and is exposed to public view via glass exterior walls, presenting a
colorful appearance especially at night.

Women's Residence Hall-The newest addition to the campus
is a residence hall for 150 women. Areas are provid ed for study,
relaxation, and residence hall social life. Included is a well-equipped
infirmary, and aparhnents for resident faculty members.
ACCREDITATION

Newark State College is accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Second:uy Schools, the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education ( with the B.A. the highest degree approved ), and the ew Jersey State Deparhnent of Education. It is a member of the Association of State Colleges and
Universities, American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, National Commission on Accrediting, and the New Jersey
Association of Colleges and Universities.
A GLIMPSE OF THE FUTURE
Kean
Library
Tower

Power House-All power for the college is supplied by the
power house. Headquarters for the custodial staff, the building

Newark State is destined to grow. Its central location, reputation for teacher education, plus a greater need than ever for
skilled teachers, make rapid and extensive growth inevitable.
The State Department of Education estimates that, if the college
is to do its share to educate the teachers New Jersey will need,
it must enroll 5,000 full-time undergraduate students before the
decade ends. New curricula must be developed as well.
Newark State has been allotted $4,118,500 as its share of the
$66,800,000 College Bond Issue for expansion of New Jersey's
public colleges. The fu nds provide for construction of a campus
school and clinic center, an auditorium, an expanded fine and
industrial arts center, and additions to the college center, gymnasium, and library. More facilities will be necessary to make the
5,000 enrollment estimate a reality.

Power House at night
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SECTION II

Basic Information for
Prospective Students
ADMISSION
By act of the Legislature and the New Jersey State Board of
Education all residents of the state are admitted to Newark State
College on the same conditions of academic and personal qualifications.
Purpose of Admissions Office

The purpose of the Admissions Office is to recruit and select the
best-qualified students for Newark State College.
The recruitment and selection process is carried on under the
present existing policies as set up by the Division of Higher Education. Care is taken to consider fairly and carefully, each applicant
in light of his secondary school record, both academic and personal;
his showing on a scholastic aptitude test, and the college's impression of him as a potential teacher as well as his probable success
in Newark State.
Of special importance to the Admissions Office is the establishment and maintenance of good rapport with the schools of New
Jersey as well as the public in general.
Academic Qualifications

To be eligible for admission as a freshman at Newark State
College, the candidate must:
1. Be a graduate of an approved four-year high school.
2. Present a minimum of 15 high school units ( a unit is a year's
work in a subject ); the units must be divided appropriately
among the major subject areas.
3. Have demonstrated the ability to pursue further academic
studies.

Certificate of Graduation-A certificate showing graduation
from twelfth grade of an approved secondary school or a certificate
showing that the applicant is scheduled for graduation during the
15

current scholastic year is required . This certification shall name the
secondary school subjects which the applicant has completed and
in which he is enrolled, the number of weeks given to each subject,
the number of class periods per week, and the scholastic standing
of the applicant. The units to be accepted for admission shall b e
prescribed by the Commissioner of Education.

Approved Secondary Schools-Candidates are admitted from
public or private secondary schools approved b y the State Board of
Education.
Age Certification-Applicants shall b e at least fifteen years, nine
months old. A certificate of birth may b e required.
High School Sub;ects Required for Admission-The units to be
accepted for admission are prescribed by the commissioner. The
units so prescribed total 15, are minimal in nature, and are :
1. Core prescribed subjects
The sp ecific high school subjects which all applicants for admission must
complete are:

~:f~!~ati
~~ ··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i :{~s
Science .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. ...... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .............. 1 unit
American history and problems of democracy ..... .. .. .... .. .. . .... .. 2 units
2. Elective options
The following subjects may be used as elective options: E conomics,
geography, history, mathematicsi science, social studies, and foreign
languages. No credit is given tor fewer than two units in any one
foreign language.
3. Free electives
Any sub ject completed in an approved high school may be used as a
free elective.
Specific admission requirements for various curricula are as follows:
1. Early childhood education, general elementary education, teachers of h and-

icapped children, secondary English, and secondary social science
Core prescribed subjects .. ... ...... .... .... ... . ..... ... .. .. . ........... .. .. ...... . 8 units
Elective option ..... ... . .... ..... . ... . ... ... .. ... .... ..... ..... ... .... .. . ...... . . 4 units
Free electives .. .. ..... .... ..... .... .... ..... ....
... ...... .... ... .. ..... .. 3 units
2. Industrial arts
Core prescribed subjects .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. . ............. . .................. ..
....................
Industrial arts, including mechanical drawing
Elective option ....................................................... . ....................
Free electives ........................................................ . ....................
Evidence of mechanical aptitude and ability to use tools
3. Fine arts
Core prescribed subjects ......................................................... .
Arts courses ......................................................................... .
Elective option . ... .. ... ..... ..... ..... ... ... .. .
. ................... .
Free electives ............................................................................. .
Evidence of special ability in drawing and color hannony
4. Secondary mathematics
Core prescribed subjects . .. ..... .. .............. ................. ..... ..
(physics or chemistry preferred)
Additional college preparatory mathematics
( trigonometry highly desirable)
Elective option ........ ..................... .
Free electives .............. .
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8
2
2
3

units
units
units
units

8
2
2
3

units
units
units
units

8 units
2 units
2 units
3 units

5. Secoc~~i ~~~~~eb~sio; ~f'e~~d ~~n~r~I _s~i~~ce_)
( Biolo is requirea science )
. ............ ·· ·· ··· ····.. ···
Addition!?' college preparatory mathematics . ... ..... . ..... ....... ... .
Addi~onal laboratory science in physics or chemistry ( both ·
de~rred ) . . . .. ... ... . .. ..... .... .. ... ..... .....
...
Elective ~ption ... .. .. ... ... ...... ... .. .... ...
Free electives ...... .. ..... .... ...... ... .. ... .... ........
... ....

B units
2 units
1 unit
2 units
2 units

Academic Proficiency-While there has been no minimum high
sc~ool average _es'.ablished in d etermining the eligibility of an applicant for adm1ss10n to the college the increasing pressure of numbers of applicants make it more and more imperative that a
candidate for admission rank at least in the top half of his graduating class. This does not mean that an applicant ranking below
the middle of his class will be given no consideration-all applicants
are given full consideration. However, the selective admissions
procedure that has been established for all of the New Jersey state
colleges places considerable emphasis upon the applicant's high
school rank.
Personal Qualifications

In addition to meeting the foregoing academic qualifications,
the applicant must also:
1. Be recommend ed b y his principal or guidance officer.

2. Possess appropriate qualities of personality, character, health
and speech .

~ecorr:me:1-~tion fnr Ad:'iission-Tbis form indicates the applicants suitability for pursumg teaching as a career. It is to be
completed by either the principal or guidance counselor and returned to the Director of Admissions.
H~gh School Personality Rating-A rating of the student's personality and probable success in college is a factor. This rating
shall be made by the officials of the applicant's secondary school on
a form furnished by the Director of Admissions .
Health Report-A report from the family p hysician concerning
the student's condition of health is required. This report shall be
made on a form furnished b y the Director of Admissions and will
be reviewed by the College Physician.
Speech and Hearing T ests-All applicants are given both a
speech and a hearing test at the college. Failure to meet the minimun;i sta~dards established by the college may result in an applicants bemg placed upon probation or denied admission.
Physical Examination- At entrance all freshmen will be examined by the College Physician to d etermine whether they are
free from any disease or infirmity which would render them unfit
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for teaching. An examination may be required of any student
at any time to determine whether his physical condition warrants
his continuance at college.

SELECTIVE ADMISSION PROCEDURE
Once the applicant has successfully met all of the academic and
personal qualilications previously noted, he is considered eligible to
complete the State College Selective Admissions Program.
Personal Interview

c. Arrange an interview appointment with the Director of Admissions.
The Committee on Advanced Standing will review each applicant's credentials, including statements from the dean of students
of the candidate's former institution, and make its recommendations to the Director of Admissions.
Admission is based upon the quality of the candidate's previous
college work, fitness for teaching, and the availability of space at
Newark State College.
Admission of Non-Resident Students

The first step in this program is a personal interview at the
college. The college notifies the applicant of time and place of
appointment.
The purposes of the interview are many but all are related
to the college's effort to select those students who demonstrate the
most promise of becoming excellent teachers. The prospective
student is afforded an opportunity to see the campus, meet and
talk to members of the student body, as well as gain deeper insight
into the content of the programs offered by talking to one or more
members of the faculty.
Entrance Ex a mination

The final element in the selective admissions procedure of the
New Jersey state colleges is the entrance examination.
All applicants for admission to the freshman class must take
either the College Entrance Examination Board tests or the examination administered by the state colleges. The time and place of
College Entrance Board Examinations will be announced by the
College Entrance Examination Board. The entrance examination
administered by the state colleges is given at each college on a
date announced each fall.
Admission w ith Advanced Standing

All candidates who wish to transfer to Newark State College
must follow these procedures:
a. Obtain an application for transfer with advanced standing from
the Director of Admissions.
b. Submit the following credentials:
1. An official transcriot of all completed college work.
2. A statement of all college work currently being taken.
3. High school transcript.
4. The completed application form including a statement of
reasons for desiring the transfer.
5. A $5.00 application fee.
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Qualified applicants who are non-residents of New Jersey will
be. considered for admission only after all quali£ed New Jersey
residents have been considered.
Veterans Registration

Newark State College has been approved for the training of
veterans. Prior to registering the veteran should contact the Regional Office of the Veterans Administration at 20 Washington
Place, Newark, and obtain a Certificate of Eligibility.
Veterans complete the registration procedure followed by all
studen_ts and in addition notify the Director of Counseling Services
of their attendance by completing a veterans registration form.

FEES AND EXPENSES
Tuition and Fees

Tuiti~n for Residents-According to law, a tuition charge of
$150.00 1s made of all students who are residents of the State of
New Jersey. Half of this tuition fee is payable at the beginning
of the first semester and half at the beginning of the second semester
of each year. Summer session tuition is charged in addition.
Tuition for Non-residents- Non-residents of the State of New
Jersey ar~ r~quired to pay tuition at the rate of $13.00 per semester
ho~ . This is payable on registration. In determining residence, the
residence of the parent or legal guardian of the student is considered
to be the residence of the student.
Admissions Fee-A $5.00 non-refundable admissions fee is required of each applicant.
Registration Fee- A $2.00 non-refundable registration fee is required of all students each semester .
Transfer S_tu~ent Deposit- Transfer students are required to
make a deposit m the student teaching account at the time of the
transfer. The fee is $15.00 for sophomores, $30.00 for juniors and
19

$45.00 for seniors. Tbjs fee must be paid in addition to the $7.50

per semester Student Teaching Fee paid as a regular student after
the transfer has been completed.

Student Service Fee-This fee of $32.00 yearly covers payments
for record photographs, publications, assembly programs, course
supplies, commencement, health services, field trips, and sophomore
outdoor education program at the School of Conservation. Applicants for admjssion are required to deposit the fee within two
weeks of receipt of notification of acceptance in order to hold a
place in their freshman class. The fee is non-refundable to students
in first year at the college.
List of Required Yearly Expenses for Residents:
Tuition of $75.00 per semester
Student Organization and Athletic Association dues
Student Service Fee ....... . ..... ..
...
..
Student Teaching Fee of $7.50 per semester
Registration Fee of $2.00 per semester
Total

$150.00
40.00
32.00
15.00
4.00

............................. $241.00

Automobile Registration Fee-All student cars are to be registered with the parking committee at a fee set by the State Department of Education. Students living in the Residence Hall are not
permitted to have cars on campus.
Residence Hall Charge-The char ge for room and meals is
$648.00 for the year . Tbjs is payable in fo ur installments of $162.00
each, due on September 1, ovember 1, February 1, and April 1.

No refunds are made except as provided for in the contract signed
by the student and her parent. Meals are served in the dining
hall in the College Center and no allowance is made for meals
which are mjssed.

Late Registration-A fee of $5.00 is charged for registration
later than the dates announced by the Registrar.
Payment of Fees- Tuition and other charges are to be paid
at the beginning of each semester. Checks should be made payable
to Newark State College.
Books-Each student buys his own books, which may be secured
from the college book store at minimum cost. Books and materials
for the first year cost about $100.00 except for students in the
industrial arts curriculum. These students purchase certain items
wruch will be used throughout their college careers for an additional expense of about $300.00 over the four years.
20

Students' Medical Reimbursement Insurance

.

Med ical reimbursement insurance, available on an optional
basis, protects the student for 12 month~ from th_e expense of _th1
more costly illnesses and injuries, includ1_n? h~sp1tal care, surgica
treatment, X-ray examination and phys1c1ans_ fees. The annual
·
·s $16 00 The insurance is underwntten by the Mutual
premium 1
• •
- h
·1s
Benefit Health and Accident Association, through Hig am, ei on,
W hitridge, and Read, Incorporated, of Philadelphia. Claims for
benefits are handled by the College Health Office.
Withdrawals from Courses and Refund of Tuition

Students who withdraw from courses may be eligible for a
percentage refund of tuition and fees. T his does not apply to_ :he
late registration service chruge. The schedule for refund of tmtion
and fee payments is as follows:
Withdrawal before semester or session begins
.
Withdrawal during fi rst third of semester or session
Withdrawal between first third and first half
of semester or session
Withdrawal during last halI of course

Per Cent Refunded
100%
6()j

30%
none

FINANCIAL AID
Several types of financial aid ar e available to students. Information about these may be obtained from your counselor or from
the F inancial Aid Counselor.
.
d t
The State of ew Jersey awards tuition scholar sh_1ps to s~ en s
entering college. Any high school student who is planmng to
attend ewark State College may apply for one of these scholarships through his high school guidance office.

State Scholarships

Honor Scholarships

Several scholarships are awarded each spring upon the rec~mmendation of the Scholarship Committee ~f the college_. Applications for these scholarships must be submitted by Apn l 1 to the
Financial Aid Counselor.
Alumni Scholarship-A scholarship of $150 is given by th_e
Alumni Association to a member of the junior class, chosen pn marily on the basis of loyalty and devot!o~ to_ the _college as d~m~nstrated by attitudes towards and participation m extra-curncu ar
activities.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Scholarships-Tw~ scholarships of
$300.00 each ar e awarded on the basis of professional promise to
members of the sophomore or junior classes.
21

Business and Professional W omen's Club of Newark-This
scholarship of $150.00 a year is awarded to a young woman for her
sophomore, junior and senior years, on the basis of professional
promise. It is awarded every third year.

B. Croce Educational Society Scholarship in honor of V . Libero
Sibilia, Class of 1917-This scholarship of $100.00 is awarded to a
freshman, sophomore or junior man who has evidenced qua lities of
leadership and has maintained a satisfactory academic record.
T eresa F. Fitzpatrick Memorial Scholarship-This scholarship
of $150.00 is awarded by the ewark Branch of the Association for
Childhood Education to a member of the junior class who has
evidenced good scholarship and unusual interest in service to others.
The recipient must be a member of the Association for Childhood
Education.
Isadore and Frieda Holtz Foundation Scholarship-This scholarship of $300.00 is awarded to a sophomore or junior on the basis of
professional promise.
Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council Scholarship-This scholarship
of $150.00 is to be awarded by the Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council
to a member of the sophomore or junior class who has exhibited
evidence of professional promise, shown leadership ability, made
worthwhile contributions to the college, and displayed evidence of
academic proficiency. The recipient must be a member of a recognized sorority or fraternity and not have received a previous honor
or state scholarship.
Martha Mangold Memorial Scholarship-This scholarship of
$150.00 is awarded on the basis of professional promise to a junior
in the curriculum for teachers of handicapped children.
Scholarships of the New Jersey Association for Retarded Children, Morris Unit-Two scholarships of $125.00 each are awarded
to juniors in the curriculum for teachers of handicapped children
preparing to teach the mentally retarded. The awards are made
on the basis of professional promise.
Reading Scholarships-Two scholarships of $150.00 each are
awarded by the Triluminar Link No. 12 of the Order of the Golden
Chain to members of the junior class who have been in the top
third of their class in the freshman and sophomore years and who
have maintained similar grades in the fall semester. The students
must be interested in specialized techniques in developmental and
remedial reading, and must b e residents of Union or Essex County.
Nathan T. Schreiber Scholarship-This scholarship of $100.00 is
awarded to a sophomore or junior on the basis of professional
promise.
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$lS~~cl Nh Y epson Memorial Scholarships-Two scholarships of
. ea_c are a':ar?ed by the ew Jersey Association for Retarde~ ~1_ldren to JUrn~rs in the curriculum for teach ers of handicappe
ildren preparmg to teach the mentally retarded They
are granted on the basis of professional promise.
.
On-campus Pa rt-time Employment

Part-time jobs on campus are available to qualified students
thfrthoughF~ut th_e co~lege. Application should be made in the office
0
e mancial Aid Counselor.
Loa ns

Natio~~l Defe_nse Student Loan Program-Newark State Col.
leg~ part1c1pates m the Student Loan Program established b the
National Defense Education Act of 1958 Full ti
cl
dy
and grad t t d
h
·
· me un ergra uate
f 11 .
ua e s u. ents w o can demonstrate need are eligible. A
u ·time student IS defined as one who enrolls for no fewer than
1_4 se_mester hours per semester. The deadline for filing an ap Ii
hon 1s June 1, 1963.
P caNew Jersey Higher Education Loan Fund Loa

through certain banks at a low interest rate. -

d
ns are grante

Memorial Loan Funrl-This endowment fund . th
f
~elen ~raft, Lillian H etherton, Robert McKe~n~n a~dn~r:~afd
alsh, is set up to provide short-term loans to stud;nts for coll
expenses.
ege
T S~udent Lo_an_ Fund of the Bergen County Council of Parenteac er Associations-This loan fund is open to any student who
~as completed one semester in a ew Jersey State College and who
~ a graduat~ oy a Bergen County high school in which there is a
ongress Umt m membership with the County Council.
lrvingto7: P. T. A. College Loan Fund-This loan fund is avail~bl~d to IrD
v ~gton stud_ents. Those interested should contact the
w ance rrector, Irvmgton High School.
abl;;~lege Club ofll Dover Loan Fund--Interest-free loans are availwomen co ege stud ents from the Dover area.

ACADEMIC STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
pro~~:! :;er~is~ tod insure ~gh academic standards. Selective
t th
I e es1gne to admit only those who may with credit
~ emse ves and the college undertake the program of studies
S e status o~ ~e college as a fuIJy accredited member of the Middl.
tates Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the Na~
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tional Council for Accrediation of Teacher Education requires that
caution be exercised in retaining a ny student who falls below the
accepted academic standards.
Academ ic Standing

The academic standing of a student in every subject is reported
at the end of each semester by a letter grade:
A - Excellent

Inc - Incomplete Work

B - Good

W / P - Withdrawn, Passing

C - Fair
D-Poor

W / F - Withdrawn, Failing
The "F" grade carries no credit

F-Failure
A report of "incomplete" means that the student's grade is withheld pending the completion of some required work which was
missed for an acceptable reason. An "incomplete" must be removed
within eight weeks after the beginning of the following semester
unless otherwise indicated by the instructor or it automatically becomes an "F".
The grade of W / P ( withdrawn passing ) or W / F ( withdrawn
failing ) shall be assigned for each registered course of one who officially withdraws from the college. These grades carry no quality
points and thus have no bearing on a student's cumulative average.
Individual courses are not dropped from a student's total program. In special circumstances, at the discretion of the Dean of the
College, a student may drop a course and receive a grade of W / P
or W / F before December 1 of the first semester or April 15 of the
second semester; any course dropped after these dates is automatically graded an F (failing ).

Grade-point Average

. _Comp~ehe~sive evaluation of the student's academic standin is
:~~~~tef ; hiJ.~;~e-point average. The grade-point average is ~ee
Y IVI mg the total grade-points earned by the total
number of semester hours whether passed or failed. Th
. I
equivale t f d
. .'
e numen ca
n s or etermmmg grade-point average follow ·
A-4; B-3; C-2; D-1; F-0
.
Students must maintain c
l ti
d
follows:
umu a ve gra e-point averages as
1.6 for each semester of the freshman year 1 8 for ea h
of the sopho
d
• ·
c semester
.
~ore year, an 2.0 for each semester in the junior and
senior year, with a minimum average of 2.0 required for graduation.
Academic Probation and Dismissal

fall:

b: ~!e~ e':i~s::n cumulati_v edo~ sem~ster grade-point average
tio A tud
um requrre is sub1ect to dismissal or proba,.
ev; hi s ent m_ay als~ be dismissed or placed on probation whenan unil rnducdit_1s d etrimental to the college or suggests that he is
e y can date for the teaching profession.
. ~en a student is dismissed, he is notified thr
h
mteTVIew and a con6rmin l
oug a personal
notified by letter Cop· g fet,ter. A student placed on probation is
1es o etters pertaining to prob ti
.
·
a·
missal are sent to parents of all students.
a on or isCurriculum Changes

Students wishing to change curriculum must
k
. .
for change no later than mid-term for the foUowi~a t=~~plication
Withdrawals

f

Make-up of Failed Courses

A required course in which a grade of "F" is received must be
repeated. Freshman and sophomore failed courses are to be made
up before the beginning of the junior year. Junior failed courses
are to be made up before the beginning of the senior year.
In case a failed course is not available in the college's summer
session, the student may take a course from his next year's requirements that is offered during the summer and make up the failed
course as part of his regular semester's load. Students following
this procedure must have the written approval of the Registrar. Advance written approval of the Registrar also is required for all
courses that are taken at other institutions.
No student may carry an overload when making up failed
courses.
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f efdore withd~awal, students are expected to talk with the D
o tu ents. Withdrawal forms m t b
l
ean
drawal is official Thes f
us e comp eted before with.
e orms are used to notiliy instruct
th
stucl ent's counselor Registrar and th B .
ors, e
:v~~c~t~; f~~~~st~!;1;~ciles!a}~2s.~1t~::a~~c:. J ; rd:~~~~
Transcripts

h One transcript of his record is ftJIOished each student witho t

~ argde upfon graduation. At all other times, a service charge of $1 ()Ou

is ma e or each transcript.

·

Academ ic Honors

Encouragement for superior work is provided through th
nouncement of the Dean's List. Beginning with the class of el~
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and thereafter candidacy to the Dean's List will be determined on
the basis of a 3.45, or better, yearly grade-point average. Those in
the upper 10 percent of the class of 1963 for the year 1962-1963 also
will appear on the Dean's List.
Academic achievement may also be recognized by election during the junior or senior year to Kappa Delta Pi.
Students graduating with grade-point averages of 3.45 or better
are recognized as honor students with the following designations.
Average of 3.45 - 3.64
Average of 3.65 - 3.84
Average of 3.85 - 4.0

d~~\:hAt this time freshmen register and begin to get acquainted
:,vit
-~ college program through both formal and informal meetmg_s ~ 1 members of the fa~ulty, student leaders and classmates.
Th1s 1s followed by several orientation meetings during the year.
Freshme~ also mee~ in s'.11all groups with their faculty counse!~:s, These m_formal d1scuss10n periods give the new students furr _opfortunity to learn about the coJlege p rogram including the
curr~cu um, ~he social and club activities, and the spe~ial counseling
services available.

Cum laude
Magna cum laude
Summa cum laude

Counseling

"

The p~rpo~.e of counseling is to provide each student with a
faculty fnend who is a lways interested in his progress. The counselor ~an hell? the student to evaluate, understand, and integrate his
e~pen ences. m . the classroom, in student activities, and in other
P 3 ses of his life. Although most students do not encounter ma·or
P~~bl,ems while in college, for those who do, the counselor may p:o; e _1elp or suggest other res?uces, so that the student may resolve
tiis d;fficulty. Two psychologists are available to students for addi-~na or deeper counseling. Other resource people are a financial
a1d counselor, psychiatrist, health counselor and two physicians
an a speech specialist.
'

Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society-Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi is an honor society in education open to ranking members
of the junior and senior classes of all curricula. Alumni of the college
may also become eligible for membership subsequent to graduation,
upon meeting the requirements of the society. The purpose of the
society is to promote scholarly attainment and professional leadership in education. Delta Rho Chapter was established at the college
in 1938.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES

Financial Aid

Young people need experiences which will help them grow intellectually and personally, enable them to d evelop qualities of cooperative endeavor and leadership, and help them to learn and practice
social skills. While the classroom provides certain opportunities
for these types of learnings, the college also provides for them
through the Student Personnel Services.
Selection

Through an evaluation of aptitude, academic achievement and
personal traits, the college endeavors to select young people who
wiJI hecome good teachers.
Orientation

The period of adjustment from high school to college can be
difficult for students. The college, in a variety of ways, attempts to
help the student make this adjustment so that he may start college
with a sense of security. The pre-entrance interview provides the
first step in orientation, for it brings the student to the college prior
to his admission and gives him an opportunity to meet several members of the faculty and student body and to learn about the college
program. The year begins with an orientation period for new stu26

h Thgh
e program of financial aid, described earlier, is administered
t rou
the Stud~nt Personnel Department. Inquiries concernin
loans or scholarsh1ps should be directed to the Financial Aid c
g
selor.
ounHealth Service

The ?hy~ical ~ell-being of a person who enters the rofession
of teachmg, 1s so _important that a thorough health exami~ation by
th stu
e
dents family physician and a tuberculin test, either a Mantoux Test or a chest x-ray, are required prior to entrance. Subse~uent health examinations will be made by coJlege physicians.
Students are_ ~xcused during class to keep appointments ~th the
college phys1c1ans.
The health service includes a follow-up by physican and health
couns_elo~ of a~y n~~essary corrective measures. Periodic health
examm~tions -~1th v1s10n and audiometric tests are provided. Contact~ With clm1cs and hospitals are arranged through the health
service when necessary.
d

The Health Service also operates an infu-mary to ca f
.
t t d
h
re or res1en s u ents w o are ill but do not require hospital care. A resi27

dent student who is ill is required to report to the infirmary and may
not remain in her room.
The student at all times is encouraged to assume the responsibility of his own health, and is invited to seek the _assistance of the
health counselor or physician whenever he needs it.
Women's Residence Hall

This new building, attractively furnished, is desi?ned to ad~ new
dimensions to the student's college experience. With the guidance
of the Director of Residence, students participate in s~~-~overnment
and in planning social, cultural, and educational activities.

Student Organization-Every student is a voting member. Legislative and executive powers are vested in the Student Council,
composed of elected class representatives.
Clubs-The many clubs offer students opportunities for diversified experiences. The clubs are supported through Student Organization funds. Student interests range from the arts, world affairs,
religion, and service, to just plain fun with sports, social events, and
the out-of-doors. There are opportunities for students to form new
clubs.

Student Activities

In order that students may have the opportunity to achieve the
personal development so essential for teaching, the colleg~ offers _a
variety of experiences designed to assist th~m in devel~pmg theu
interests and abilities, in having social expenences, and m developing the lasting friendships which are so important a part of college
life.

A campus
queen is
crowned.

Publications-Also supported by Student Organization funds,
they include a weekly newspaper, a yearbook, and a literary magazine. All are staffed by students and distributed free.
Social Fraternities and Sororities- Students may be invited to
join these non-sectarian groups aft er they have reached the sophomore year. Sorority and fraternity activities are coordinated by an
Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council.

It's Sp ri ng Carnival time !

The College Center-Most student activities take place here,
where there are lounges, a recreation room, studen~ workrooms an~
offices, meeting and dining rooms, a snack bar, a little thea~e'. an
a bookstore. A student-faculty College Center Bo~d admm1sters
the center and is responsible for cultural and recreational programming.
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Religious Organizations-Students have formed three religious
organizations, the Newman Club, the Aleithian Society, and the Star
of David Club.
Social Program- Formal and informal dances, teas, and class and
club parties help the students grow in social competence.
Service Organizat-ion-Alpha Phi Omega is an organization of
college men who have been associated at some time in their lives
with the Boy Scouts of America. It is an organization dedicated to
service to college and community. The Newark State College chapter was organized in 1959.
29

Sports

Placement

All students hold membership in the Athletic Association. Elected
representatives to the Women's Recreation Association and the
Men's Athletic Association both separately and jointly help plan
and promote the club, intramural, and varsity sports programs. A
Faculty Committee on Athletics appointed by the President aids
the Chairman of the D epartment of Health and Physical Education
in giving direction to the program and assuring its harmonious relationship to the general objectives of the college.
Inter-collegiate schedules are provided in basketball, baseball,
tennis, golf, and soccer. Intramural programs include basketball,
badminton, ar chery, deck tennis, soft ball, volleyball, tennis, shuffieboard and bowling. Throughout the sports program, the emphasis
is on widespread p articipation. The sports which students enjoy in
college may be ex1>ected to p rovide recreational and physical fitness
values in post-college years.
The college is a member of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.

The placement of graduates is facilitated by comprehensive reco_rds which i?clude'. in addition to grades and class stand ing, notations of special aptitudes, abilities and contributions to the student
life of the college.
All grad uating seniors are required to register with the Placement
Office whether or not they expect to use the services it provides.
The filing of . th_e placement application, including the securing of
references, will msure that an adequate record is available for future
use by the college.
Follow-up

During the initial teaching experience the college endeavors to
c?operate with employing authorities in continuing its advisory function. At the request of the college, public school administrators
furnish the Placement Office with evaluations of the graduates' performance during their first year of teaching. Data from such reports
are used to help counsel future students.

THE NANCY THOMPSON LIBRARY
The library maintains a collection of over 50,000 educational
books and pamphlets and subscribes to about 400 periodicals and
serial p ublications. The general collections of books and periodicals
that are basic to most college libraries are enriched at Newark State
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College with strong collections of materials in the fields of elementary education, education of the handicapped, and children's literature. In addition, the library maintains a selection of fi.lms, filmstrips,
slides, pictures, and recordings which are available for classroom
use. The necessary equipment also is available on request and
includes 16mm sound motion picture projectors, lantern slide projectors, 2" x 2" slide and filmstrip projectors, opaque projectors,
tape recorders, phonographs, and transcription players.
For the convenience of the students, there is a reserve book collection which includes those books that the faculty deem important
source materials. A reference and advisory service and an audiovisual consultation and acquisition service represent some of the
professional services that are maintained to assist the educational
needs of the student body. The library is open some 77 hours per
week Mondays through Saturdays during the regular college sessions. Specific hours of service are posted at the library entrance.
A copy of the LIBRARY RULES AND REGULATIONS may be
obtained at the library circulation desk.
Instruction in methods of library research is provided to all
freshman students by the librarian through regularly scheduled
English classes. Additional instruction in specialized research techniques and the use of instructional materials and equipment is
offered to scheduled classes when requested.
Additional book resources are housed in each of the departmental
offices; through the library's participation in the nationwide
inter-library loan program, many more books and research documents are available to the students.

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Any graduate of Newark Normal School, Newark State Teachers
College, or Newark State College is a member of the Newark State
College Alumni Association. To each graduate whose current address is known there is sent a copy of The Newark Stater, the quarterly bulletin of the association. A graduate may become an active
member of the association by contributing in the annual fund drive.

SECTION Ill

Curricula of the College
The curricula are organized so that the student's work is a blend
of general, specialized, and professional education. These three elements are present throughout the four years of college, with general
education receiving the major emphasis during the earlier year s and
specialized and professional education during the later years.
The curricula of the various special fields require a core of general education. There is also a common core of basic professional
courses-those areas in which all teachers should be well grounded.
In addition to these two elements of the curricula, specialized subject matter courses are added to suit the needs of each curriculum.
Specific Curricula

The early childhood education curriculum prepares students to
teach in the nursery school, kindergarten, and in grades one through
three, inclusive.
The general elementary curriculum prepares students to teach in
grades one through eight, inclusive.
The curriculum for teachers of handicapped children prepares
students for teaching in the elementary grades as well as for teaching the mentally retarded or speech defective or hard of hearing.
The secondary school curricula at the present time prepare students to teach social science, mathematics, English, and biology and
general science in New Jersey high schools. The fine arts and
industrial arts curricula prepare students for teaching in both elementary and secondary schools.
Degree Requirements

All candidates for the degree of bachelor of arts in education are
required to complet e 128 semester hours of work as prescribed for

the specific curriculum in which the student is enrolled.
At least two semesters of resident work must be completed at this
college in order to qualify for a degree.

All resident students automatically are active members for five
years after graduation through payment to the association of a portion of their student fees each semester of their undergraduate days.
During the college year the association sponsors several social
and professional activities. It also maintains an Alumni Office in the
College Center which may be used for Alumni meetings. Inquiries
concerning the association should be directed to the Executive
Secretary, Newark State College Alumni Association, at the college.

All undergraduate curricula at Newark State College lead to the
degree of bachelor of arts in education. The d egree is conferred by
the authority of the State Board of Education and is prerequisite to
the granting of certificates to teach in the state.
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State Cert ificates and Degrees

Limited teaching certificates, appropriate to each of the curricula offered, are granted by the state to a student upon graduation
from the college. Each certificate entitles the holder to teach in any
of the grades and subjects covered by the curriculum in which he
has been prepared.

morning through Friday afternoon at the school. Transportation is
provided. No private cars are permitted.
The program offers an opportunity for prospective teachers to
learn about the outdoors so that they, in turn, can guide children in
the enjoyment and proper appreciation of nature. The school offers
wholesome and delicious food, foam rubber mattresses and beds in
screened cabins, modern toilet facilities, and a full schedule of academic, field, and recreational activities.
Foreign Languages

The college offers a foreign language program, with courses in
French, German, and Spanish. The courses are open to juniors and
seniors within the framework of 12 semester hours of free electives
permitted each student.
Professional Laboratory Experiences

All limited certificates as issued at present are valid for five years.
After three years of successful teaching experience, a teacher may
receive a permanent ce.'i:ificate.
Outdoor Education

All sophomores participate in a general outdoor education program at the New Jersey State School of Conservation in Stokes
State Forest. Each student is scheduled for a period from Monday

Professional laboratory experiences refer to all of the direct professional contact the college student has with children and youth
during the four years of college.
These experiences start at Newark State College at the beginning of the freshman year and proceed through the Junior Practicum and Senior Student Teaching. At each level they are considered
an integral part of the college courses.
The basic professional courses of the first two years help to establish the social and psychological foundations of education. The
laboratory is the student's home or college community, and visits
are made to schools representative of contrasting types of communities and educational programs. Beginning in the second year a
systematic study is made of children at different maturity levels in
the grades of selected schools.

65-hour Sequence-The student is required to complete at least
65 hours of work with children in group situations before he is
admitted to Junior Practicum. The work may be performed in
summer camps, Boy Scout or "Y" activities, hospitals, children's
homes, and similar contexts. The college must receive certification
of the work done from a responsible adult before the student may
register as a junior.
Junior Practicum- All students participate in Junior Practicum
in their third year. Its purpose is to induct the student into a wide
range of public school experiences. The total experience consists of:
( 1) Four visits scheduled at intervals during the junior year to
a designated practicum school;
( 2) full-time off-campus experience as participant-observer in
the practicum school for two months;

Mail call
at School of
Conservation
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( 3) a return to the practicum for a week in the fall before the
beginning of the senior college year.
Junior practicum for Early Childhood Education students must
include an experience in both kindergarten and nursery schools; for
General Elementary students the assignment must be within grades
1-8 in self-contained classrooms; for Secondary students the practicum experience must be in grades 7, 8, or 9, in the student's major
subject.
Senior Student Teaching-All seniors must participate in this
gradual induction into teaching. The student is assigned as coworker to a successful teacher in the public schools for two months.
The assignment is made on the basis of the present needs of the student, but factors of convenience and preference also are considered.
The student is supervised and rated by a member of the college faculty and the cooperating teacher. The work includes all activities of
teaching, both planning and execution. This experience meets the
requirements of the State Department of Education.
The experience for Early Childhood Education students must be
in grades 1, 2, or 3; the experience for General Elementary students
must be within grades 1-8, self-contained, but different from the
assignment of the junior year; Secondary students must have their
experience in the major of their choice in a secondary school.
As prerequisites the student must have attained acceptable standards in Junior Practicum, in certain academic and professional
courses, in the use of the English language, and in health, personality, and professional attitude.
All students must be prepared to complete either the Junior
Practicum or Senior Student Teaching experiences away from home
in a community assigned by the college. No student may be admitted to Junior Practicum without the complete roster of first semester
courses in the junior year and no student may be admitted to Senior
Student Teaching without the complete roster of first semester
courses in the senior year.
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Curriculum Outlines
on lo/lowing Pages
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Freshman

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 103-Development of Educational Thought
Eng. 101- Fundamentals of Communication
H ealth Ed. 101-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 103-General Mathematics
Ph. Ed. 101--0rganized Recreation
Sci. 101-General Biology
Soc. Sci 103-History of Western Civilization

Sem.
Hours

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 104-Human Development and Behavior I
Eng. 102--Fundamentals of Communication .
Health Ed. 102--Physical and Mental Health
Math. 104-Descriptive Statistics ......
Ph. Ed. 102---Organized Recreation ..
Sci. 102--General Biology . .. .
................................... .
Soc. Sci. 104- History of Western Civilization

3
3
2

2
1
2
3

3
3

2
2

1
2
3

16

16

w

00

Sophomore

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 203-Human Development and Behavior II
Eng. 205---World Literature
F. A. 211-Experiencing Art
Music 201-Fundamentals of Music
Ph. Ed. 201-Rhythmical Recreation (women)
Ph. Ed. 201--0rganized Recreation (men )
Sci. 203-lntroductory Chemistry or
Sci. 205---Introductory Physics or .
Sci. 473-Geology
Soc. Sci. 203-United States History

Sem.
Hours

Sem.
Hours

SECO ND SEMESTER

Ed. 204-Philosophy . ... .
... .. ... .... . ... .. .
3
Ed. 251- Introduction to Education of the Handicapped .. ..... 2
Eng. 224-Chilclren's Literature in Early Childhood E ducation 2
F . A. 212--Experiencing Art
.. . .....
.. .. ... .... . 3
Music 202--Fundamentals of Music
. .... ......
2
Ph. Ed. 202--Rhythmical Recreation (women) ................... l
1
Ph. Ed. 202--Organized Recreation ( men) .. . . . . . . . . . ..
Sci. 204-lntroductory Chemistry or
........... ..
Sc!, 206-lntroductory Physics or ...
... .... .... ... . . . .
2
Sc1. 474-Astronomy
....... .. .... ... .. . .. .. .......
Soc. Sci. 204-United States History .
3

3
3
3
2

l

1
2
3

17

18

Junior

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305---Junior Practicum
.. .. . .......... ..
Ed. 323-Child Development and the Early Childhood
Curriculum I
.
... .....
. .
.. ........
Eng. 321-Language Arts in Early Childhood Education
Music 321-Music in Early Childhood Education I

Sem.
Hours
0

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-Junior Practicum
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology
.. .. .. ...
Ed. 324-Child Development and the Early Childhood
Curriculum II
Soc. Sci. 316-Fundamentals of Geography .

6
5
2

13

0
3

5
2

10
Senior

w
<0

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403-Student Teaching
Ed. 409-Comparative Education

Sem.
Hnur.•
4
3

7

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404-Student Teaching
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature

....

.. .. ...... .
.. .....

~cei4~:!~t,.:a~h:~~~~Jd
R~i~ti~~.~ E~~l);- dilldh;;;;a...
Education
.. .... .. .. .... .... . .

4
2
3
2

11
Students maioring in early childho od education have 12 semeste r hours of free e lectives. In addition, e ig ht
semester ho urs are to be se le cte d w ith faculty approval from the following:

Sem.
Hours

Ed. 401-Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene
Ed. X24-Visual and Auditory Aids in Education
Eng. 421-Reading in Early _Childhood Education .
F. A. 321-Art in Early Childhood Education .........

2
2
2

2

I. A. 322--lndustrial Arts in Early Childhood Education
Math. 322--Arithmetic in Early Childhood Education
Music 421-M usic in Early Childhood Education II .......... .
Ph. Ed. 321- Play and Rhythm Activities in Early Child hood
Education ............... ... . .. ................. ..
Eci. 321-Science in Early Childhood Education

Sem.
Hours
2
2
2
2

2

GENERAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Freshman

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 103-Development of Educational Thought
Eng. 101- Fundamentals of Communication .
H ealth Ed. 101-Physical and Mental Health .
Math. 103-General Mathematics
Ph. Ed. 101- Organized Recreation ......
Sci. 101-General Biology
..... .. ..
Soc. Sci. 103-History of Western Civilization

Sem.
H ours
3
3

2
2

l
2
3

Sem.

SECOND SEMESTER

H ours

Ed. 104-Human Development and Behavior I
Eng. 102--Fundamentals of Communication .
Health Ed. 102--Physical and Mental Health
Math. 104-Descriptive Statistics ........ .
Ph. Ed. 102--Organized Recreation .. .. ..
Sci. 102--General Biology
.. .
.. ..
Soc. Sci. 104-History of Western Civilization

3
3
2
2

.. ............. ..

1
2
3

16

16

,I:,..

0

Soph omore

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 203-Human Development and Behavior II
Eng. 205-World Literature ....... ..
F. A. 211-Experiencing Art I ..... .
Music 201-Fundamentals of Music . ..
... ..
Ph. Ed. 201- Rhythmical Recreation ( women )
Ph. Ed. 201-Organized Recreation ( men )
Sci. 203-Introductory Chemistry or
Sci. 205-Introductory Physics or
Sci. 473-Ceology
.....
Soc. Sci. 203-United States History

Sem.
Hours
3

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER

3

Ed. 204-Philosophy . .. . . . . .... .. ... . . ... . . .. ..... ..... ... .. ... . 3
Ed. 251-Introduction to Education of the Handicapped ........ 2
F. A. 212--Experiencing Art II
3
Music 202--Fundamentals of Music
. .. ..........
........
2
Ph. Ed. 202--Rhythmical Recreation (women) ................. ·
l
Ph_. Ed. 202--Organized Rec;eation (men ) ........................ .
Sci. 204-I ntroductory ChemlStry or
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Sci. 206-I ntroductory Physics or .. .. ...
... ...... .... . ..
2
Sci. 474-Astronomy
.............................. ..
Soc. Sci. 204-Un ited States History
.. . ......
3

17

16

3

3
2

2

1

Junior

Sem.
Hours

Sem.

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305-Junior Practicum ....... ..................
.. .. ... . ...
Ed. 313-E lementary Curriculum
.. .. .... .. .... .. .. .... .... ..... .... ...
F. A. 312--Art in Education .. .........
.. ............... ...............
Music 311-Music in the E lementary School .. ........................
Ph. Ed. 311-Physical Education in the Elementary School
Sci. 311-Science in the Elementary School .

Hours

0
5
2
2
2
3

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-Junior Practicum .. ................ ..........
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology . .. ..... ... .. .... .. .. . .
Ed. 314-Elementary Curriculum ................................................

Ei!~r~s~t~~rs_ ~~- -~~--~~~~li ri~0

~~~~~-

Eng.
~.
Soc. Sci. 316-Fundamentals of Geography .. .. .. ....

14

0
3
5

-~ --~~

4
2
14

Senior
,I:,..
to-'

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403-Student Teaching ........................................ .
Ed. 401-Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene
Ed. 409-Comparative Education
Math. 312--Arithmetic in the E lementary School

Sem.
Hours
4
2
3
3

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404-Student Teach ing
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature
Music 402--Music Appreciation ...
.. ......... ..
Soc. Sci. 414-New Jersey History and Geography

12
The above total 116 semester hours. Ele mentary education maiors are to sele ct 12 semester hours of free
e lectives to make a grand total of 128 semeste r hours.

Sem.
Hours
4
2
3

2
11

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

The curricular offerings for these majors for the first two years are
the same as those for the general elementary education m ajors.
Junior
Sem.
H ours

FIRST SEMESTER

Ed. 306--Junior Practicum
. .. ...
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology
Ed. 314--Elementary Curriculum
.
..
Eng. 315-Language Arts and the Teaching o.f Readi ng in the
E lementary School
. .
..
Music 311-Music in the Elementary School

0

Ed. 305-Junior Practicum
Ed. 313---Elementary Curriculum
F . A. 312--Art in Education
. .. .. ..... .
Ph . Ed. 311- Physical Education in the Elementary School .
Sci. 311-Science in the Elementary School
~ Soc. Sci. 3 16--Fundamenta ls of Geography

Sem.
H ours

SECOND SEMESTER

5
2
2
3
2

to

0
3
5
4
2
14

14
Each student prep•uing to te,ch handicapped childre n will sp ecialize for teaching a particular type of handi•
capped child by complet ing a course in one of the following groups, continuing in the nme group through the
junior and s enior y ears.

Group l Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded .
Ed. 450--Psychology of the Handicapped
Ed. 451-Speech Correction

3
3

Groups II and lll Courses for teachers of children who
have speech disorders and courses for teachers of children
who ar e hard of hearing.
Ed. 451--Speech Correction
Ed. 460--lntroduction to Anatomy and Physiology of the Ear
and Speech Mechanism

3
3

Group I Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded.
Ed. 461- Introduction to Arts and Crafts for the Mentally
Reta rded
.
.. .. ... ..
.. . .. . . .. ....
Ed. 452--lntroduction to Curriculum Building for Different
Matriculation Levels of the Mentally Retarded ..
......

3

3

Groups lI and Ill Courses for teachers of children who
have speech disorders and courses for teachers of children
who are hard of hearing.
3
3

Ed. 454--Phonetics
Ed. 456--Speech Pathology

Senior
Sem.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER

4
2
3
3

Ed. 403---Student Teaching
. .. ..
Ed. 401-Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene
Ed. 409-Comparative Education
Math. 312--Arithmetic in the Elementary School

Sem.

Hours

SECOND SEMEST E R

4

Ed. 404--Stude nt Teaching ......... .
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature
Music 402--Music Appreciation ..
Soc. Sci. 414--New Jersey History and Geography

2
3

2
11

12
Stude nts maioring in the education of the handicappe d are to e le ct the courses ne cessary to make a total of
128 seme-ster hours required for g raduation.

"""
C,J

Group I Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded.
Ed. 455--Introduction to Materials, Programs, and Methods for
Teaching the Mentally Retarded
......... .... .... ..

3

Group II Courses for teachers of children who have speech
disorders.
Ed. 459--Audiometric Testing and Hearing Aids .. ....... ... .
Ed. 457-Speech Clinic I

2
2

Grou p Ill Courses for teachers of children who are hard of
hearing.
Ed. 459--Audiometric Testing and Hearing Aids
Ed . 462-Lip Reading ( Speech Reading)

.. ...

2
2

Group I Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded.
Ed. 453---0rientation in Psychological Testing

2

Grou p Tl Courses for teachers of children who have speech
disorders.
Ed. 458--Speech Clinic II . . .....

........

2

Group Ill Courses for teachers of children who are hard of
hear ing.
E d. 463---Methods of Teaching the Hard of Hearing

3

FINE ARTS EDUCATION
Fre shman
Sem.

Sem.
Hours

F IRST SEMESTER
Ed. 103-D evelopment of Educational Thought
Eng. 101- Fundamentals of Commun ication
F . A. 145-Ceramics I .
F . A. 211- E xp eriencing Art I
...
Ph. Ed. 101-0rganized Recreation
Sci. 101-Gene.r al Biology .. ... ... .... ...... ... .
Soc. Sci. 103-History of W estern Civilization

............. ..

3
3
2
3
l
2
3

SECOND SE MESTE R

Hours

Ed. 104-H uman D evelopment and Behavior I ...
Eng. 102-Funda mentals of Com munication
F . A. 146-Ceramics lI
F. A. 212-Experiencing Art II
Ph. Ed. 102-Organ ized Recreat ion .
Sci. 102-General Biology ............. .
Soc. Sci. 104-History of W estern Civilization

3
3
2
3

1
2
3

17

17

:t:

Sophomore

Se m.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed . 203-H uman D evelopment a nd Beh avior IT
F. A. 241- Painting and Drawing I
F . A. 243-Art and Civilizat ion I .. .
H ealth Ed. 101- Physical and Men tal Health
Math. 103-Gen eral Mathematics
Sci. 203-Introductory Chemistry or .
Sci. 205-Introductory Physics or ..
Sci. 473-Geology
Soc. Sci. 203-United States History .

. . .. .. . .. ..

.........
.............

......
J
..........J

3
3
2
2
2
2
3

SECOND SEMESTE R

Sem.
H ours

F. A. 24 2-Painting an d Drawing II
F. A. 244-Art and Civilization II .
H ealth Ed. 102-Physical a nd Mental H ealth
I. A. 145-Bas ic i ndustria l Arts
........ .
Ma th. 104- D escriptive Statistics .... .......................... . . ..... .
Sci. 204- I ntroductory Chemistry or ...... . ............. ...............l
Sci. 206-In troductory Ph ysics or ... ................................. }
Sci. 474-Astronomy
............................... .... J
Soc. Sci. 204- United States History

17

3
2
2
2
2

2
3
16

Junior

Sem .
Hours

F IRST SEMESTE R

Ed. 305-J unior Practicum . ..... ..... ................ ....... ..... .. ······· ········
Ed. 300-Principles and Techniqu es of Education
F. A. 34 1- Art Education I ..... .
F. A. 345-Scnlpture I .... .
F . A. 347-Textile Arts I .... ... .... .
F . A. 349-Lettering and D isp lay
Music 371- Music Appreciation

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-J unior Practicum
E d. 304-Education al Psych ology
F . A. 342-Art Edu cation II
F. A. 346-Sculp ture II
F. A. 348---Textile Arts II
Music 372-Music Appreciation

0
3
2
2
2
2
2

Sem .
H ours
0
3
2
2
2
2
11

13
Senior

~

Sem .
Hours

FIRST SEMEST ER
Ed . 403-Student Teaching
Ed . 409- Compara tive Educa tion
F . A. 443-Jewelry . ..
Fine Arts Electives ............ .

. ..........

4
3
2

4

SE COND SEME STER
E d. 404-Student Teach in g .. ...
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature
F . A. 44 1-Printrnaking
Fine Arts E lectives .. . ..... .

13
The ab ove tot al 116 semest er hours. Fine Art s m ajors are to select 12 semester hours of free e lectives t o make

a grand total of 128 semester houn.

Sem.
Hours
4
2
3
3

12

INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION
Freshman
Sem.

FIRST SEMESTER

Sem.

Hou rs

Ed. 103-Development of Educational Though t
Eng. 101- Fundamentals o f Communication
I. A. 13~Introduction to Industrial Arts
I. A. 131- D rawing I
I. A. 133-Woodworking I
Math. 103-General Mathematics
Sci. 101-General Biology

SECOND SEMESTER

Hours

Ed . 104---H uman Developmen t and Behavior I
Eng. 102--F undamentals of Communication
I. A. 13 2--Drawing Il
I. A. 136--Grap h ic Arts I
Ma th. 104---Descriptive Statistics
Ma th. 132--Applied Mathematics
Sci. 102--General Biology

3
3
2
2
2
2
2

16

3
3
2
2
2
2
2

16

olS,.

0:,

Sophomore
F IRST SEMESTER
E d. 203-Human Development and Behavior II
Health Ed. 101- Physical and Mental Health
I. A. 231- D esign .. .
I. A. 233-Metals I
Ph. Ed. 101- Organized Recreation
Sci. 203-l ntrod uctory Chemistry or
Sci. 205--Introductory Physics or
Sci. 473-Geology
.. .
Sci. 231- Applied Science
.
Soc. Sci. 103-History of Western C ivilization

Sem .
H ours
3
2
2
2
...)
.~

J

SE CO ND SEMESTER
Ed. 204---Philosophy
..
Health Ed. 102--Physical and Mental Health
I. A. 234---Ceramics
I. A. 236--Hand icrafts I
I. A. 238-E lectricity
Ph. Ed. 102--Organized Recreation
Sci. 204---l ntroductory Chemistry or
Sci. 206-lntroductory Physics or .
Sci. 474- Astronomy
Soc. Sci. 104- History of Western Civilization

1
2
2

3

Sem.
H ours
3
2
2
2
2
1

1
J

2
3

-

17

17

Junior
Sem.

F IRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305--Junior Practicum
I. A. 333-Metals II .. ....
I. A. 335--Woodworking II .. .... .... .. .. ..
. .
I. A. 337- Principles and Techniques of Teachin g
Industrial Arts .. ......
Music 371- Music Appreciation ......
Soc. Sci. 203-United States History
I ndustrial Arts Elective

H ours
0

SECO ND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-Junior Practicum .......... .
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology
I. A. 336-Graphic Arts II . . ..... .
I. A. 338-Principles, Methods, and Curriculum in
Industrial Arts .
. ..
Music 372--Music Appreciation ........ .
Soc. Sci. 204---United States History
I ndustrial Arts Elective

2
2
2
2
3
2

Sem.
Hours
0
3
2
2

2
3
2

14

13
olS,.

-l

Senior
Sem.

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403-Student Teaching
Ed. 30~ Principles and Techniques of Education
Eng. 205--W orld Literature
I. A. 433-Electronics

H ours
4
3
3
2

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404---Student T eaching ........ ..
Ed. 409-Comparative Education
Eng. 404---Con temporary Literature
I. A. 434---Transportation

12
The above total 116 sem ester hours. Industrial Arts majors are to choose twe lve (12) semester hours of f ree
e le ctives to make a g rand total of 128 semester ho urs.

Sem .
Hours
4
3
2
2

11

SECONDARY EDUCATION: BIOLOGY AND GENERAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Freshman

Sem.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed . 103-Development of Educational Thought
Eng. IOI-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. 101-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 171-Mathematical Analysis 1
Ph. Ed. IOI-Organized Recreation
Sci. 171-Botany I

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 104-Human Development and Behavior I
Eng. 102-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. 102-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 172---Mathematical Analysis II
Ph. Ed. 102-Organized Recreation
Sci. 172---Botany II

3
3
2
4
1
3
16

.,..

Sem.
Hours
3
3
2
4

1
3

16

CXl

Sophomore

Sem .
Hours

FIRST SEMESTEH
Ed. 203-Human D evelopmen t and Behavior II
Eng. 205-World Literature .. . .
Sci. 275- lnorganic Chemistry I
Sci. 277-Physics I .. ..
.. ... .. .. .. .. ..
Soc. Sci. 103-History of W estern Civilization

3
3

.... ... ....

..

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 204-Ph ilosophy
F. A. 272-Art Appreciation
Sci. 276-Inorganic Chemistry II
Sci. 278-Physics II
.
.....
Soc. Sci. 104-History of Western Civilization

~

3

16

Sem.
Hours
3

2
3
4
3

15

Junior

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305-Junior Practicum .
.. ....
.....
Ed. 370--Principles and Techniques of Teaching in
Secondary Education
Sci. 371-Zoology I
....
Sci. 375-Organic Chemistry I ...... .
Soc. Sci. 203-United States His tory .

Sem.
Hours

Sem.

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed.
Ed.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Soc.

0
3
3
3
3

306-Junior Practicum
304-Educational Psychology
372-Zoology II
. . ... ..
376-Organic Chemistry II ..........
380--Field Biology and Ecology
Sci. 204-United States History

12

.,_

Hours
0
3
3
3
2
3

14

Senior

'°
FIRST SEMESTER
Ed.
Ed.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.

403-Student T eaching . ......
409-Comparative Education ................ .
471-Human Physiology ..
473-Geology
..
479-Teaching Science in the Secondary School

Sem.
Hours
4
3
3
2
3

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404-Student Teaching
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature
Music 371-Music Apprecia tion
Sci. 472---Meteorology
Sci. 474-Astronomy

15
The above totals 116 semester hours. Stude nts are to cho ose 12 semester hours of free electives to make a
total of 128 semeste r hours requ ired for graduation.

Sem.
Hou rs
4
2
2
2
2

12

SECONDARY EDUCATION : ENGLISH MAJOR
Freshman

Sem.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 103--Development of Educational Thought
Eng. 101-Fundamentals of Communication ... .
Ph. Ed. IOI-Organized Recreat ion .... .................... .
Math. I 03--Ceneral Mathematics ......... .
Health Ed. IOI-Physical and Mental H ealth
Sci. 101-Ceneral Biology
...
...
Soc. Sci. 103--History of Western Civilization

....

Sem.

SECOND SEMESTER

Hours

Ed. 104-Human Development and Behavior I
Eng. 102---Fundamentals of Communication
Ph. Ed. 102---Organized Recreation ...... ..
Math. 104-Descriptive Statistics
.. .
Health Ed. 102---Physical and Mental Health
Sci. 102---Ceneral Biology
Soc. Sci. 104-History of Western Civilization

3
3

1
2
2
2
3

3
3

1
2
2
2
3

16

16

~
Sophomore

Sem.
Ho urs

FIRST SEMESTE R
Ed . 203--Hurnan Development and Behavior Il
Eng. 205-World Literature .
Eng. 275-British Literature I
Music 371-Music Appreciation
Sci. 203--Introductory Chemistry or
Sci. 205-Introductory Physics or
Sci. 473--Ceology
.
Soc. Sci. 203--United

Ed. 204-Philosophy
Eng. 266--World Literature II .
Eng. 276--British Literature II
F. A. 272---Art Appreciation
Sci. 204-Introductory Chemistry or
Sci. 206--Introductory Physics or
Sci. 4 74-Astronomy
... .
..
Soc. Sci. 204-United States History

3
3
3
2
........
········.}

2
3

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER

3
3
3
2

1

J

16

2

-

3

16

---- ----------------~~===----

Junior

Sem.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305-Junior Practicum
........... ...... .................
Ed. 370-Principles and Techniques of Teaching in Secondary
Education
........... .
Eng. 331-Speech ................ .
Eng. 375--American Literature ......... .
Eng. 379--Advanced Composition
Electives

0

SECOND SEME STER
Ed. 306--Junior Practicum ............................ .
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology
Eng. 334-Poetry .. . . . . . ... ... .. ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .................... .
Eng. 370-Methods of T eaching Secondary School E nglish
Minor
. ......... ..
Electives

3
3
3
3
3

.....

0
3

3
3

3
3

15

15
Q\

Sem.
Hours

Senior

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403--Student Teaching
....
Ed. 409- Comparative Education
Eng. 471-Shakespeare
Minor
.. .
Electives ... .

Sem.
Hours

4
3
3
3
3

16

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404-Student T eaching
Eng. 404-Contemporary Literature
Eng. 472---Foundations of Language .......... ..
Eng. 478-17th Century Poetry and Prose ... .
Electives ............ ............... .
Minor

Sem.
Hours
4
2
3
3
3
3

18

SECONDARY EDUCATION: HISTORY MAJOR
Freshman

Sem.

Sem.
FIRST SEMESTER

SECOND SEMESTER

Ho urs

2

2

l
2
3

3
2
2

1
2

3
16

16

CJ\

3

Eel. 104-H uman Development and Behavior
Eng. 102-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. 102-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 104-Descriptive Statistics
Ph. Ed. 102-0rganized Recreation
Sci. 102-General Biology ..
.
Soc. Sci. 104- History of Western Civilization

3
3

Ed . 103---Development of Educational Thought
Eng. 101-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. 101-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 103---Ceneral Mathematics
Ph. Ed. 101-0rganized Recreation
Sci. 101-General Biology
Soc. Sci. 103---History of Western Civilization

H ours

N)

Sophomore

Sem.

Sem.
FIRST SEMESTER

SECOND SEMESTER

H ours

Ed. 204-Philosophy
.....
Music 372-Music Appreciation
Sci. 474-Astronomy
..
Soc. Sci. 204-United States History
Soc. Sci. 366-Fundamentals of Geography
Soc. Sci. 374-American Government and Politics I .
or
Soc. Sci. 472-Economics I

3

Ed. 203---Human Development and Behavior II
Eng. 205--World Literature ..
Music 371-Music Appreciation
Sci. 473---Ceology
Soc. Sci. 203---United States History
Soc. Sci. 271-History of Far Eastern Civilization

3
2
2
3

3

16

Hours
3
2
2
3
3

}

3

16

Junior

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305--Junior Practicum
Ed. 370--Principles and Techniques of Teaching
in Secondary Education
Geography Course
History l\ lajor Courses
.
Soc. Sci. 375--American Government and Politics II
or
Soc. Sci. 473---Economics II

Sem.

Sem.

Ho urs

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-Junior Practicum ..
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology
History Major Course
Electives

0

3
3

6

}

flours
0
3
3
9

15

3

-

15

CJ\
C,.)

Senior

Sem.
FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403---Student Teaching ...
History Major Course
Soc. Sci. 372--Teaching Secondary School
Social Studies
Electives

H ours
4
3

3
6

Sem.
SECOND SEMESTER
Ed . 404-Student Teaching ...
Ed. 409-Comparative Education
Eng. 404-Conte mporary Literature
History Major Course
Electives

16
Stude nts ma1oring in history have 12 semeste r hours of free electiv•s. In addition, nine semester hours of
e lectives are to be selecte d with dep artme ntal approval.

Hours
4

3
2
3
6

18

SECONDARY EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS MAJOR
Freshman
Sem.
H ours

FIHST SEMESTER
Ed. 103-Development of Educational Thought
Eng. IOI-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. IOI-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 161-Basic Mathematics
Math. 171-Mathematical Analysis I
Ph. Ed. 101-0rganized Recreation .... ..
Sci. 101-Ceneral Biology
.. .
. . .. . .. .. ..

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 104-Human Development and Behavior I
Eng. 102-Fundamentals of Communication
Health Ed. 102-Physical and Mental Health
Math. 104-Descriptive Statistics
Math. 172--Mathematical Analysis II
Ph. Ed. 102--Organized Recreation
Sci. 102-General Biology

3
3
2
2
4

1
2

3
3
2
2

4
1
2

17

~

17

Sophomore
Sem.
Hours

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 203-Human Development and Behavior lJ
Eng. 205-World Literature
Math. 271-Calculus l
Music 371-Music Appreciation
Sci. 203-Introductory Chemistry or
Sci. 205-Introductory Physics or
Sci. 473-Ceology
Soc. Sci. 103-History of Western Civilization

Ed. 204-Philosophy
Math. 272-Calculus II
Music 372-Music Appreciation
Sci. 204-lntroductory Chemistry or
Sci. 206--Introductory Physics or
Sci. 474-Astronomy
Soc. Sci. 104-History of Western Civilization

3
3
4
2
}

2

Sem.
Hours

SECOND SEMESTER

3

.... - .. -

.- 4
2

}

2
3

3

14
17

Junior
Sem.

FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 305-Junior Practicum
...
Ed. 370-Principles and Techniques of Teaching in
Secondary Education
....
Math. 371-Materials for Mathematics Instruction
Math. 462-Teaching Junior High School Mathematics
Soc. Sci. 203-United States History . ..
.. .

Hours

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 306-Junior Practicum
Ed. 304-Educational Psychology ......
Math. 372-Modem College Geometry
Soc. Sci. 204-United States History

0
3
3

Sem.
Hours
0
3

3
3

3
3

9

12

Senior

~
FIRST SEMESTER
Ed. 403-Student Teaching ..
Math. 373-Theory of Numbers ..
.... ..
Math. 470-Teaching Secondary School Mathematics

Sem.
Hours

4
3
4

SECOND SEMESTER
Ed. 404-Student Teaching
....
Ed. 409-Comparative Education ... .. .. . . ...
Eng. 404----Conte mporary Literature ...
Math. 473-Elements of Abstract Algebra

Sem.

Hours
4
3
2
3

11

12
The above total 109 semNter houn. Students ma1or1n9 in mathematica in the secondary school .,. to e lect
nine (9) semester hours in another field n well as ten (10) semester hours of frH e lectives, making a totail of 121
semester howrs fo r grMuation.

SECTION IV

Description of Courses
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Professors Bush ( Chairman ), Allen, Altena, Anson, Burtt, Charney,
Chasnoff, Darte, Dubin, Eckha1t, Eisenhardt, Fink, Foskey,
Gens, Guinnane, Hansen, Harris, Heflin, Jamison, Lorusso,
Morgan, Norwalk, Ostrovsky, Raths, Richardson, Roth, Salt,
Schulley, Shepardson, Stern, Vogel, Wagner, Watson
Ed. 103

Development of Educational Thought (3 sem. hrs.)

The purpose of the course is to ( 1) analyze the interaction of
culture and education, ( 2 ) develop from an historical perspective
the evolution of modern education, and ( 3) examine issues and
problems found in American education today. Field trips to public
schools are made to illustrate principles discussed in class.
Ed. 104

Human Development and Behavior I (3 sem. hrs.)

This first course in general psychology is designed to help the
student obtain a better understanding of human behavior both as
a contrib ution to the student's general education and as a basis for
further specialization in professional courses in education. Some of
the topics for consideration are the scientific method in psychology,
sensation, perception, emotion, motivation, learning, memory, measured intelligence, reflective thought, personality formation, and
applied psychology.
Ed. 203

Human Development and Behavior II (3 sem. hrs.)

Designed to help students gain an understanding of human behavior from pre-natal development to maturity, this interdisciplinary
course includes the study of physical, intellectual, emotional, and
social behavior. Emphasis is placed on child growth and development. Behavior characteristics of different age levels, individual
differences, and method of adjustment are considered.
Ed. 204

Philosophy (3 sem. hrs.)

This course attempts to present the student with a general introduction to the discipline of philosophy which will be useful in the
student's effort to clarify his philosophy of life as well as his educational philosophy. Great men and their ideas are identified , the
schools of philosophy are defined and the issues basic to them are
57

discussed. Primary materials are used as much as possible, and an
effort is made to illustrate philosophic thinking by referring to cultural issues. Among the topics considered are the meaning of philosophy, reality, knowledge, values, and social philosophy.
Ed. 251 Introduction to Education of the Handicapped
(2 sem. hrs.)

Early detection and proper educational care of all handicapped
children are considered in this course. Incidence, causes, and
diagnosis of handicaps as well as consideration of different remedial
procedures are essential to any adequate program. Visitations are
made to observe programs for the mentally and physically handicapped.
Ed. 300

Principles and Techniques of Education (3 sem. hrs.)

This course introduces the student to curriculum patterns, planning techniques, methods of discussion, and to general principles of
instruction required for teaching in either elementary or secondary
schools.
Ed. 304

Educational Psychology (3 sem. hrs.)

This course emphasizes those aspects of psychology which most
immediately apply to teaching. It is primarily concerned with a
critical analysis of the learning process, its theoretical foundation,
and its application. Among others it considers the following topics:
learning and culture, trial and error, conditioned response, insight ,
reflective thought, creative thought, and applied psychology in
t eaching.
Ed. 305-306

Junior Practicum for All Curricula (0 sem. hrs.)

The purpose of the practicum is gradually to induct the student
into a wide range of public school experiences which include actual
classroom teaching together with an understanding of the role of the
classroom teacher in school administration, in community relations,
in utilization of community resources and services and in child study.
The total experiences consist of : Two visits during the junior year;
a full-time off-campus practicum period and a return to the practicum for a week in the fall before the beginning of the senior college
year.
Ed. 313-314

Elementary Curriculum (10 sem. hrs.)

This course introduces the student to ( 1) the teaching of the
various subject matter areas, ( 2) curriculum patterns found in the
elementary schools, and ( 3) process of planning.
Ed. 323 Child Development and the Early Childhood Curriculum
I (6 sem. hrs.)

This course is the first part of an eleven-semester-hour sequence
showing the development of the curriculum for children of the
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nursery, kindergarten, and primary grades. New aims, approaches,
methods and materials in early childhood education that have been
derived from current knowledge and research in child d evelopment
are considered and evaluated. Attention is focused on the curriculum for the nursery and kindergarten child. Its historical development and recent trends which are based on the child development
approach are noted. Students study and evaluate many different
techniques and materials that good teachers use in various activities,
as well as observe and participate in nurseries and kindergartens.
Special emphasis is placed on the use of art media and other creative
materials.
Ed. 324 Child Development and the Early Childhood Curriculum
II (5 sem. hrs.)
Emphasis in this part of the eleven-hour sequence is on the pro-

gram for the primary grades. Various curricular approaches used in
different school systems are studied. Suggestive, functional learning
experiences based on sound principles of child d evelopment for
children of different ages, maturity levels, and abilities in the primary grades are explored by the students. The integration of subject areas such as social science, arithmetic, science, health, language
arts, crafts, art, music, and physical education is shown.
Ed. 361-362 Educa tional Programs for the Pre-Adolescent and
the Adolescent I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course introduces the student to curriculum policies and
practices in the junior high school. Typical junior high school programs are studied through visits to local schools and through the
literature on the subject. The nature of core instruction is identified.
Investigations are made of the process of planning and preparing
lessons and resource units. The student is also prepared to fulfil the
requirements of the field part of the practicum.
Ed. 370 Principles and Techniques of Teaching in Secondary
Education (3 sem. hrs.)

This course introduces the student to curriculum patterns, planning techniques, methods of discussion, and to general principles of
instruction required for teaching in the secondary school.
Ed. 401

Classroom Applicat ions of Mental Hygiene (2 sem. hrs.)

This course examines the facts and principles of mental hygiene
and their application to education, including a consideration of such
topics as the nature of mental health, problems of adjustment , the
mental health of the teacher, and the role of school and community
in fostering mental health.
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mental and physical. The mental equipment of the mentally retarded , including the educab le and trainable, is analyzed. Attention is given to the d egrees of retardation, their causes and the
concomitant disorders of behavior. The emotional and social adjustment of the physically handicapped is considered. The psychological basis for appropriate education and care for all types of
handicaps is indicated.
Ed. 451

A student
teacher
works in the
classroom.
Ed. 403-404

Ed. 452 Introduction to Curriculum Building for Different Maturation Levels of the M e ntally Retarded (3 sem. hrs.)

Student Teaching for All Curricula (8 sem. hrs.)

The purpose of this course is to provide experience in full-time
teaching under the guidance and direction of a cooperating teacher.
This teaching experience is obtained in the public schools within a
20-mile radius of Newark State College. Student teachers spend
their entire two-month period in their assigned school situation
without other college commitments.
Applications for teaching in the senior year must be in the office
of the Director of Student Teaching before the end of the previous
semester.
Ed. 409

Comparative Education (3 sem. hrs.)

Education in the United States and in other representative areas
of the world is studied comparatively. Emphasis is placed on the
foundations of education in their historic, socio-economic and political settings.
Ed. 424 Parent-Teacher-Child Relationships in Early Childhood
Education (2 sem. hrs.)

The role. of the teacher in establishing a working relationship
with parents and laygroups that are concerned with the welfare of
young children is studied. The students are helped to understand
the parent's and child's point of view and to know specific techniques
and materials for conducting parent-teacher conferences, group
meetings, child study groups, and workshops. Community and human resources which may be used to enrich children's experiences
are explored. Special attention is given to p roblems related to child
health and nutrition.
Ed. 450

Speech Correction (3 sem. hrs.)

This is an orientation course for all classroom teachers. Attention is given to the recognition and treatment of speech disorders
d ue to structural, emotional, or mental conditions.

Psychology of the Handicapped (3 sem. hrs.)

This course covers the psychology of all types of handicapped,
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An analysis is made of all curriculum material suitable for the
education of the mentally retarded. Emphasis is given to building a
curriculum from selected materials which emphasize the social and
vocational adjustment of the mentally retarded. Definite consideration is given to the building of a unified curriculum which meets
the social and emotional needs of mentally retarded of d ifferent maturational levels.
Ed. 453

O rientation in Psychological Testing (2 sem. hrs.)

An overview of accepted verbal and objective clinical t ests which
are in use in most psychological clinics is given. The course provides
for nractke in the administration of a few tests under supervision, so
that the student can become more familiar with the behavior of individuals, especially the mentally handicapped, in test situations.
Ed. 454

Phonetics (3 sem. hrs.)

The speech sounds from the acoustic, visual, and kinesiologic
approaches are studied. This is an essential course for teaching
phonics, for work in general SPeech improvement, and for aiding
children with articulatory speech defects.
Ed. 455 Introduction to Materials, Programs, and Methods for
Teaching the Mentally Retarded (3 sem. hrs.)

Emphasis is on the construction of programs which will adeq uately correlate skill subjects with the core of interest, emphasizing
subject-time allotments, and subject spacing. Consideration is given
to the evalua tion and use of all records. Curricular materials, which
can be used to teach mentally handicapped children at various
levels, are selected and compiled.
Ed. 456

Speech Pathology (3 sem. hrs.)

Consideration is given to the speech disorders of aphasia, stuttering, cleft palate speech, aphonia, and to the speech of the physically
and mentally handicapped.
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Ed. 457-458

Speech Clinic (4 sem. hrs.)

Prerequisites are Ed. 451, Ed. 454, and Ed. 456.
This two-semester course gives an opportunity for clinical practice with different types of speech handicapped, in diagnosis, referral
to other specialists, and training and treatment procedures.
Ed. 459

Audiometric Testing and Hearing Aids (2 sem. hrs.)

Instruction in the methods and techniques of conducting hearing
tests and of using hear ing aids is a vital part of this course. Consideration is given to the relationship of hearing loss to speech and
language and in the attention that must be given to remedial educational procedures.
Ed. 460 Introduction to Anatomy and Physiology of the Ear and
Speech Mechanism (3 sem. hrs.)

Anatomy, physiology, and pathology for those people who plan
to assist the speech defective or the hard of hearing in training programs. Credit may be applied toward state certification for teachers
of the speech defective and the hard of hearing.
Ed. 461 Introduction to Arts and Crafts for Mentally Retarded
(3 sem. hrs.)

Meaningful and interesting manual activities for sequential skill
development are taught. These projects are with wood, leather,
plastics, metal, ceramics, basketry, cardboard, and weaving.
Ed. 462

Lip Reading (Speech Reading) (2 sem. hrs.)

An analysis of the visual speech-reading problems, with methods
and techniques for teaching speech reading, is presented. Foundation procedures, fundamental exercises, source materials, and teaching plans are an essential part of the course.
Ed. 463

Methods of Teaching the Hard of Hearing (3 sem. hrs.)

Special methods and techniques in teaching the elementary subjects to hard of hearing children are employed. Emphasis is placed
on the coordination of reading, speech, hearing, and speech reading.
Ed. Xl 1

School and Society in the Soviet Union (3 sem. hrs.)

The role played by cultural and educational forces in the Soviet
drive for world power is examined. Russian and Soviet history, economics, philosophy and art, as well as the lives of selected individuals, are studied in order to understand the formal and informal
processes of education.

ogies and trait concepts; field theory, and phenomenology. Each
theoretical orientation is applied to daily personality and behavior
assessment.
Ed. Xl 3 Psychodynamics of Individual and Group Behavior
(3 sem. hrs.)

The student is introduced to important concepts in the psychodynamics of individual and group behavior. Emphasis is placed
upon the importance of self-understanding as a necessary prerequisite to the understanding of others. Selected psychoanalytic
writings are examined and the dynamics of various literary characterizations in poetry, drama, and novels are explored.
Ed. X14

Abnormal Psychology (3 sem. hrs.)

Deviant and disordered behavior is considered in terms of its
overt manifestations and its underlying psychological, biological,
and social meaning. Special emphasis is placed upon the neuroses
and the personality disorders.
Ed. Xl 5

Philosophy and Education (3 sem. hrs.)

This course moves from the historic concepts of philosophy,
views on reality, human nature, society, knowledge and values, to an
application of them to the aims of education, the educative process,
and some of the controversial issues in education today. The student is helped in the critical formulation of a personal educational
philosophy, utilizing study of the major philosophical positions of
the great educational thinkers.
Ed. X20

Social Psychology (3 sem. hrs.)

The contributions of social psychology to the understanding of
the phenomena of modern everyday life are emphasized. The educat ional implications of social psychological theories and research are
stressed. Among the topics considered are the following: The social
antecedents of behavior; language, myth, custom; laughter, crowds,
audiences, booms, crazes, fads and fashions; sex dominance, and
prestige; the psychology of leadership; marriage, family life, divorce;
fraternities, clubs, political parties; delinquency, prejudice, nationalism, revolutions, war; what the educator can learn from social
psychology.
Ed. X21

Psychology of Adolescence (3 sem. hrs.)

Various systematized conceptualizations of personality are considered. The chief emphasis is upon psychoanalytic theories of
personality and its development; Murray's personology; the typol-

The essential nature of adolescence is examined in the light of
objective evidence provided by modern psychological research.
Adolescence is characterized by a group of developmental problems,
biological and social in origin, which typically occur during the second decade of life. These problems are studied from the point of
view of biological change in a cultural context and placed in the
perspective of the developmental trends characterizing childhood
and the subsequent years of adult life.
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Ed. X12

Theories of Personality (3 sem. hrs.)

Ed. X24

Visual and Auditory Aids in Education (2 sem. hrs.)

General principles, problems and practices involved in the selection, evaluation and utilization of audio-visual materials constitute
the subject matter of this course. Experiences in the operation and
care of projectors and recording equipment are provided. The
preparation of inexpensive teacher-student-made audio-visual materials is stressed.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Professors Dolkey (Chairman ), Allen, Bartlett, Currier, Day, Fry,
Gilsdorf, Herrick, Krueger, Larsen, Lourie, Reifsnyder, Reicker,
Sanders, Thomason, Wendt, Zucker

Eng. 315 Language Arts and the Teaching of Reading in the
Elementary School (4 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to develop the prospective teacher's
competence in guiding children's experience in the language arts.
It includes an introduction to philosophy, materials, and methods
for teaching literature, reading, writing and speaking in the elementary school. The characteristics of a sound language arts program are studied through lecture-discussion review of current
research and close integration with the student's practicum experience.
Eng. 321 language Arts in Early Childhood Education
(5 sem. hrs.)

Reading, writing, speaking, and listening are studied and practiced as communication skills in this course. Emphasis is placed
upon effectiveness, clarity, and accuracy in the use of English for
personal and professional purposes. Instruction is given in the basic
speech skills, and the importance of appropriate standards of speech
in the teaching profession is emphasized.

The development of language skills ( speaking, reading, writing )
in young children at various age levels is studied here. Students
learn techniques for providing a sound language program for nursery-kindergarten-primary-age children, as well as developing their
own skills in speaking, story-telling, reading aloud, and handwriting. This work necessitates that students study important
research in this area, evaluate, and learn to use various methods
and materials of instruction.

Eng. 205

Eng. 331

Eng. 101-102

Fundamentals of Communication (6 sem. hrs.)

World Literature (3 sem. hrs.)

Selected readings in world literature from ancient times to the
present day constitute the basis of this course. Literature is studied
as an interpretation of the continuum of human experience, and the
student's understanding of the interrelationship of literature with
the other arts is fostered. Lecture-discussions promote critical reading, and oppo1tunities are offered for integrating literature with
other areas of life.
Eng. 224 Children's Literature in Early Childhood Education
(2 sem. hrs.)

Students study the different techniques and merits of story-telling and have the opportunity to put these into practice with groups
of children. They learn to evaluate the suitability of literature for
various age levels. They become familiar with good contemporary
authors and illustrators of children's books as well as the historical
development of the literature for young children.
Eng. 266

World Literature II (3 se m. hrs.)

This course continues the work of English 205.
Eng. 275-276

British Literature I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

A two-semester course covering the major writers and trends in
the development of English literature. The course content is organized chronologically according to the following historical periods:
Old and Middle English periods, the Renaissance, the Restoration
and 18th century, the 19th century, the 20th century.
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Speech (3 sem. hrs.)

The fundamentals of proper speech organization, content, and
deliv_ery are stressed. Each student is given opportunity to participate in different kinds of group discussions and to give several types
of individual speeches. Additional work includes extemporaneous
and impromptu speaking and oral interpretation.
Eng. 334

Poetry (3 sem. hrs.)

This course concerns itself with the corpus, origins, and use of
poetry. It stresses poetry of the last 125 years and its relation to
social currents of our time. Emphasis is on English language poetry,
but cross-connections with other bodies of material-far-ranging in
time and place-are frequently brought out.
Eng. 370 Methods of Teaching Secondary School English
(3 sem. hrs.)

This course aims to familiarize the student with attitudes, techniques, and materials currently employed in the teaching of English
in the secondary school and to develop awareness of emerging curriculum patterns. Lectures, panel discussions, committee work, oral
reports, independent research, and audio-visual aids are used in
exploring the areas relating to the course. There is intensive study
of spoken English, writing, reading, and literature.
Eng. 371

Literature for Adolescents (3 sem. hrs.)

In this course the student investigates the body of literature, both
traditional and contemporary, which is of interest and value to
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adolescents. Emphasis is placed upon wide reading of books which
deal with the experiences and problems of young people. Ways of
using these books in a challenging and well-rounded classroom program are explored.

Eng. 375

American literature (3 sem. hrs.)

This course offers a survey of American literature from its beginning to the present day, with special emphasis upon the _emergence in literature of the American_ ideal. Each. st~1dent 1s encouraged to select an area for indiVJdual study w1thm the larger
framework of the course.
Eng. 376

British Literature (3 sem. hrs.)

This course offers a systematic survey of British literature from
earliest times to the present day. The interrelationships among
main currents in the literature of the English-speaking world are
emphasized through a study of major writers.
The Newark State Theatre Guild plays Shakespeare's
" Taming of the Shrew" in Poets' Court.
Eng. 372

Theater Practice (3 sem. hrs.)

Underscoring the English teacher's natural interest in the use of
dramatic techniques in the class lesson, in assembly presentations,
and in high school play production, this course aims to develop
competent teacher-directors. The content comprises creative dramatics, as well as play selection, casting, blocking, rehearsing, and
the practice of the theater arts. Special attention is given to production problems in today's high schools. Registrants must be prepared
to work on play production.
The class is limited to 25 students. Registration is by permission
of the instructor. A $10 laboratory fee is charged to cover the cost
of materials supplied for use in the course.
Eng. 373

Literature of the East (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to survey ancient and modern writings of
the Near and Far East. Emphasis is placed upon the literature of
the Hebrews, Arabs, Iranians, Persians, Indians, Chinese, and Japanese. Political and socio-economic aspects of the cultures in which
these literatures flourished are considered briefly. Inexpensive
paperbacks, such as Literatures of the East by Erich B. Ceadel, The
Bhagavad-Ghita, The Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha, The
Upanishads, The Living Talmud, and The Koran, are used, and
modern novels, short stories, and poems of the East are surveyed.
Eng. 374

Aspects of the Novel (3 sem. hrs.)

In this course, the history of prose fiction from the Greek
romances to the present-day novel is studied through wide reading.
Consideration is given to such important contributing elements as
the Greek "characters," the familiar essay, the legend, tale and
myth. Novels in English are the basis of the course, but African
and Oriental works are also included. The scope of the course is
extended by individual and group assignments in addition to the
common readings.
00

Eng. 377

Russian Literature in Translation (3 sem. hrs.)

Representative novels, short stories, dramas, and poems from
Russian and Soviet literature are read for discussion. Authors
studied include Pushkin, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Leo T olstoy, Turgenev,
Chekov, Gorky, Alexey, Tolstoy, Simonov, Shokolov, Nekrasov,
Blok, and others. In addition to literary consideration, attention will
be given to reflections of nineteenth and twentieth century life in
the works read.
Eng. 378

Journalism (3 sem. hrs.)

A general overview and theory of mass communication in the
world today, as well as instruction in the use of journalistic techniques to advance educational p ublic relations programs, is emphasized in this course. Reporting, editing and rewriting assignments
and class discussions are designed to acquaint the student with
journalistic style and to sharpen his ability to write clearly, concisely, and simply.
Eng. 379

Advanced Composition (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is d esigned to give the student instruction and practice in the techniques of writing various types of prose, to give
him an understanding of the principles underlying effective writing,
to enable him to develop a dependable prose style of his own, and
to acquaint him with basic criteria and procedures for evaluating
professional and student writing.
Eng. 404

Contemporary Literature (2 sem. hrs.)

American, English, and European literature of the twentieth
century is explored in this course. Ideas, forms, and trends are
studied in relation to the social, aesthetic, and ethical assumptions
of contemporary life. Besides the common readings required of all,
each student plans a program of independent reading to meet his
personal needs and interests.
Eng. 421

Reading in Early Childhood Education (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is one of the guided electives for the early childhood
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majors. It is intended to give those students who are planning to
teach in the primary grades additional methods and materials for
developing reading readiness, for guiding children's first steps in
learning to read, and for carrying on a functional reading program.
Eng. 471

Shakespeare (3 sem. hrs.)

This course introduces the student to Shakespeare's histories,
comedies, and tragedies. Discussion centers around such structural
aspects as action, characterization, and dramatic verse. The Elizabethan theatre, audience, and dramatic conventions are also studied
in the course.
Eng. 472

Foundations of Language (3 sem. hrs.)

The purpose of this course is to give the prospective teacher a
survey of the background, growth, and structure of the English
language from its Indo-European origin to modern times, an introduction to the science of linguistics, an appreciation of several foreign language patterns, and a rich fund of information in the fields
of general language.
Eng. 473

Contemporary Poetry (3 sem. hrs. )

This course is designed to give new p erspectives on the origins
and condition of twentieth-century poetry as reflected in the work
of the lesser figures as well as that of the masters. Whitman, Hardy,
and Rimba ud will be read as forerunners. The function of the poet
as seer, sociologist, and psychologist will be treated, with special
attention given to the so-called obscure and difficult poetry of such
writers as Eliot, Dylan Thomas, and others. Finally developments in
our own decade are discussed.
Eng. 475

Eng. 478

17th Century Poetry and Prose (3 sem. hrs.)

This course surveys the prose and poetry of the 17th century,
emphasizing significant trends and figures. Major works of Milton,
Donne, Dryd en, Bunyan, the Metaphysical and Cavalier poets,
and other writers are examined in relation to their influence upon
the 17th century and modern times.
Eng. X20

Developmental Program in Reading (3 sem . hrs.)

The emphasis of this course is 011 specific skills in the teaching
of developmental reading. Although the focus is on the teaching of
reading at the elementary school level, techniques developed will
be appropriate to the teaching of reading at all levels.
Eng. X21

The Romantic Period i n English Literature (3 sem. hrs.)

The works of the major writers of prose and poetry during the
Romantic Period in English literature are surveyed. Writings of
Wordsworth, Byron, Shelly, Keats, Coleridge and other key figures
are read, discussed, and related to the social, intellectual, economic
and political aspects of the times.
Eng. X22

Creative Dramatics (3 sem. hrs.)

This art for children is taught through observation, experimentation, and improvisation. Members of the class learn to foster
creative imagination in children, ages four to fourteen years. Activities include imaginative play pantomimes, improvisations, and
character sketches. Original and literary stories are used to stimulate improvised plays.

Critical Approaches to Literature (3 sem. hrs.)

Through this course students are helped to analyze the qualities
and philosophy of literature considered as part of life itself and to
apply the principles of literary criticism to a broad selection of
writings from the literatur e of many ages and peoples. The student's
own critical writing is guided and evaluated.
Eng. 476

techniques which are effective in stimulating imaginative writing by
children and young people.

FINE AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS DEPARTMENT
Professors Tatton, Chairman, Markholm, Assistant Chairman, Fine
Arts, Snyder, Assistant Chairman, Industrial Arts

FINE ARTS

Modern Drama (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to increase the student's enjoyment and
deepen his understanding of modern drama. Representative plays
of such dramatists as Ibsen, Chekov, Shaw, Synge, Williams, Miller,
and Ionesco are read and discussed in terms of their dramatic structure, type, and interpretation of human experience. In addition,
trends in the contemporary theatre are identified and evaluated .

Professors Abell, Budmer, Burger, Goodwin, Howe, Jones, Kirkpatrick, Markholm, Tatton
F.A. 145-146

Ceramics I and II (4 sem. hrs.)

Through this course the student is given guidance and encouragement for his own creative writing and he is helped to develop

This course inb·oduces the student to a number of pottery forming methods-coil, slab, casting, throwing. Also studied are the
various methods of surface treatment, such as slip painting, incised
line, sgraffito, underglaze and glaze. The student mixes glaze
batches and carries out b eginning experiments in glaze formulation.
Stacking and firing the kiln are included. As a part of his study, the
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Eng. 477

Creative W rit ing (3 sem. hrs.)

student examines pottery as an art form-its historical develop~e~t
and contemporary forms. Some emphasis is place? upon the ch~l~ s
use of clay as an expressive medium. Ceramics I is the prerequisite
for Ceramics II. ( Exceptions by permission of the instructor .)
F.A . 211-212

Experiencing Art I and 11 (6 sem . hrs.)

This course is designed to give students the experience of art
through creating, selecting, and analyzing art products. The emphasis is placed on the development of an understanding of the nature
of art and the e>..J>erience of art, the significance of these to the
individual and to the culture. The content is selected from all art
forms and is related to student needs and interests. Personal exploration of materials, tools and pro~sses of art, r~adings in contemporary and historic forms, and tnps to appropriate sources are
procedural methods of the course.

prerequisite for Art and Civilization II. ( Exceptions by permission
of inshuctor. )
F.A. 272

F.A. 312

Painting and Drawing I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This is a studio course d ealing with two-dimensional design and
expression using many media. Opportunity is provided for the
student to explore a wide variety of materials and also to develop a
greater proficiency in the use of a medium of his own choi_ce. A!though both semesters may be elected, Painting and Drawm g I is
prerequisite for Painting and Drawing II.
F.A. 243-244

Art and Civilization I and II (4 sem. hrs.)

A study is made of historic periods in which the art produc~s
most clearly reflect the culture. The impact on art of geographic
conditions and social, economic, and religious forces is studied.
Contemporary art forms are examined through a study, of_ the~
historic roots. The course serves to integrate the student s historic
art information and to develop his critical and evaluative abilities.
Although both semesters may be elected, Art and Civilization I is
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Art in Education (2 sem. hrs.)

The nature and function of the arts in childhood education are
studied through lecture and discussion, examples of child art, read ings in the psychology and philosophy of art, study of research
findings in the nature of the developmental pattern of graphic and
plastic expression, and studio work in materials and processes applicable to the school situation. The student studies the place of the
arts in the total program and good practices in curriculum organization. Practical aspects of teaching art, such as sources of materials
and tools, their cost, care and organization, are studied.
F.A. 321

F.A. 24 1-242

Art Appreciation (2 sem. hrs.)

This course offers a brief survey of contemporary forms in art.
The roots of today's art forms are traced through a study of the arts
during the principal historic periods of western civilization. Emphasis is placed on the forming of individual standards of value through
study of the cultural bases of all the arts. Included in the course
are field trips to art museums and other cultural centers to encourage
the student to investigate the interrelationships of the visual and
audio arts.

Art in Early Childhood Education (2 sem . hrs.)

The nature and function of creative experience in early childhood
education are studied, through group discussion, related readings,
and studio activities using a variety of media. Consideration is
given to the d evelopmental nature of creative growth and the practical problems of planning and organizing a program in the graphic
and plastic arts for young children. Studio activities are carried on
by the student using those materials and processes which are applicable to the early childhood education classrooms. Emphasis is
placed on the use of found-materials and the improvisation of tools
and equipment.
F.A. 341

Art Education I-The Teaching of Art (2 sem. hrs.)

The role of the visual arts in the education of the child is analyzed through lecture, discussion and readings. The course emphasizes the nature of the creative process, child growth and
development in creative activity, the psychology of art, and the
techniques of planning and teaching art. Also considered are the
practical problems of studio organization and management of tools
and materials.
F.A. 342

Art Education II- Fine Arts Curriculum (2 sem. hrs.)

This is a continuation of F .A. 341 and deals primarily with
principles and practices in curriculum planning, analysis of selected
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art curricula, and discussion and evaluation of the Junior Practicum
experiences of the students.
F.A. 341 is prerequisite for F.A. 342.
F.A. 345-346

Sculpture I and II (4 sem. hrs.)

The student explores the expressive possibilities of a variety of
three-dimensional materials-clay, stone, plaster, metal, wood, etc.
Various methods of sculpture are studied, such as modeling, direct
carving, casting, construction. Although the emphasis of the course
is placed upon the student's own studio work, the class also studies
the development of sculptural form in historic periods as well as the
present. The child's use of sculpture as a means of expression is
considered. F.A. 345 is prerequisite for F.A. 346.
F.A. 347-348

Textile Arts I and II (4 sem . hrs.)

This course examines the textile as an art form. The student
explores a variety of methods including improvised hand looms and
standard table and floor looms. Various methods of d ecoration are
also studied-needlework, applique, block print, tie-dye, batik,
stencil, painting, silk screen, etc. Through class discussion, readings
and museum visits the stud ent examines the historical development
of the textile as well as its contemporary form. F.A. 347 is prerequisite for F.A. 348. ( E xceptions by permission of instructor.)

F.A. Xl O

F.A. X 11

Lettering and Display (2 sem. hrs.)

This is a course intended to develop the student's skill in lettering. It includes letter design and formation, layout of graphic
elements, display and exhibition techniques. A study is made of the
historical development of the letter form as well as outstanding
examples of contemporary graphic design.

F.A. X41

Printmaking (3 sem. hrs.)

A wide variety of materials and processes in printmaking are
explored by the student, with emphasis being placed on the processes most applicable to the school situation. Techniques such as
linoleum cut, woodcut, wood engraving, etching, drypoint, and the
use of improvised materials in print making are examined through
studio experiences. A study of design and expression in contemporary prints is made through museum trips, discussion, and
readings.
Jewelry (2 sem. hrs.)

Home Design and Furnishing (2 sem. hrs.)

After an analysis of contemporary living needs and a study of
today's building materials and methods, the student engages in
w?rks~op activities in the design of home interiors and furnishings.
H1stonc forms of buildings are studied in order to illustrate the
relation between the culture and the architectural form.
Weaving (2 sem. hrs.)

1:';1is cour_se deal_s with design in woven fabrics, treated through
stud10 experiences m hand weaving. After a consideration of the
methods of weaving on simple, improvised hand looms, the student
will ~tudy the oper_ati~n of table and floor looms. The design probler_n _m wove_n fabr~cs _is central, with the student being involved in
ongmal textile desigmng as well as the mechanical operation of the
loom. Contemporary forms in textiles are examined through museum
and shop visits, group discussions and readings.
F.A. X44

F.A. 443

Commercial Design (2 sem. hrs.)

This is an introductory study of contemporary forms in commercial design, including advertising layout, lettering, display and
packaging. In addition to a consideration of design factors, the
student engages in studio activities in these areas. Studio work is
supplemented by group evaluation and related readings.

F.A. X 43
F.A. 441

Crafts (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is an introduction to several fundamental craft areas
including wood, textile design, leather, puppetry and construction
in varied materials. Activities of the course are so planned as to
allow the individual student some choice in planning his program
of ~c~i~ity. Included in the course is a study of contemporary craft
actw1hes and the role of these activities in the art program of the
public school.

F.A. X42
F.A. 349

Understanding Modern Art (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is an overview of the major movements in the visual
arts ?f our time. A study is made of _the beginnings of modern art
and its subsequent d evelopment in the areas of painting, sculpture
and architecture. Lecture and discussion is supplemented b y outside readings and museum visits.

Costume Design (2 sem. hrs.)

This is a studio course dealing with factors of design and construction in jewelry. Emphasis is placed on the basic forming processes with copper, silver, and pewter. Also considered are methods
of s_tonesetting and metal enamelling. A study is made of jewelry
design of our own and selected historic periods.

This is a fundamental course in principles of designing for costume. Th_e probl_ems of function, materials, and expression are integrated with ?as_1c aspect~ of visual design. Studio experiences in
costun:ie ~esignmg and illustration are provided. Contemporary
and h1sto_nc forms are examined through museum trips, discussion
and readmgs.
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F.A. X45

Metals (2 sem, hrs.)

This course introduces the student to the use of metals in the
production of useful and expressive articles. Emphasis is placed
upon the design problems faced by the craftsman, as well as the
necessary technical skills-forming, joining, surface treatment. The
student works with such materials as iron, copper, bronze, brass,
and silver. Museum, shop and gallery visits are required.
F.A. X46

Stagecraft (2 sem. hrs.)

and mass. The human form in the art expression of other cultures
and our own is considered.
F.A. X52

Philosophy of Art Education (2 sem. hrs.)

Theory and practice of art in education comprise the basic content of this course. Wide reading in the philosophy and psychology
of art education is the source of criteria for evaluating current
theories and practices. A study is made of the historical roots of
contemporary theories in art education.

Stagecraft involves a study of the fundamental techniques used
in scenery construction, management, and lighting. The student
carries out studio problems in stage design, with emphasis placed
on play analysis in terms of the needs of expression, materials, and
time factors. The historic development of stage setting types is
used to illustrate the development of contemporary practices.
Some consideration is given to the problems of staging dramatic
presentations with children.

This course provides opportunity to continue, on an advanced
level, the ceramic experiences of F.A. 145-146 and F.A. 345-346.
Course content includes advanced forming methods and surface
treatment, with emphasis placed on throwing on the potter's wheel
and the compounding of ceramic glazes. A thorough analysis of
the problems of ceramic design is made through museum trips, lecture and discussion, and related readings.

F.A. X47

F.A. X54

School Theatre and Puppetry (2 sem. hrs.)

F.A. X53

Advanced Ceramics (3 sem. hrs.)

Advanced Sculpture (3 sem. hrs.)

This course provides a beginning experience in the function of
the theatre in the school program. Course content includes a consideration of basic set design, construction, and lighting, as well as
activities related to puppetry and marionettes. Class procedures
include lecture and discussion, related field trips, studio activities,
and appropriate outside readings.

This is a continuation of the sculptural design aspect of F.A.
145-146 and F .A. 345-346. Content includes advanced techniques
in three-dimensional design, with emphasis placed on direct carving
in wood and stone, casting, and the use of metals. A thorough
analysis is made of the design and expression qualities of the work
of contemporary sculptors.

F.A. X49

F.A. XSS

Background of Modern Art (2 sem. hrs.)

This course considers the diverse factors which have influenced
the development of style and content in modern art. The areas under consideration include, among others, the Neo-Classic period,
the French school, and the important primitive and stone age
cultures which have had a formative influence upon modern painting and sculpture. Lecture and discussion are supplemented by individual research and museum visits.
F.A. XSO

Advanced Painting (3 sem. hrs.)

This is a continuation of the drawing experiences of the required
courses F.A. 241-242. The student carries on an individual exploration of a painting medium of his own choice, with the consultation
of the instructor. Although individual studio experiences comprise
the basic content of this course, an advanced analysis of contemporary forms in painting is accomplished through museum trips,
group analysis and discussion, and related readings.
F.A. X51

life Drawing (2 sem. hrs.)

Photography (2 sem. hrs.)

Photography as an art form is examined through a study of the
requirements of design and expression. Fundamental processes are
studied, including exposure, developing, contact printing, and enlarging. Emphasis is placed on the expressive quality of the photograph through a study of the work of contemporary photographers.
F.A. X56

Lithography and Silkscreen (3 sem. hrs.)

This course deals with the making of prints by stone and metal
plate lithography and with silkscreen process. Emphasis is placed
on the expressive and design qualities of the print. A study is made
of contemporary forms in lithography and silk screen through museum trips, discussion, and related readings.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Professors Bloomfield, Jahn, McNeice, Snyder, Van Nest
I.A. 130

Introduction to Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

A study of the human form is made through experiences in drawing from life. Emphasis is placed on articulation, gesture, contour,

The purpose of this course is to familiarize the student with the
nature, content, and implications of the industrial arts program.
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Analysis and discussion of many of the problems relating to the further development of industrial arts as an essential part of general
education is included.

of hand tools. Related subjects, such as sources of supplies, ordering of materials, tools and equipment, and the use of hand tools in
the classroom, are developed through lecture, discussion, and
readings.
I.A. 231

Design (2 sem. hrs.)

This fundamental design course familiarizes the student with
verbal and non-verbal vocabularies of the design area. Emphasis
is placed upon the integrity of materials, the appropriateness of
processes, and inventiveness of ideas. The concept of design is
developed not as an externally imposed entity but rather as a
thorough integration of idea, material, process, and product. Fine
and industrial arts faculties cooperate when practical in the course.
The class visits museums, crafts shops, and special exhibitions. The
student is required to do outside reading and submit papers.
I.A. 233

I.A. 131

Drawing I (2 sem. hrs.)

This course enables the student to acquire a general background
in the field of mechanical drawing. It includes instrument selection
and use, basic d esign, multi-view drawing, lettering, dimensions;
notes, blackboard illustration, geometric construction, graphs, topographic drawing, and reproduction of drawings.
I.A. 132

Drawing II (2 sem. hrs.)

The second experience in the drawing area embodies surface
development, revolutions, sectional views, auxiliary views, pictorial
representations, and axonometric drawing.
I.A. 133

Woodworking I (2 sem. hrs.)

In this introductory course in woodworking, skills, techniques,
and procedures are acquired through active participation. The area
includes lumber selection and use; use, care, and maintenance of
hand tools; jointery, fastening devices and hardware; carving, and
finishing.
I.A . 136

Graphic Arts I (2 sem. hrs.)

A general introduction to the field of graphic arts is given in this
course. The area includes a study of basic information, layout and
design, hand composition, proofing, distribution, pilot press operation, methods of duplication, block printing, and line cut making.

Metals I (2 sem. hrs.)

An introduction to the art of metalworking, this course gives the
student an opportunity to acquire fundamental skills, techniques,
and procedures through active participation. This area includes
design and development of p rojects, jewelry, etching, enameling,
sheet metal, art metal, and bench metal.
I.A. 234

Ceramics (2 sem. hrs.)

This course furnishes an experience in the major ceramic processes and materials applicable to the public school situation. The
course follows an introduction to design ( I.A. 231 ) and is used as
a vehicle for continuing the student's development in this area. The
objectives are to familiarize the student with the ceramic medium
and its manipulation, to develop an understanding of the place of
this technique in a program of the arts, and to capitalize on the
unique possibilities of a plastic medium in the development of the
student's own creative powers. vVhere possible, methods of hand
production are used to illustrate industrial applications.
I.A. 236

Handicrafts I (2 sem. hrs.)

This introductory course surveys many of the craft areas common to the public school program. Areas of work include wood,
metals, plastics, leather, and basket-making.
I. A. 238

Electricity (2 sem. hrs.)

Methods of working in wood, metal, and plastics comprise the
basic content of this course. Emphasis is placed on the use and care

Presented in this course is a comprehensive study of electricity
including: theory of atomic structure, static electricity, circuits,
power, resistance, wire sizes, temperature, magnetism, electromotive
force, measurement and meters, motors, generators, and appliance
repair. Opportunity is also provided for the student to apply this
technical information.
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I.A. 145

Basic Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

I.A. 333

Metals II (2 sem. hrs.)

Emphasis is placed on the development of advanced skills, techniques, and procedures pertaining to the use, safety, maintenance,
and operation of all common metalworking machinery. Area of
work includes machine shop forge, heat treating, foundry, metal
spinning, brazing, welding, soldering, and electroplating.
I.A. 335

Woodworking II (2 sem. hrs.)

in our society, and the investigation of diesel and other forms of
power.
I.A. X27 The Design and Construction of Teaching Aids
(2 sem. hrs.)

This course enables the student to study the fundamentals of
designing teaching aids and to experience the application of such
fundamentals in the construction of useful teaching aids.

This course provides for the development of advanced skills,
techniques, and procedures pertaining to the use, safety, and maint enance of all common woodworking machinery. Advanced techniques in machine and wood finishing are included.

The third experience in the drawing area includes advanced
design, fasteners, shop processes, gearing and cams, exploded view
drawings, and assembly drawings.

I.A. 336

I.A . X29

Graphic Arts II (2 sem. hrs.)

The emphasis in this second experience with graphic arts is
placed on advanced techniques of graphic repraduction. The students experience the art of dry point etching, wood cut making,
rubber stamp making, silk screen printing, letter press printing,
photography, and bookbinding.
I.A. 337 Principles and Techniques of Teaching Industrial Arts
(2 sem. hrs.)

Patterns of organization, class management, teaching methods,
and lesson planning are of primary concern in this course. An opportunity to recognize and analyze the many problems of teaching
industrial arts is provided. The course is practical in viewpoint in
that it deals with teaching situations and personal relationships.
I.A. 338 Principles, Methods, and Curriculum in Industria l Arts
(2 sem. hrs.)

The major area of this course entails the study of accepted industrial arts curriculum and teaching practices used in the public
schools of New Jersey. Specific problems include shop organization, finance, safety, distribution of supplies and equipment, public
relations, evaluating and record keeping, shop planning, equipment
selection, and the industrial arts teacher and his profession.
I.A. 433

Electronics (2 sem. hrs.)

I.A. X28

Drawing Ill (2 sem. hrs.)

Drawing IV (2 sem. hrs.)

The fourth experience in this area embodies all aspects of architectural drawing. Included in the course are preliminary sketching,
perspective drawing and models, working drawing, detail drawing,
construction symbols and specifications.
I.A. X30

Woodworking Ill (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to meet the needs of individuals desiring
additional experience in woodworking. Instruction is given in the
areas of pattern making, cabinet making, and upholstery.
I.A. X31

Woodworking IV (2 sem. hrs.)

The fourth experience in this area provides for advanced work in
the wood area. It entails work in the technique of mass production
and carpentry. Each student must design a project that can be mass
produced as well as all jigs and fixtures necessary for its manufacture.
I.A. X32

Metals Ill (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to provide advanced experiences for
those individuals who desire to specialize in a particular phase of
metal working. The content of the course is determined by the
needs of the students enrolled.
I.A. X33

Comprehensive General Shop (2 sem. hrs.)

The work within this area familiarizes the student with the theory
and component parts of the equipment used in communications,
radio, and television. The student is required to design and construct an electronic device suitable for use in the industrial arts
program of the secondary schools.

This course is designed to permit the student to make a practical
application of the principles of philosophy of the general shop. The
p rogram for each student is individually planned, making use of the
entire laboratory and facilities.

I.A. 434

This course presents an introduction to the area of transportation
with the study of internal and external combustion engines, repair
and maintenance of the two- and four-cycle engines commonly used

This course is designed to develop the ability for critical thinking, planning, and problem solving in construction, skill in the use
of hand tools, safety in the use of tools, thrift and economy in the
use of materials, and an appreciation of craftsmanship.
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Transportation (2 sem. hrs.)

I.A. X34

Elementary School Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

I.A. X35

Graphic Arts Ill (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is primarily concerned with advanced techniques of
offset printing and photography.
I.A. X36

Industrial Arts in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs.)

Acquainting and assisting prospective teachers in the use of tools
and materials in activity programs through the elementary grades,
this course instructs in tool processes, various media, and their use
in helping children live, work, and play more intelligently in our
industrial society.
I.A. X37 Industrial Arts in Early Childhood Education
(2 sem. hrs.)

Future early childhood education teachers learn in this course
how to handle tools and materials suitable for activities in the nursery school, kindergarten, and first three grades.
I.A. X38

Handicrafts II (2 sem. hrs.)

A continuation of I.A. 236, this course includes work in the areas
of cork, keene cement, beads, copper foil, plaster of Paris, advanced
leather, and the like.
I.A. X40

Plastics I (2 sem. hrs.)

In this introductory course in plastics, skills are sharpened, techniques realized and procedures d eveloped through actual participation in the selection, d esign, cutting, forming, fabricating,
finishing, and polishing of thermoplastics. The course is taught on
the individual project basis.
I.A. X48

Furniture Design (2 sem. hrs.)

The design, materials, construction, and marketing of furniture
for today are studied. Field trips are mad e to view outstanding
design work in handcraft and production furniture. Students select
and explore in detail one or more materials and/or processes now
used, or which might be used, in furniture construction . Original
solutions to design problems are developed and construct ed.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Professors Errington (Chairman ) , Amsden, Paulson, Persinger,
Raksanyi, Resnick, Smith, Stulb, Zweidinger
Health Ed. 101-102

Physical and Mental Health (4 sem. hrs.)

Ph. Ed. 101-102

Organized Recreation (2 sem. hrs.)

Conditioning exercises, games, and sports ad apted to the interest
and needs of both men and women are offered. Competencies in
the fundamental skills of individual, dual, and team activities are
stressed. Students are prepared and encouraged to participate in
the intramural and sports club program.
Ph. Ed. 201-202

Rhythmical Recreation (Women) (2 sem. hrs.)

Basic d ance forms- folk, square, social, and modern dancingconstitute the major activities. E xperience in teaching simple
rhythms suited to the several grade levels is offered as a culminating activity.
Ph. Ed. 201-202

Organized Recreation (Men) (2 sem. hrs.)

This course has a two-fold objective: ( 1) the extension and reinforcement of selected sports skills as presented in Ph. Ed. 101 and
102, and ( 2 ) the development of methods and materials suited to
the sports interests of pre-adolescent and adolescent boys. Special
attention is given to criteria for selection of activities, safety factors,
techniques of presentation, and the analysis of performance. Leadership skills are developed through practice teaching.
Ph. Ed. 311
(2 sem. hrs.)

Physical Education in the Elementary School

Through a laboratory workshop approach using classroom, gymnasium, and outdoor play-space situations, methods and materials
are developed for the several grades. Each student is afforded opportunity for leadership at the grade level of his choice. The total
experience reflects a well-balanced program. A knowledge of the
philosophy, objectives, and p rinciples of physical education prepares
the student to cooperate effectively with the specialist.
Ph. Ed. 321 Play and Rhythm Activities in Early Ch ildhood
Education (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is d esigned to give the prospective nursery school
teacher an understanding of creafr-,e and dramatic activity as it relates to play and rhythmic responses of young children. It further
covers progressions to and presentation of games of low organization and rhythmic activities for the kindergarten and primary teacher
with stress on kinds of movement desirable for each group. The
student is provided with a knowledge of materials available for
these types of activities.
Health Ed. Xl 1

First A id and Accident Prevent ion (2 sem. hrs.)

A background of scientifically accurate health information, realistic criticism of various panaceas, and emphasis on positive health
through planning and practicing a wholesome program of living is
given in this course. The course furnishes experiences for the potential teacher to find out about himself and his health needs and to
act accordingly.

The classroom teacher has both a legal and moral responsibility
for the welfare of children under school jurisdiction. For this reason
a knowled ge of accident prevention ( safety education ) and the
ability to take effective action in the advent of accident or sudden
illness are viewed as basic requisites of teacher preparation.
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Math. 371

Materials for Mathematics Instruction (3 sem. hrs.)

Enrichment of content related to secondary school mathematics
is emphasized. Resources for developing a deeper understanding of
relationships of concepts related to plane and space geometry, algebra, and trigonometry are investigated. Provision is made for the
implementation of various kinds of visual displays that involve the
use of instruments and materials needed for construction. Contributions to the development of mathematical ideas and to the improvement of teaching mathematics are considered.
Math. 372

Modern College Geometry (3 sem. hrs.)

From investigations of Euclidean geometry emerged concepts
which stimulated the creation of other geometries such as nonEuclidean and projective. Concepts related to non-Euclidean and
projective geometries, together with those of topology, have influenced the abstract and practical aspects of the learning and the
teaching of mathematics today. The major concepts of various
geometries comprise the study of modem college geometry.
Math. 373

Theory of Numbers (3 sem. hrs.)

The major aim of the course is to develop a greater insight into
the understanding of the arithmetic of numbers and mathematical
systems. The course covers: 1. The algebraic structure of arithmetic
and its applications to the development of number systems. 2. Aspects of the number systems that describe the mathematical concepts
of ring, group, and field. 3. Numberation systems in different bases.
4. Properties of congruences. 5. Special topics related to the real
number system such as, Euclid's algorism, prime numbers, aliquot
parts, and theory of decimal expansions.

Math. 471

Math. 472

This course concerns itself with the teaching of mathematics in
grades 7, 8, and 9. A study is made of the recommendations of the
important mathematics reform groups on this level. Textbooks are
examined and a study of the mathematics needed for these grades
is made. The course is required for mathematics majors before
Junior Practicum.
Math. 470

Teaching Secondary School Mathematics (4 sem. hrs.)

History of Mathematics (3 sem. hrs.)

A survey of the origin and development of the major concepts
and algorisms found in elementary mathematics from simplest number work through the major developments of the calculus is presented in this course.
Math. 473

Elements of Abstract Algebra (3 sem. hrs.)

Abstract algebra, used for expressing mathematical ideas, enhances the development and understanding of certain aspects of
contemporary mathematics. Found among these contemporary
aspects are: 1. The necessity of postulates in developing numerical
and non-numerical mathematical systems. 2. Special models of abstract systems such as integral domain, ring, group, Reid, and ideal.
3. Vector and vector space. 4. Matrices and their relationship to the
solution of linear equations by means of determinants. 5. Boolean
algebra.
Math. X75

Fundamentals of Geometry (3 sem. hrs.)

The purposes of this course are as follows: To review the content of the course in geometry customarily offered in the high school;
to deepen the understanding ot Euclidean concepts on the college
level; to prepare the student for the course to follow, Modern
College Geometry.
Math. X76

Math. 462 Teaching Junior High School Matl,ematics
(3 sem. hrs.)

Mathematical Statistics (4 sem. hrs.)

This course covers such topics as types of data and types of
measurement; graphical representations; measures of central tendency and dispersion; moments; the binomial, Poisson, and normal
distributions; linear regression and correlation; and elements of
sampling theory and statistical inference.

Theory of Equations (3 sem. hrs.)

This course includes the study of the properties of the complex
number system; the solution of equations in this system; the roots
of unity, with special attention to the general theory of Euclidean
constructions. Throughout the course, every attempt is made to
relate the topics studied to courses in secondary school mathematics.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Professors Platt (Chairman), Coston, Davidson, Dorsey, Gerrish,
Latherow, Rogers
Music 201-202

Fundamentals of Music (4 sem. hrs.)

Methods of teaching the currently recognized branches of secondary school mathematics are studied in relation to the subject and
integrated from a professionalized point of view. A study is also
made of textbooks, tests, courses of study, and the findings of research upon the various areas.

Designed to give the student some degree of individual power
and musicianship, this course provides for the study of music notation and theory through functional experiences in singing songs,
playing instruments, and writing music.
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Music 311

Music in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs.)

Music Xl 1

Elementary Piano Instruction (Part II) (2 sem. hrs.)

In this course students study music education programs for children. There is direct participation in singing and rhythms, in playing and reading music with simple melody instruments, and in the
use of the autoharp, rhythm instruments and recordings. Students
examine, use, and evaluate books and materials in the field of music
education.

Part two of Elementary Piano Instruction continues to develop
skill in harmonization, using well-known melodies and songs from
the school songs series. Music selected includes school marches,
pieces for rhythmic games, easy classics, and community songs.
Elementary Piano Instruction, Part I, or its equivalent, is a prerequisite.

Music 321

Music Xl 2

Music in Early Childhood Education I (2 sem. hrs.)

In this course the music activities and materials for the nursery
school, kindergarten, and primary grades are so presented as to help
all students make music a part of the daily living of children.
There is direct participation in singing and rhythmic activities;
in playing and reading music with simple melody instruments; and
in using the autoharp, rhythm instruments, and recordings. The use
of the piano for rhythmic and harmonic experience is included.
Music 371

Music Appreciation (2 sem. hrs.)

This is a course for the understanding and enjoyment of music.
Representative compositions, composers, forms and styles, and elements of musical structure are studied. Activities include directed
listening, readings, lecture discussions, score reading, and attendance
at concerts and other music events.
Music 372

Music Appreciation (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is a continuation of Music 371, affording the student
an opportunity to gain a broader and deeper understanding of music.
Music 402

Voice Class (Part I) (3 sem. hrs.)

Group work in classes is provided. Opportunity is provided also
for individual attention and performance. Study of voice production,
the principles of singing, and song material for development toward
performance are component parts of this course.
Music X13

Voice Class (Part II) (3 sem. hrs.)

Group work is continued with opportunity for individual attention and performance. Continued study of the principles of singing
and advanced solo material is featured. A prerequisite is preparation satisfactory to the instructor.
Music X14

Chorus (1 sem. hr.)

Chorus offers an opportunity for the average singer, without an
audition, to participate in public performances. Two major concerts
are scheduled, The Messiah during the first semester, and a choral
concert in the spring. Music is selected for its appreciation value
and its practicability for elementary choruses.

Music Appreciation (3 sem. hrs.)

The subject matter of this course is similar to that of Music 371
and 372, except that it is organized for presentation in one semester.
Music 421

Music in Early Childhood Education II (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is conducted so as to give the students an extensive
song and rhythm repertoire for young children; experience in presenting, conducting, and accompanying songs for classroom and
assembly; an opportunity for creative work in all areas; a wide
acquaintance with recordings, audio-visual aids, books, and other
resources which contribute to musical growth, and a knowledge of
how to use these to enrich the music experiences of children in the
nursery school, kindergarten, and primary grades.
Music Xl O

Elementary Piano Instruction (Part I) (2 sem. hrs.)

This course is a beginning piano course for non-music majors to
develop general keyboard facility through sight reading, harmonizing well-known melodies, and the performance of easier classics.
Techniques for accompanying children's songs and community
singing are presented.

The orchestra is designed to give students the opportunity to advance previously-acquired instrumental musical backgrounds
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Music X16

Orchestra (1 sem. hr.)

through regularly scheduled, supervised participation. Public concerts are played throughout the school year.

parts of this course. It also includes demonstration, lectures, and
experimentation.
Science 275-276

SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Professors Lepp (Chairman) , Arnold, Benson, Blount, Boskin, Hennings, Linthicum, Madison, Meyerson, Richardson, Schuhmacher, Silano, Struyk, Wagner, Ward
Science 101-102

General Biology (4 sem. hrs.)

The course introduces the student to the nature of living forms,
their interdependencies, and their adjustments to their physical environment. The fundamentals of structure and function are dealt
with in such primary processes as respiration, digestion, ~irculati?n,
excretion, the control systems, and reproduction. Heredity and 1_mprovement of living things by selection, hybridization, and mutation
are considered. Individual projects are selected by the students.
Science 171 - 172

Botany I and 11 (6 sem. hrs.)

This course deals with seed plants and their life processes. The
structural adaptations and functions of leaves, roots, stems, fl.~we~s,
fruits and seeds are studied. Consideration is given to the contmmty
of sp~cies, the inheritance of characteristics, and the relationship of
plants with their environment.
.
The plant kingdom is surveyed and the morphological chara?teristics of these various groups are shown. The structure, functions,
and economic importance is studied along with their evolutionary
and phylogenetic relationships. There is an introduction to the study
of ecological relationships and the conservation of renewable resources.
Science 203-204

Introductory Chemistry (4 sem. hrs.)

The beginning student is introduced to the structure of matter
and the laws that apparently govern its transformation. The co_urse
involves such tools of chemistry as symbols, formulas, equations,
and computations; the course aims the use of these tools at the types
of chemical change, the types of natural substances like acids, bases
and salts, solutions, and organic compounds.
Science 205-206

Introductory Physics (4 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to furnish the beginning student with an
understanding of the mechanical behaviors of matter_ and the se~~ral
manifestations of energy, namely: Heat, magnetism, electricity,
light, sound, color, and motion. It also includes a study of the ~pplications of the laws and principles that govern the transformation
and control of these forms of energy.

Inorganic Chemistry I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course presents in a comprehensive manner the basic chemical principles upon which modern chemistry has been developed.
Some of the topics discussed are: The atomic-molecular theory,
valence and the periodic. law, electron distribution and energy levels,
chemical equilibrium, theory of solutions, theory of ionization,
acids, bases and salts, oxidation-reduction reactions and nuclear
transformations.
Science 277-278

Physics I and II (8 sem. hrs.)

A general course dealing with the fundamental laws and principles of mechanics, heat, sound, light, magnetism, electricity, and
atomic physics, it requires attendance at two hours of lecture and
one three-hour laboratory period per week.
Science 311

Science in the Elementary School (3 sem. hrs.)

The origin and growth of the elementary science movement, a
survey of curricula and present practices in the schools, a review of
the children's literature in the field, and a study of the problems and
techniques involved in adapting content to curriculum development
and grade placement, are covered in this course. Emphasis is placed
upon student participation in the planning, development, and presentation of instructional materials that can be adapted to grades
three through six.
Science 321

Science in Early Childhood Education (2 sem. hrs.)

The principal focus in the early stages of this course is on the
child as an explorer experiencing a limited but expanding environment. Pertinent to this design a review of the literature about the
young child as a learner, about the methods of teaching, and about
the types of program which are appropriate is made. During the
middle and later stages the course consists of the presentation of
first-hand experiences designed to challenge the pre-school and
early school child.
Science 371 -372

Zoology I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

The course in zoology consists of an examination of all the major
groups of animals, including a study of the anatomy and physiology
and taxonomy of selected types. The evolutionary relationships of
the groups based on the results of classical and modern research are
also considered. The determination of man's place is one of the
interesting problems offered for consideration.
Science 373-374

Cytology and Cytogenetics (4 sem. hrs.)

A presentation of the basic scientific theories and principles and
a study of their application in our industrial society are component

The cell is the basic unit of structure in all organisms. All the
essential processes of life are carried on in it. Intracellular structures
and their functions are investigated with emphasis on cytogenetic
mechanisms. A detailed study is made of the basic laws of inheri-
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Science 231

Applied Science (2 sem. hrs.)

tance as they are presently understood. Laboratory work includes
methods of cell study, mitosis, meiosis, and genetic analysis. The
course includes one hour of lecture and two hours of lab a week. At
least one year of college biology and the permission of the instructor
is prerequisite.
Science 375-376

Organic Chemistry I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course presents in a comprehensive manner the syntheses,
reactions and transformations of organic materials. Some of the
topics discussed are:
Aliphatic, aromatic, alicyclic and heterocyclic compounds,
reaction mechanisms, resonance, ionic covalent and coordinate
covalent bonds, cis-trans and optical isomerism, free radicals and
polymerization reactions.
Science 380

n·:.i.dings, the student becomes acquainted with rocks and minerals,
the forces of erosion, mountain building, and other phenomena.
Science 474

Astronomy (2 sem. hrs.)

Currently, man's attention is turned to outer space. It is imperative to look beyond the earth. In this course the methods of the
astronomer are used to achieve an understanding of the earth, the
moon, the planets, the sun, the stars, and the galaxies. Through the
use of telescopes, spectroscopes, sextants, chronometers, and sky
charts, the student learns about the universe and man's place in it.

Field Biology and Ecology (2 sem. hrs.)

Field Biology and Ecology is the study of life under natural
conditions. The balance of nature, ecological and field techniques,
and man's role in the biotic world is stressed. Field excursions to
various natural habitats in New Jersey are made. A weekend of
study at the New Jersey School of Conservation is required.
Science 453-454

Seminar-Research (4 sem. hrs.)

This experience in research techniques is open to science majors.
The student has the opportunity, under faculty guidance, to delimit
problems, to develop experimental techniques, to gather research
data, and to prepare papers relative to the selected areas. The student is afforded the opportunity to pursue a problem of his own
selection.
Science 471

Human Physiology (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is a study of the physiology of the body processes
and the related anatomical and histological studies.
Consideration is given to the structure and functions of the
human skeleton, joints, ligaments and muscles, blood, lymph and
tissue fluids, respiration, digestion, metabolism, excretion, glands
of internal secretion, central and peripheral nervous systems, sense
organs and reproduction.
Science 472

M eteorology (2 sem. hrs.)

The structure, composition of the atmosphere, air mass movements, fronts, moisture, storms and weather prediction are studied
in detail. Students maintain the campus weather station and post
daily forecasts.
Science 473

Geology (2 sem. hrs.)

Almost imperceptible yet never ending are the processes that are
continually changing the earth. Changes in the materials and the
forces which cause them are the areas of study for the geologist.
Through lectures, laboratory experiences, field trips, and selected
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Science facilities often o re utilized for Saturday morning
enrichment sessions for high school students.
Science 479
(3 sem. hrs.)

Teaching Science in the Secondary School

Methods of instruction in secondary school science are studied.
The course deals with an overview, organization, presentation of
subject matter, instructional aims, laboratory equipment and techniques, field trips, science fairs, text and manual selection, use of
standard tests, and the status of science in the junior and senior
high school.
Science X l 1
(3 sem. hrs.)

Field Science for Elementary School Teachers

In developing an understanding of natural resources consideration is given to such areas as rocks and minerals, plant and animal
life, astronomy, weather and all outdoor phenomena, both physical
and biological.
Working in a natural setting rather than an artificial laboratory,
this course stresses the first hand experience with natural phenom91

ena and suggests what can be done to convey an understanding of
these things to the elementary school student.
Simple demonstrations, experiments, collections, acquisition of
free and inexpensive materials, reference publications, and the most
recent methods and trends in field trip procedure are considered.
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Professors Hutchinson ( Chairman) , Darcy, Didsbury, Downes,
Goldberg, Higgins, Kelland, Luscombe, Messina, Osborne,
Pruser, Raichle, Rice, Siegel, Weiss, Willis
Soc. Sci. 103-104

History of Western Civilization (6 sem. hrs.)

By means of reading and discussion, students survey the historical development of modern civilization from early times. Special
attention is given to cultural diffusion and integration and to institutions and ideas.
Soc. Sci. 203-204

United States History (6 sem. hrs.)

The basic institutions and ideas of the American people are
studied from the viewpoint of contemporary issues.
Soc. Sci. 271 History of Far Eastern Civilization: Early Times to
19th Century (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed to give the student an intelligent understanding and appreciation of the great cultural traditions of the
Far Eastern world. The culture and civilizations of China, Japan ,
and Korea are surveyed, and significant source materials are studied
in suitable English translations.
Soc. Sci. 272 History of Far Eastern Civilization: The 19th and
20th Centuries (3 sem. hrs.)

An examination of the impact of the Western world on the
traditional cultures of China, Japan, and Korea and their different
reactions to the Western challenge. Causes of tension and conflict
in the 19th and 20th centuries are also studied. Throughout the
cours~, the student reads significant Far Eastern source materials
in suitable English translations.

Soc. Sci. 371

Principles of Sociology (3 sem. hrs.)

An analysis and application of the basic concepts and research
methods of sociology is undertaken. Culture, community, group
behavior, and institutions are treated.
Soc. Sci. 372
(3 sem. hrs.)

Teaching Secondary School Social Studies

The values and objectives of programs in secondary school social
studies are examined. Appropriate methods of curriculum organization and teaching are developed in interaction with professional
field experience.
Soc. Sci. 373

World Politics (3 sem. hrs.)

Stability in the relations among nations is the focus of interest
in this course. The state system and the balance of power, war in
the pattern of international relations, suggest its subject matter.
Soc. Sci. 374-375 American Government and Politics I and II
(6 sem. hrs.)
" It might be better to t alk of an interdependent, cooperative

system of local, state, and national governments." ( Williams, Oliver
P. and Charles Press, Democracy in Urban America, Rand McNally
Co.)
Replacing the traditional pattern of one course in national government and politics and another in state and local government and
politics, this is a two-semester course in government and politics in
the United States, which examines the "interdependent ... system
of ... governments" as they operate in reality. Despite this treatment, each semester stands as a separate academic unit. The first
half of the course deals with the role of government in an urban,
industrial society; constitutionalism and civil rights; federalism and
problems of intergovernmental relations. The second half focuses
on public opinion and pressure politics; parties and politics and elections; the roles of the executive, administrative, legislative, and
judicial branches. The major emphasis throughout is on principles
and institutions.
Soc. Sci. 413
(3 sem. hrs.)

Regional Geography of Anglo America

A background for the analysis and description of major world
regions is provided. Man-land relationships are stressed in terms of
physical and socio-economic patterns. The use of maps, atlas,
periodicals and reference material in addition to the usual text is
integrated in the course.

The relationships between basic geographic factors such as
climate, physiography and vegetation and their effects upon historical, economic, social and political characteristics of Anglo America are studied systematically and regionally. The distribution of
the major regions and their natural resources, agriculture and cultural development is analyzed.

Soc. Sci. 366

Soc. Sci. 414

Soc. Sci. 316

Fundamentals of Geography (2 sem. hrs.)

Fundornentals of Geography (3 sem. hrs.)

New Jersey History and Geography (2 sem. hrs.)

This course involves the same subject matter as does Soc. Sci.
316, but in greater depth.

In this course a review of the significant features of New Jersey
history, especially in relation to national history, a close examina-
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tion of state government, and an analysis of the geographical setting
of New Jersey are given.
Soc. Sci. 471

Grow th of American Thought (3 sem. hrs.)

A study of the development of ideas in America, beginning with
the antebellum period, and stressing varying manifestations of the
idea of fundamental law, individualism and the American mission,
is undertaken. Prerequisite: Soc. Sci. 203-204 or equivalent.
Soc. Sci. 472-473

Economics I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

The fundamental ideas and materials of economics are examined
in an effort to stimulate an understanding of contemporary society
and public policy in their economic aspects.
Soc. Sci. Xl 1
(3 sem. hrs.)

Social Problems: Racial and Cultural Minorities

interaction of secular and religious aspects of our culture. A knowledge and understanding of the basi: beliefs a~d J?ractices of Roman
Catholicism, Judaism, and the ma1or denommabons of Protest_antism, and an appreciation of the contribution of each to American
life, are the objectives of this course.
Soc. Sci. X17- 18

Russian History (6 sem. hrs.)

Continuity and change in modern Russia are surveyed, especially since the Napoleonic p_e~iod. ~1?ph_asis. is placed on_ ~-e
historical development of RuSS1a s participation m European c1~zation and since World War I, on the international scene. Russian
culture, id~as and institutions are highlighted by extensive readings
in both the classic and contemporary literature. Students may elect
either or both semesters.
Soc. Sci. X19

The Emergence of Modern Britain (3 sem. hrs.)

A sociological investigation and analysis of the value systems
of Americans is revealed in a study of social conflicts based on
human differences in race, nationality, background, religion, income,
sex and age.

A survey of the historical development of English society from
1688 to the present, with emphasis on major constitutional forms,
the industrial revolution and its consequences, and the transformation of the Empire into the Commonwealth.

Soc. Sci. X 12
(3 sem. hrs.)

Soc. Sci. X20

British History from Norman Conquest to 1688

A study of the changes in the character of English culture and
society during the Middle Ages and early modern times, with special attention to government, religion, philosophy, and the organization of the Empire.
Soc. Sci. X13

Geography of Europe (3 sem. hrs.)

This course is designed as a regional analysis of Europe. ~t
examines critically the physical and human aspects of the con?nent's geography. Relations between the European states are dis-

Cultural Anthropology (3 sem. hrs.)

By means of readings and discussions, students examine the
structures and functions of the social systems of pre-literate societies, employing the methods and concepts of anthropology.
Soc. Sci. X14

Renaissance and Reformation (3 sem. hrs.)

This advanced course in the history of modern Europe comprises
an analysis of the development of the Renaissance and Reformation
in their relation to the formation of a base for the building of contemporary secular society.
Soc. Sci. Xl 5

The Revolutionary Era, 1789-1870 (3 sem. hrs.)

A detailed examination of the French Revolution of 1789 is
followed by a study of its legacy. The role of nationalism, the development of socialism in nineteenth century Europe, the unification
of Italy and Germany, and the emergence of real politik constitute
the subject matter of this course.
Soc. Sci. Xl 6
(3 sem. hrs.)

Religion in America: An Historical Approach

Objectively and within the discipline of history, the course surveys religious developments in American history from the background of settlement to current trends, seeking to examine the

History comes to life as General Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines, one of many outstanding visitors to the campus, chats
with students.
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cussed, and Europe's place in the world economy and its
geopolitical impact is analyzed. Prerequisite: Soc. Sci. 316 or equivalent.
Soc. Sci. X2 1

Geography of Latin America (3 sem. hrs.)

The physical and human geography of Middle and South America provide a background for the study of the socio-economic
problems of Latin America. Prerequisite: Geography 316 or equivalent.
Soc. Sci. X22

American Foreign Affairs, 1775-1893 (3 sem. hrs.)

The idea of isolation provides the theme for the examination of
American foreign policy. Social backgrounds of expansionism., the
Monroe Doctrine, freedom of the seas and settlement of international disputes as well as formal policy are studied. Prerequisite:
Soc. Sci. 203-204 or equivalent.
Soc. Sci. X23

American Foreign Affairs, 1893-1962 (3 sem. hrs.)

The emergence of the United States as a world power is examined with particular attention to imperialism, World Wars I and II,
and the cold war. Prerequisite: Soc. Sci. 203-204 or equivalent.
History X24

Problems of Constitutional History (3 sem. hrs.)

Selected problems of constitutional history are studied to show
the relationship between organic law and a democratic and industrialized society.
History X25

F.L. 16 1-1 62

Elementary Spanish I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This is a beginning course in Spanish open to students who have
not studied Spanish in high school. Among the topics studied
are: Spanish grammar, reading of prose selections in Spanish, and a
limited amount of practice in speaking and writing Spanish. Students selecting this course are expected to continue studying Spanish
for two years, acquiring 12 semest er hours of credit.
F.L. 221 -222

Intermediate French I a nd II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course increases the student's ability to speak, write, and
read the French language. The content places emphasis on French
literature and conversational French. Prerequisite: Two years of
French in the secondary school.
F.L. 231-232

Intermed iate Germa n I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course increases the student's ability to speak, write, and
read the German language. The content places emphasis on German
literature and conversational German. Prerequisite: Two years of
German in the secondary school.
F.L. 261 -262

Intermed iate Spanish

History of Germany, 1805- 1962 (3 sem. hrs.)

The emergence of modern Germany is examined, with emphasis
on political unification, economic growth, militarism, and nationalism. The role of Germany in two world wars and their aftermath
is analyzed.
History X26

Europe Since 1870 (3 sem. hrs.)

Changes in European societies since the unification of Italy
and Germany are studied, with particular attention to nationalism
and imperialism, democracy and dictatorship. Post-war trends
toward European integration are assessed in t erms of Europe's
position in the late 20th century world.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
F.L. 121-122

Elementary French I and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This is a beginning course in French open to students who have
not studied French in the secondary school. Among the topics
studied are: French grammar, reading of prose selections in French,
and a limited amount of practice in speaking and writing French.
Students selecting this course are expected to continue studying
French for two years, acquiring 12 semester hours of credit.
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and II (6 sem. hrs.)

This course increases the student's ability to speak, write, and
read the Spanish language. The content places emphasis on Spanish
literature and conversational Spanish. Prerequisite: Two years of
Spanish in the secondary school.
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SECTION V

Division of Field Services
The courses at Newark State College in the Division of Field
Services are primarily for those persons who have selected education as a professional career. The major function of the division is
to provide the best possible instruction and educational guidance
for those who are to teach in New Jersey's schools. The division is
keenly aware of its responsibility for identifying and selecting students of high potential and seeks in every way possible to attract
to this institution persons of high professional promise. The division is dedicated to the selection, education and continuous development of those who are to teach in the schools of this state. Admissions procedures to both the Division of Field Services and the
resident college are identical. They are under the supervision of the
Director of Admissions of the college. Courses are offered in the
late afternoons, evenings, and Saturday mornings in the college
buildings at Union and off-campus in many communities in New
Jersey.
Such courses may be applied toward the bachelor of arts degree
by students enrolled in the evening degree program and by graduates of hvo-year or three-year normal schools. ( College graduates,
on approval of their adviser, may apply these courses toward the
master of arts degree.) The undergraduate degree is offered in
general elementary education, early childhood education, industrial arts, and for normal school graduates a major in the education
of the mentally retarded.
Students who wish to secure the degree of bachelor of arts
through the Division of Field Services may matriculate by fulfilling
the necessary requirements, and by the payment of the matriculation services fee of $5.00. When courses have been completed in
other institutions prior to matriculation, official transcripts of such
courses must be submitted at the time of matriculation.
Student teaching regulations for non-matriculated students may
be obtained from the Field Services Office, Room 107, Townsend
Hall.
The graduate degree is offered in the field of elementary education, education of the handicapped, early childhood education and
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administration and supervmon in the elementary school. It is
designed to prepare master teachers, administrators, and supervisors
for the schools of New Jersey.
In the elementary education major, the fields of instruction include: Education, English, fine arts, health education, industrial arts,
mathematics, music, physical education, science, and social science.
Courses are also offered for those whose major interests lie in
early childhood education, fine or industrial arts education, or in
related cultural fields. The offerings will meet the major interests
of the following:

Student Fees

Student fees, as determined by the State Board of Education, are
as follows :
Tuition

New Jersey Residents and Teachers
Per semester hour of credit
Non-residents
Per semester hour of credit

... $13.00
15.00

Service Charg e

Per semester hour of credit

.50

Registration Fee

To be paid each time a student registers

2.00

Admission Fee

1. Elementary school principals.
2. Elementary school supervisors and administrators.
3. Elementary, nursery school, kindergarten-primary, and fine
and industrial arts teachers; junior high school teachers;
teachers of the mentally retarded, hard of hearing, and
speech defective; and teachers in some of the areas in secondary education.
4. Those who are completing the requirements for the degree
of bachelor of arts in early childhood, general elementary
education, fine and industrial arts, junior high, and senior
high school education.
5. Graduate students enrolled in courses leading to the degree
of master of arts.
6. Teachers of handicapped children.
7. Secondary teachers desiring certification in the element ary
field.
8. Former teachers who in the present emergency wish to
return to the profession of teaching.
9. Liberal arts college graduates who are seeking their state
elementary school certification.
10. Qualified high school graduates who wish to study for the
bachelor's degree, with a major in education, by attending
evening classes. This would include high school graduates
whose daytime employment or home responsibilities prevent their attending college during the day.
11. Others, not necessarily teachers, who are interested in cultural offerings.

Charged all students enrolling in part-time and extension
classes for the first time .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. ... ... . . ..... ..

5.00

Tuition and service charges are payable at the time of registration. Make checks or money orders payable to Newark State
College.
Field Services Bulletin

A copy of The Bulletin of Newark State College: Field Services
Division, which lists all the course offerings and additional pertinent material, is available each semester by writing to the Director
of Field Services.
State Certificates and Degrees

All professional curricula at Newark State College lead to the
degree of bachelor of arts. The degree is issued under the authority
of the State Board of Education and is prerequisite to the granting
of certificates to teach in the state.
The master of arts degree is awarded upon the completion of a
graduate curriculum. At least one six-week summer session or one
twelve-semester-hour term in residence is required for the master
of arts degree.
Limited teaching certificates appropriate to each of the curricula
listed above are granted by the state upon graduation from the college. Each certificate entitles the holder to teach in any of the
grades and subjects covered by the curriculum in which he has
been prepared.
Limited certificates are valid for five years. After three years of
successful teaching experience, a teacher may receive his permanent
certificate.
Summer Session

Students wishing to be admitted to the graduate program should
consult the office of the Chairman of the Graduate Program in Townsend H all.

The summer session extends over a period of six weeks. Students in the summer session may apply credits so earned toward the
appropriate certificates or degrees. These summer courses are open
to undergraduate or graduate students, elementary and secondary
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school teachers, kindergarten-primary teachers, fine arts teachers,
industrial arts teachers, principals and supervisors in elementary
education or in special fields, and to others interested in cultural
and personal growth. Graduates of accredited state teacher-training
institutions desiring further certificate credits or candidacy for the
bachelor of arts or master of arts degree are eligible to enroll.
Those who have received their b asic preparation in accredited
teacher-training institutions in states other than New Jersey may
also matriculate for credit toward advanced certificates or degrees.
For further information concerning the summer session communicate with the Director of Field Services.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Admission procedures to the undergraduate programs offered by
the Division of Field Services and to the resident college are identical. They are under the supervision of the Director of Admissions
of the coUege.
Students ma~ be admitted to enter: ( 1) in a degree program,
( 2) _to e~rn cred1~s for transfer to other institutions, ( 3) to complete
certification requirements, and ( 4) to attend individual courses for
which they are qualified and in which they have a professional or
personal interest.
Degree Program With Normal School Background

VETERANS
The Division of Field Services of Newark State College has been
approved for the training of veterans under Public Laws 16, 346,
and 550. Veterans may obtain information concerning their rights
under these laws either from the Director of Counseling Services
of this college, or from Contract Division of the Veterans Administration.
Upon registration the veteran should submit his certificate of
eligihility, Form 7-1953 or Form 7-1993, from the Veterans Administration. If he is under Public Law 16 or 346, he will not be required to pay tuition charges, service fees, or for books. If h e
should be under Public Law 550 (Korean Veteran), he must pay
for all charges as any other student. H e must, however, register at
the Veterans Office in order to receive his monthly subsistence
checks.

STUDENT TEACHING
Student teaching may be arranged for those students holding
degrees who have completed at this college a minimum of 18 semester hours of the course work required for State Certification. Information concerning the program and approval to register should be
obtained from the Director of Field Services, Room 107, Townsend
Hall. Registration must be made in person during the regular fall
registration period.
All students matriculated for an undergraduate degree, who are
not teaching, must complete their senior year in the day school in
order to obtain student teaching.
Matriculated undergraduate students, who are teaching under
an emergency certificate, must have completed Education 439-440,
"Supervised Teaching Seminar," before their degree will be granted.
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Graduates of two- or three-year normal schools will be admitted
to courses in the Division of Field Services in order that they may
complete requirements for the baccalaureate degree. At present,
degree programs are offered in three majors:
1. General Elementary Education
2. Early Childhood Education
3. Education of the Mentally Retarded
Graduates of the two-year normal school program will b e granted
64 semester hours of credit toward the baccalaureate degree and
graduates of the three-year normal school program will be granted
96 semester hours of credit toward the baccalaureate degree. The
program of studies for the remaining credits must be followed with
the advice and approval of the Division advisers.
An official transcript of the normal school record and a statement
concerning the amount of teaching experience will be required.
Eveni ng Degree Progra m

Thi_s program is designed to enable qualified graduates from an
accredited secondary school or qualified transfer students from other
colleg~s to comp~ete their study for the baccalaureate degree, with
a maior education, _by attending evening classes. At present,
programs are offered m three curricula:
1. General Elementary Education
2. Early Childhood Education
3. Education of the Mentally Retarded

High School Graduates:
To be eligible for admission as a freshman the candidate must:
1. Be a graduate of an approved four-year high school.
2. Present a transcript which includes a minimum of 15
high sc~ool units ( a unit is a year's work in a subject);
the uruts must be divided appropriately among the
major subject areas.
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3. Have demonstrated the ability to pursue further academic studies.
4. File a formal application with the Division of Field
Services.
5. Arrange for a personal interview with an evaluator of
the Division of Field Services.
6. T ake either the entrance examination of the New Jersey
State Colleges or the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
College Entrance Examination Board.

Transfer Students:
A student who desires to apply for admission as a transfer from
another accredited college should:
1. File a formal application with the Division of Field
Services.
2. Submit an official transcript of previous college work.
3. Arrange for a personal interview with an evaluator of
the Division of Field Services.
4. Take either the entrance examination of the New Jersey
State Colleges or the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the
College Entrance Examination Board, if he has not
done so previously.
It is the policy of the Division of Field Services not to accept as
a transfer from another institution a student who has failed to maintain a graduating average at the institution previously attended.
Srudents in good standing in another New Jersey state college
may transfer without examination. No student who has been dismissed from this or any other college may apply for admission, readmission, or take any course less than one year from the time of
being dismissed.
In recognition of the fact that experience and maturity tend to
compensate in some measure for the lack of formal scholastic attainment, persons of at least 24 years may be admitted as special
students and may enroll, after consultation with an adviser, in
courses for which they have the necessary background and qualifications.
The division reserves the right to refuse admission or matriculation to any applicant whose previous background and record, in
the judgment of the Admission Committee, suggests that he is not
qualified for the course for which he has applied.

1. Matriculated students are those who have completed
all t~e college entrance requirements and are fully
matriculated for a degree in the Division of Field
Services. ( The term used for full acceptance in a program of studies leading to a bachelor's or master's
degree is matriculation.)

2. Special students are those who are not candidates for
a degree in the Division of Field Services.
OTE: Enrollment in classes offered by the Division of Field Seroices does not mean that a student is matriculated for a degree.
The student's record will be marked "Special Student" until such
time as all matriculation requirements have been met.
Not more than 16 semester hours of work completed prior to
matriculation can be credited toward the bachelor's degree.

Classification of Students in the Division of Field Services

Graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in the Division
of Field Services of Newark State College are classified as follows:
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SECTION VI

Graduate Program
The graduate program was established at Newark State College
in 1947. It is fully accredited by the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Major programs leading to the master of arts degree are offered
in the fields of elementary education, special education, early childhood education and administration and supervision in the elementary
school.
Fields of instruction include anthropology, psychology, sociology, education, contemporary civilization, philosophy, history, literature, music, fine and industrial arts, mathematics, and the natural
sciences.
ADMISSION AND M ATRICULATION REQUIREMENTS

In order to be admitted to the master's degree program at
Newark State College the prospective student must show evidence
of outstanding academic potential. This potential is evaluated
through the use of an admission examination, an admission interview and a careful review of the student's undergraduate academic
record. The candidate must possess a baccalaureate degree from
an approved college and must have completed a minimum of 16
semester hours of work in approved prerequisite courses in education determined by the Graduate Council. These courses in many
instances may be completed as co-requisites in conjunction with the
student's total program of graduate study. Students with baccalaureate degrees planning to enroll eventually in a master's degree
program at Newark State College are, therefore, encouraged to
consult the Graduate Office at the time of their initial registration
in the Division of Field Services.
ADMISSION PROCEDURES
Each candidate shall file an application form and have official
transcripts of all previous graduate and undergraduate work mailed
directly to the Graduate Office, Newark State College, Union, New
Jersey.
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Students seeking admission to graduate degree programs are
required to complete satisfactorily an entrance examination. The
results of this examination ( The Miller Analogies Test) will be
considered together with the student's undergraduate record, the
admission interview and other pertinent data to determine his
acceptability for graduate study. Students desiring to be accepted
as degree candidates should complete this test before the end of
their first semester of graduate study. No more than six credits
of work completed prior to acceptance for admission are to be
credited toward the graduate d egree. The admission examination
is given at Newark State College once each month at a time
scheduled by the Graduate Office. The fee for the examination is
$5.00. Students may make arrangements to take the examination
by contacting the Graduate Office or by contacting any other approved Miller Analogy Testing Center.

GRADUATE ADVISEMENT AND REGISTRATION FOR
GRADUATE COURSES
Each graduate when accepted for admission to a de?ree ~rogram is provided with a graduate advisement sheet. This advisement sheet should be carefully preserved and brought by the
student to registration and to all other meetings that he may
schedule for graduate advisement.
The curricula advisers assigned to the student's graduate program are noted on the advisement sheet and the student is expected
to consult with them or with a representative of the Graduate
Office before registering for graduate courses. Changes in ?raduate
majors should be avoided whenever possible. If a cha_nge 1~ ~ecessary, the student should notify the Graduate Office m wntmg of
the desired change, stating the reasons for his request.
While advisers will render every assistance possible, the responsibility for meeting the degree requirements must b e assumed
by the student and his attention is therefore directed to the rules,
regulations and other items of information provided through the
graduate advisement sheets and in the catalogs of the Graduate
Division and the Division of Field Services. The Graduate Office
is not authorized to provide official information regarding state
certification requirements. This information should be secured
from the student's county superintendent of schools or from the
Office of Teacher Certification, State Education Department, 175
West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey.
Students not yet admitted to degree programs are permitted to
register for specific graduate courses with the approval of a member
of the staff of the Graduate Office. This approval may be secured
during the registration or preregistration periods.
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Requests for further information should be addressed to the
Graduate Office, Newark State College, Union, New Jersey.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF
MASTER OF ARTS
The basic requirement for the degree is 32 semester hours of
graduate work in an approved program.
The 32 semester hours of work are distributed as shown below.
Advisement sheets listing elective and required courses for each
area of specialization are available and should be secured by the
student from the Graduate Office or from the student's graduate
adviser.
FOR THE MAJOR IN SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
I.

Basic Foundation Area .... . ........ ............ ..
a. Foundations of Graduate Study i:n Education
3
b. D evelopmental Study of Children
3
II. Required Specialization Area .. ................. .
a. Administration of Elementary Education
3
b. Supervision in Elementary Education
3
c. Advanced Elementary School Curriculum: Its Theory
and Applications
3
III. Elective Specialization Area .. .
.... ............ ... . .
. .. .
Planned program of courses related to the major and organized
with the advice and approval of Llie slu<leut's graduate adviser 5
IV. General Education Area ........... ... .
Planned program of approved electives in general education
6
V. Advanced Seminar Area ... ........... .
Advanced Seminar in Administration and Supervision
6
( Application for admission to the Advanced Seminar is
required by March 1st of the year preceding enrollment. )

6

9

5
6

6

32

Total

FOR THE MAJOR IN TEACHING THE MENTALLY RETARDED
I.

Basic Foundation Area ...... ............... ......... .... ..
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education .. ...
b. Approved elective in foundations area .........
II. Required Specialization Area .... ..... .. .. .. . .. . .. ....... .. .... ...
a. Principles and Practices of Curriculum Development for
Teachers of the Mentally Retarded .. ... ... ...
b. Materials, Programs and Methods for Teaching the
Mentally Retarded ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..... ... .. . .. ..... .. . ..... .
c. Arts, Crafts and Developmental Activities for the
Retarded . ... ... ............. ............ ..
... . ..... ...
d. Psychological Testing . .. . ..... . . .. . ..... ... ..... ..... ... . .
III. Elective Specialization Area .................................... . .
A course related to the major and approved by the student's
graduate adviser .. .... .. .. .... .. . .. . ... .. .. ....... ..... ..... .. .. . ....... .. ... .
IV. General Education Area .... .. .
................... .
Planned program of approved electives in general
education
. ..... ... .....
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6

3
3
11

3
3
3
2
3

3
6

6

V.

Advanced Seminar Area
Advanced Seminar in Mental Retardation .. .. .... ... .. .
( Application for admission to the advanc~d seminar is
required by March 1st of the year preceding enrollment.)

6

Total

6

Basic Foundation Area .
.. ..
a. Fotmdations of Graduate Study in Education
b. Approved elective in foundations area
II. Required Specialization Area .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... . . . . .. . ....... .
Plarmed program of the graduate courses related to t he, major,
organized with the advice and approval of the students .
graduate adviser, with specialization in one of the followmg
fields :
Elementary Programs ( advanced specialization ) in:
Curriculum and Teaching
Humanities
Behavioral Sciences
Contemporary Civilization
Reading
Classroom Guidance and Child Development
Education of the Emotionally and Socially Maladjusted
Education of the Gifted
Ill. Elective Area . ....... .... .. ... .. .. . ... . ..
.
Planned program of approved electives
IV. Advanced Seminar Area ..
.. .......... .
Advanced Seminar in area of specialization
( Application for admission to the advanced seminar is
required by March 1st of the year preceding enrollment. )

FOR THE MAJOR IN SPEECH CORRECTION
Basic Foundation Area
... ........ . ... ............ .
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education

:tr~···· .... : ....: . :......:...

II.

6
3
3

14

6
6
6
6

32

6

3

Total

II.

elA~~:e -~

~pe~fal~oa~fin
fo~~.d a~o.~s .ar~~ ...... ::···. :·.·.·....·..·....... .
Planned program of courses related to the major and organized
with the advice and approval of the student's graduate adviser .
III. General Education Area .. . .
. .................
.
Planned program of approved electives in general education

llO

All graduate students will be required to achieve a satisfactory
rating on a final comprehensive examination. This comprehensive
examination is given once each year during the spring semester to
those students currently enrolled in the advanced or thesis seminars.
Students failing the examination may, with special permission of
the Graduate Office, be permitted to retake the examination after
the lapse of a one-year period. The fee for the examination is
$5.00 per student per testing.

ADDITIONAL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
6

6

32

6
3
3

14

14
6
6

Students may elect the completion of a graduate thesis as part
of their degree requirements. These students will enroll in Thesis
Seminar in the area of their specialization. This enrollment will
continue each semester until the thesis has been completed, but no
more than two semesters of thesis seminar credit can be applied
toward the graduate degree. For students electing the optional
thesis program the degree requirements will consist of 30 credits
of graduate work.
All students admitted after June 1, 1962, will be required
to satisfactorily complete the final comprehensive examination.
Students admitted prior to June 1, 1962, who elect the thesis
option, will not be required to complete the final comprehensive
examination.

14

FOR THE MAJOR IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Basic Foundation Area .. . .
.. ..
. . ..
a. Foundations of Graduate Study in Education

32

OPTIONAL THESIS PROGRAM

~p:Cfaf{z~~~n e~~~;e _in fou.~dations
3
Planned program of courses related to the major and organized
with the advice and approval of the student's graduate
14
adviser
...
.
... ... ......................... ••·
III. General Education Area ... .. .. ...
IV. rd~:~tearol:i.1::ia~f i~:oved..elect.i~~s. in..gene~~ . ~~uca~~~ .... ·.. 6
Advanced Seminar in Speech Correction
.... ..
6
( Application for admission to the advanced seminar is
required by March 1st of the year preceding enrollment.)

I.

Total

6
6

FINAL COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION

Total

I.

Advanced Seminar Area
. ..... . .... . ..... .... ........
Advanced Seminar in Early Childhood Education .. ....... .. . ... ...
( Application for admission to the advanced seminar is required
by March 1st of the year preceding enrollment.)

32

FOR THE MAJOR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
AND RELATED FIELDS
I.

IV.

The candidate must complete satisfactorily any additional
tests or assignments required by the Graduate Council or by the
graduate adviser. No rating below "C" will be accepted for
graduate credit and not more than six semester hours with a grade
"C" may be applied toward the master's degree.
In order to develop a greater sense of continuity and relatedness
in the individual's program of graduate study, the Graduate Council has determined that effective with the opening of the spring
semester of the 1961-62 academic year, all students enrolled in
the master of arts degree program at Newark State College will
be required to maintain a folder containing: (a) single copies
of all papers prepared in conjunction with graduate courses; and
( b) a bibliography of all readings completed in conjunction with
the student's graduate work.
lll

This folder will be submitted to the student's graduate adviser
and to other members of the graduate faculty upon the request of
the faculty member and to the professor responsible for the leadership of the Advanced Seminar at the time of the student's enrollment in the seminar. These materials, completed throughout the
graduate program, will form an important foundation for work in
the Advanced Seminar. The student is invited to include within
this folder any other materials that he deems desirable from the
standpoint of the objectives stated above; listings of field experiences ( trips to art museums, special exhibits, lectures, etc.)
and position papers, publications, etc., not necessarily related to the
specific course structure, will be welcomed. If there are any questions regarding this regulation, please contact the Graduate Office
for clarification.
All course requirements, including the thesis, shall be fulfilled
within a period of six years from the date of initial enrollment.
Full-time attendance ( minimum six semester hours) in at least
one summer session or full-time attendance ( minimum 12 semester
hours) in at least one regular fall or spring session is required.
The remainder of the course requirements may be completed in the
Graduate Division during the fall and spring semesters. If a student is a graduate of one of the New Jersey state colleges, it may
be possible for him, with the approval of his adviser, to take a
summer session of work in another approved college.
Degrees are awarded once each year at June commencement
exercises. Students planning to meet the degree requirements
during a given academic year must complete a form entitled "Application for Graduation" and submit it to the Graduate Office by
April 1. Final approved copies of graduate theses must be submitted to the Graduate Office by May 1.

the ~equirements for a master of arts degree should note that
c~rtam graduate courses are offered which will serve these combmed P1;1-IPoses. Unde~graduate courses can be applied toward
a .masters ~egree .only m exceptional circumstances and then only
w1~ the pnor wntten approval of the student's graduate program
adVIser or a staff member of the Graduate Office. Students interested in correlating their work toward certification with work
t~ward. the master's degree should arrange an advisement interview with the Graduate Office at or prior to the time of their initial
registration in the Field Services Division.

PLANNED PROGRAMS OF GRADUATE STUDIES FOR
NON-DEGREE CANDIDATES

Individually planned programs of graduate study are available
for graduate students wishing to pursue a planned program of
graduate study outside of the framework of a degree program.
Stndents wishing to enroll in such planned programs should consult the Graduate Office for tl1e necessary application forms and
for additional information and advisement.
SPECIAL NOTICE TO STUDENTS WISHING TO
CORRELATE WORK TOWARD CERTIFICATION WITH
WORK TOWARD A MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE

Students with bachelor degrees who are interested in correlating
the fulfillment of certification requirements with the fulfillment of
112
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SECTION VII

College Personnel
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mrs. Edward L. Katzenbach, President
William A. Sutherland, Vice President
Harvey Dembe
Martin S. Fox
Mrs. R. Adam Johnstone
John F. Lynch
James W. Parker, Sr.
Joseph L. Richmond
Harry M. Seals
Jack Slater
George F. Smith

Princeton
Liberty Corner
Bayonne
Millburn
Ho-Ho-Kus
Morristown
Red Bank
Woodstown
Annandale
Paterson
New Brunswick

Commissioner of Education

Frederick M. Raubinger
Assistant Commissioner for Higher Education

Earl E. Mosier
Director of Teacher Education and Certification

Allan F. Rosebrock
ADMINISTRATORS OF THE COLLEGE

1855 - 1962
1855-1859
1859-1877
1877-1896
1896-1897
1897-1928
1928-1929
1929-1939
1940-1943
1944-1950
1950-

Stephen Congar
George B. Sears
William N. Barringer
Charles B. Gilbert
William Spader Willis
Bertha R. Kain
M. Ernest Townsend
Roy L. Shaffer
John B. Dougall
Eugene G. Wilkins
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

Eugene G. Wilkins
Alton D. O'Brien
Herbert W. Samenfeld

.... President
Dean of the College
Dean of Students

Robert F. Allen
William P. Angers
Patricia B. Boyd
Armand Brilliante
Wesley P. Daniels
Clare Davies
Betsy J. Davison
James B. Day
Jane E. Guinnane
John S. Karley ...
Jacques Loeliger

Chairman of Graduate Program
Director of Counseling Services
. Director of Residence
Engineer-in-Charge
. Registrar
.. Financial Aid Counselor
.. .. Coordinator of Student Activities
Chairman of Informational Services
Associate Chairman of Graduate Program
....... Business Manager
Assistant Director of Student
Teaching and Placement
Charles J. Longacre, Jr.
. Director of Field Services
Fred R. Marder ...
. ..Chairman of College Center
William A. Mercer .
. ... Assistant Director of Admissions
Betty Ann Metz .
....... Evaluator of Field Service Division
Marion L. Parsons
. .. . .. Assistant Director of Field Services
Executive Secretary, Alumni Association
John P. Ramos ..
Director of Student Teaching
and Placement
E. Theodore Stier
. Director of Admissions
Harvey W. Trimmer, Jr . .
..Evaluator of Field Services Division
Thomas B. Wilber ..
... .. Graduate Evaluator
Muriel L. Wilhelm
... Assistant Registrar

ROBERT F. ALLEN ... .
...
.. . . .
. Professor of Psychology
Chairman of Graduate Program
B. Ed., State University of New York, College of Education, Plattsburg
M.A., New York University
Ph.D., New York University
JUUL v. R. ALTENA ................. . ......... Professor of Comparative Education
B.A., M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
WINIFRED H. AMSDEN .
B.S., Boston University
M.A., Columbia University

Assistant Professor II of Health Education

WILLIAM P. ANGERS ......
Director of Counseling Services
A.B., Providence College
M.A., Catholic University
Ph.D., University of Montreal
Ph.D., University of Ottawa

Associate Professor of Education

ESTHER RUTH ANSON .... ....
.. ..... Associate Professor of Education
B.A., Washington College of Education
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
FREDERIC G. ARNOLD
.. ... . ....... ......... Professor of Science
B.A., M.A., State Teachers College, Montclair
Ed.D., Columbia University
MARY M. BARTLETT
B.A., Barat College
M.A., Columbia University

.. ......... .......Professor of English

KENNETH R. BENSON ... .. ..
. .. .. Professor of Outdoor Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., New York University
ROBERT E. BLOOMFIELD ...... . .. .....Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts
B.S., State Teachers College, Fitchburg, Mass .
M.S., University of Connecticut
DANIEL T. BLOUNT ..
.. .................... Assistant Professor of Physics
B.S., Rolla School of Mines, Rolla, Missouri
M.S., Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

ELLEN D. ABELL ........................ .......... ... .Associate Professor of Fine Arts
B.S., M.A., Columbia University
EDWARD W. ALLEN. ....... ........ .....
.. ... Assistant Professor of EngU,h
B.A., M.E., University of Pittsburgh

MARVIN J. BOSKIN ........
.. ........... Associate Professor of Chemistry
B.S., Brooklyn College
M.A., Indiana University
Ph.D., Rutgers University
PATRICIA B. BOYD ... .........
Assistant Professor II of Education
Director of Residence
B.A., University of Southern California
M.A., Columbia University
MARTIN S. BUCHNER
Assistant Professor II of Fine Arts
B.S., Newark State College
WERNER C. BURGER
. ....
. .... .....Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
B.S., M.A., New York University
GEORGE T. BURTT ....... ......
. ............... Assistant Professor of Education
B.S. Bucknell University
Ed.M., Rutgers University
CLIFFORD L. BUSH ........ ...........................................Professor of Education
Chairman of the Department of Education
B.Ed., Cortland State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
M.Ed., Alfred University
Ed.D., Syracuse University
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FACULTY

1962 - 1963
EUGENE G. WILKINS ...... ... ...........
. .... .... Professor of Education
President of the College
B.A., North Texas State Teachers College, Denton, Texas
M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
ALTON D. O'BRIEN ...... ... ...
........ Professor of Education
Dean of the College
B.A., Columbia College
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., New York University
HERBERT W. SAM ENFELD .............. ....... Associate Professor of Psychology
Dean of Students
B.A., Brothers College, Drew University
M.A., Ph.D., University of Minnesota

LEON CHARNEY .................. ...... ..
B.S., New York University
M.A., San Diego State College
Ph.D ., Syracuse University

. . Professor of Special Education

ROBERT CHASNOFF ....
.. . .. . .. . .
B.A., University of Connecticut
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

Professor of Elementary Education

ANNA I. CHOR.KAWA .... ...

..................... ............ .. College Phyrician
M.D., Frederick Alexander University, Erlangen, Germany

EVELYN ANDREWS COSTON . .
B.S., Juilliard School of Music
M.A., Columbia University

Assistant Professor of Music

GEORGE S. CURRIER .. .... .. . .. . ...... . .. ..
B.S., Litt.M., University of Pittsburgh
WESLEY P. DANIELS
Registrar
B.S., Ed.M., Rutgers University

. Assistant Professor of English
Assistant Professor of Education

JAMES E. DORSEY
A.B., Lincoln University
Mus. B., M.A., University of Pennsylvania
Ed.D., Columbia University
Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania
JAMES E . DOWNES .. ..... .
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College
M.A., New York University

. Professor of Political Science

HARRY N. DUBIN ....
Associate Professor of Education
B.S., M.S., Ed.D., Temple University
BEATRICE V. DUNKEL .
Assistant Professor II of Library Science
Assistant Catalog Librarian
A.B., Hunter College
M.L.S., Columbia University
KATHLEEN M. ECKHART
Associate Professor of Elementary Education
B.S., Ed.M., Rutgers University
Associate Professor of
Elementary Education

CATHERYN T. EISENHARDT

CORNELIUS P . DARCY ..
B.A., Bowdoin College
M.A., Harvard University

.. Assistant Professor II of History

FRANCK G. DARTE ..... .. .. . ...
B.A., Yale University
M.S., University of Pennsylvania

.. ..... Associate Professor of Education

LAWRENCE DAVIDSON ..
Artist In Residence
A.A., Wilson Junior College
Member, Metropolitan Opera Company
CLARE DAVIES
..
.....
Financial Aid Counselor
B.A., George Washington University
M.A., Columbia University
BETSY J . DAVISON .. ........ ...
.....
Coordinator of Student Activities
B.A., University of Chicago
M.A., Columbia University
JAMES B. DAY
. .
....
Chairman of Informa tional Services
B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University

..... Professor of Music

Assistant Professor II of Education

Assistant Professor of English

NANCY A. de GROFF . .. .. . Assistant Professor II of Outdoor Education
New Jersey School of Conservation
B.S., Cornell University
M.S., Indiana University
JOHN W . DICKEY .. .
B.S., Gettysburg College
M.A., Columbia University

Associate Professor of Mathematics

HOWARD F. DIDSBURY, Jr. .
. .............. Assocwte Professor of History
B.A., Yale University
M.A., Harvard University
Ph.D., The American University, Washington, D. C.
MATTHEW DOLKEY . .. .... ..... ... .......
.. .................. Professor of English
Chairman of the Department of English
B.A., Wayne University
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
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Coordinator of Elementary CuNiculums
B.A., New York University
M.S., State Teachers College, Newark
Ed.D., New York University

CLIFFORD E. EMANUELSON
Assistant Professor of Outdoor Education
Director of New Jersey School of Conservation
B.S., M.Ed., Springfield College
Associate Professor of Health and
Physical Education
Chairman of the Department of Health and Physical Education
B.P.H.E., University of Toronto, Canada
M.Sc., P.E.D., Indiana University

JOSEPH ERRINGTON

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

THEODORE F ARAKLAS
.
B.A., M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of Education

.Associate Professor of Music

RYCHARD FINK
...
.. Professor of Philosophy
B.S., M.A., Ph.D., New York University
HARRY W . FOSKEY
Assistant Professor of Elementary Educatfon
B.S., State Teachers College, Salisbury, Maryland
M.A., George Washington University
ZELLA FRY .
B.A., University of Alberta, Canada
M.A., Columbia University

Associate Professor of English

REGINA H . GARB .
.. Associate Professor of Mathematics
B.S., Newark State Teachers College
M.A., New York University
Ed.D., Columbia University
GEORGE W. GENS
Professor of Special Education
Chairman of the Curriculum for the Education of
Teachers of Handicarped Children
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Michigan
JOHN 0 . GERRISH
.
.. Assistant Professor of Music
Four-year Diploma, Crane Normal School, Potsdam, New York
M.Mus., Syracuse University
FREDERICK J. GILSDORF . ..
B.A., George Washington University
M.A., University of Pittsburgh
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.. Assistant Professor 1l of English

NATHAN GOLDBERG
B.A., M.A., Boston University

.... .Assistant Professor of History

E. AUSTIN GOODWIN ...
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
B.S., Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana
M.A., Columbia University
JANE E. GUINNANE . .
..
Associate Chairman of Graduate Program
B.S., University of l\1ichigan
M.S., Cornell University
Ed.D., Florida State University

...... .Professor of Education

MARGARET E. KIRKPATRICK
B.A., Nebraska Wesleyan University
M.A., University of Michigan
Ed.D., New York University

Associate Professor of Fine Arts

SIDNEY KRUEGER
. . ...
B.S., Newark State College
M.A., Peabody College

.. Associate Professor of English

F. KEVIN LARSEN .. . ... . ...
.. ..Assistant Professor of English
B.S., Seton Hall University
M.A. , State Teachers College, Montclair

ALLEN J. HANSEN ...
Associate Professor of Secondar11 Education
B.S., Wittenberg University
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., University of Wyoming

ROBERT L. LATHEROW
B.S., Western Illinois University
M.M., Butler University

NORMAN E. HARRIS
A.B., University of Missouri
B.S., Washington University
M.A., Columbia University

HERMAN I. LEPP
Chairman of the Department of Science
B.S., State Teachers College, Trenton
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., Rutgers University

Professor of Science Education

BETTY L. LINTHICUM
.
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Ph.D., University of Michigan

. Associate Professor of Biologu

Assistant Professor II of Education

VIRGINIA B. HEFLIN
B.S., Southern Illinois University
M.A., Eastern New Mexico University

Assistant Professor of Educati-On

GEORGE HENNINGS ...
B.A., A.M., Montclair State College
Ed.D., Columbia University

Associate Professor of Biology

RICHARD J. HERRICK
B.A., M.A., Montclair State College

Assistant Professor of English

JOSEPH B. HIGGINS ... .. .. ... . ... ....... .. .. Assistant Professor of History
B.A., M.A., State Teachers College, Albany, New York
JAMES B. HOWE
... .......
B.S., M.A., New York University

. Associate Professor of Fine Arts

JOHN C. HUTCHINSON
. . .
.. ...... Professor of Sociology
Chairman of the Department of History and Social Science
B.S., Rutgers University
M.A., Ph.D., New York University
CLIFFORD W. JAHN
B.A., Newark State College
DONNA B. JAMISON
B.A., Drew University
M.A., Columbia University

. Assistant Professor II of Industrial Arts
... Assistant Professor II of Education

LEROY JOHNSON
B.S., Mississippi State College
M.A., Florida Southern College
Ph.D., New York University

Associate Professor of Mathematics

DAYID W. JONES
......... ...... Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
B.A., M.F.A., State University of Iowa

Assistant Professor of Music

JACQUES LOELIGER
.. .. ..
Assistant Professor II of Education
Assistant Director of Student Teaching and Placement
B.A., University of Virginia
CHARLES J. LONGACRE, Jr.
Director of Field Services
B.A., Washington and Lee University
M.A., New York University

Associate Professor of Education

ROCCO E. LORUSSO .. ... .. ..... . ..... .......... .... Professor of Education
B.S., New Jersey State Teachers College, Newark
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D. , University of Maryland
SAMUEL LOURIE
B.A., M.S., City College of New York

Associate Professor of English

IRV1NG F. LUSCOMBE
B.A., Tufts College
M.A., Harvard University

Associate Professor of History

CAROLINE R. MADISON
B.S., University of Georgia
M.Sc. Ph.D., Ohio State University

Assistant Professor of Science

FRED R. MARDER . ..
Assistant Professor II of Education
Chairman of College Center
B.S., M.S., Pennsylvania State University
GENEVIEVE MARKHOLM ... . .
.
Associate Professor of Fine Arts
B.S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota
M.A., Columbia University

MARYLIN C. KELLAND
.. Assistant Professor of Social Science
B.S., University of Rhode Island
M.A., C lark University

DOROTHY C. MARKLE
.
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
B.A., M.A., Montclair State College
GENE S. McCREERY
Associate Professor of Education
(On Leave, 1962-1963)
B.A., Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., Indiana University
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PHYLLIS F. KA YETT
A.B., Cornell University
M.A., Columbia University

Assistant Professor of Mathematics

WILLIAM C. McNEICE
. ..
B.S., Trenton State College
M.Ed., Rutgers University

.. Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts

Assistant Professor II of Education

JACK E . PLATT
....
....... . . ... . .. ... Associate Professor of Music
Chairman of the Department of Music
B.S., M.Ed., Pennsylvania State University
SAMUEL H. POMERANTZ . . .. ..
.. .......... Consultant Psychiatrist
B.S., New York University
M.D., School of Medicine, Royal Colleges, Edinburgh, Scotland

.. Assistant Professor II of Social Science

STANLEY POMERANTZ ... .. ..............
.. ..... ......College Physician
B.S., City College of New York
M.D., State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn

WILLIAM A. MERCER
Assistant Director of Ad~~~~~ ·
A.B., Upsala College
Ed.M., Rutgers University
ANTOINETTE J. MESSINA . .
B.A., Rutgers University
M.B.A., New York University

BETTY ANN METZ ................................ Assistant Professor of Education
Evaluator of Field Services Division
B.A., W ellesley College
M.F.A., Yale University
M.P.A., New York University
A. LEE MEYERSON
. . ... . .... .
A.B., University of Pennsylvania
M.S. , Lehigh University

..... Assistant Professor II of Science

OTTO H. MILO .. ..... ... .. ..
. Assistant Professor of Library Science
Catalog Librarian
M.S.L.S., Vatican Library School, Rome, Italy
Ph.D ., University of Rome, Italy
MURIEL MORGAN ........ ... .. . . . .
B.S., Gorham Teachers College
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

Assistant Professor of Psychology

ZITA R. NORWALK ..... . .. . . Assistant Professor II of Child Development
B.S., M.A., New York University
JOHN H . O'MEARA ..... ....... ... ........ Associate Professor of Library Science
Curriculum Materials Consultant
B.A., Manhattan College
M.A., Niagara University
Ed.D. , New York University
JOHN W. OSBORNE .. .. .
. .. ..
B.A., M.A., Ph.D ., Rutgers University

Assistant Professor II of History

EVERETT S. OSTROVSKY
Associate Professor of Education
B.A., San Francisco State Colleg~
M.A., New York University
Dr. de !'Univ. de Paris, University of Paris (Sorbonne)
MARION L. PARSONS .. ........ .... ... ... ... Associate Professor of Education
Assistant Director of Field Services
Executive Secretary of Alumni Association
B.A., W ells College
B.S., Pratt Institute
M.A., New York University
PATRICIA A. PAULSON ..
. ... Assistant Professor II of Health Education
B.S., State University of Brockport, New York
M.S., Indiana University
STAPLES PERSINGER .......
B.S., Sargent College
M.A., Columbia University

. Assistant Professor of Physical Education

JOAN R. PESCE ..
Reader's Adviser
B.A., Hunter College
M.L.S., Rutgers University

Assistant Professor II of Library Science
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ETHA M. PRUSER
Assistant Professor of Geography
B.A., Drake University
M.A ., Clark University
M.A., Columbia University
DONALD R. RAICHLE ..
. .......... ...... Professor of History
B.B.A., City College of New York
M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
ERMA L. RAKSANYI
... .
Assistant Professor of Health Education
R.N., Arcadia General Hospital, Arcadia, Florida
B.S., Jersey City State College
M.A., New York University
JOHN P. RAMOS ... . ... . . . ... . .
.. ..Assistant Professor of English
Director of Student Teaching and Placement
B.A., Randolph-Macon College
M.Ed., University of Virginia
ERNEST R. RANUCCI ... ... .
. . . ... . .
. Professor of Mathematics
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics
B.A., M.A., State Teachers College, Montclair
Ph.D., Columbia University
LOUIS E. RATHS
Distinguished Service Professor of Education
A.B., Antioch College
A.M., University of Chicago
Ph.D ., Ohio State University
IRENE P. REIFSNYDER .
Associate Professor of English
(On Leave, 1962-1963 )
B.A., .Berea College
M.A., New York University
JOSEPH W. RENDELL
. .... Professor of Library Science
College Librarian
B.S., B.L.S., State Teachers College, Trenton
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University
RONALD B. RE ICKER .
.. ... Assistant Professor of English
A.B., Bates College
B.D ., Yale University
M.A., Middlt,bury College
EDITH D . RESNICK
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B.S., University of Michigan
M.A., New York University
LA WRENCE RESS
. .. .
. Assistant Professor II of Library Science
Curriculum Materials Librarian
A.B., Seton Hall University
M.L.S., Rutgers University
ARNOLD S. RICE . . . ...... ...... .. .
.. .......... Assistant Professor of History
R.A., State T eachers College, Albany, New York
M.A., Columbia University
Ph.D., Indiana University
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Assistant Professor of Music

DOUGLAS W . TATTON
.... Professor of Fine Arts
Chairman of the Fine and Industrial Arts Department
B.S., State Teachers College, Newark
M.A., Columbia University
Ed.D., Rutgers Uni versity
EDWIN N. T HOMASON
Associate Professor of English
B.A., W olford College
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

Assistant Professor II of Psychology

HARVEY W. TRIMMER, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Education
Evaluator of Field Services Division
B.A., M.A., M.Ed., Rutgers University

EVAN C. RICHARDSON
Associate Professor of Science Education
B.S., University of Massachusetts
M.Ed., Boston University
Ed.D., Rutgers University
JEA

M. RICHARDSON
Assistant Professor of ElementanJ Education
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

LAURA E. ROGERS
Diploma, State ormal School, ewark
B.S., M.A., New York University
ROBERT H. ROTH
B.S., Juilliard School of Music
M.A., Ed.D., Columbia University

EDNA DE BOLT SALT
Assistant Professor of Early Child hood Education
Chairman of the Early Childhood Education Curriculum
B.S., M.A., Ohio State University
ELIZABETH D. SANDERS
A.A., Stephens College
B.A., M.A., University of Pittsburgh

Assistant Professor of English

ROBERT W. SCHUHMACHER
B.A., State Teachers College, Montclair
M.A., Columbia University

Assistant Professor of Botany

ADELE D. SCHULLEY
A.B., Hunter College
M.A., Columbia University

A ssociate Professor of Education

BARBARA A. SHEPARDSON
B.A., Stanford University
M.A., Columbia Uuivt:r~ity

Assistant Professor II of Psychology

MARTIN SIEGEL
B.A., Rutgers University
M.A. Columbia University

Assistant Professor JI of HistonJ

ALFRED A. SILANO
B.Sc., Ed.M., Rutgers University
NETTIE D. SMITH
B.S., Ohio State University
M.A., New York University

Assistant Professor of Physics
Assista11t Professor of Ph11sical Education

VANCE B. SNYDER
Professor of Industrial Arts
Assistant Chairman of the Fine and Industrial Arts Department
B.S., State Teachers College, Millersville, Pennsylvania
M.S., University of Maryland
Ed.D., New York University
H. WILLARD STERN
B.A., St. John's College
M.Ed., Temple University

Assistant Professor of Education

E. THEODORE STIER
Director of Admissions
B.Sc., Ed.M., Rutgers University

Assistant Professor of Education

CATHE RINE N. STULB
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B. Ed., New Hampshire Teachers College
M.S., University of Tennessee
DONALD A. STRUYK
B.A. , M.A., Montclair State College
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Assistant Professor of Science

MELBOURNE P. VAN NEST
B.S., T renton State College
M.A., New York University

Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts

Professor of Psychology

BERTRAM VOGEL
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., New York University

Professor of Psychology

EVA BOND WAGNER
B.S., Columbia University
M.S., University of Alabama
Ph.D., Columbia University

JOHN G. WAGNER
Associate Professor of Science
B.S., Cooper Union Institute
M.A., American University, W ashington, D.C.
. Assistant Professor of Science
DAVID K. WARD
B.S., Upsala College
M. Ed., University of Maine
GOODWIN WATSON
Distinguished Service Professor of Education
A.B., University of Wisconsin
M.A., Ph.D., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of History
NATHAN WEISS
B.A., Montclair State College
1'1.A., Rutgers University
Ph.D., New York University
Assistant Professor of English
EVELYN WILLSON WENDT
B.A., H unter College
M.A., Columbia University
Assistant Professor of Education
THOMAS B. WILBER
Graduate Evaluator
B.A., Virginia Military Institute
M.F.A., Princeton University
M.A.T., Yale University
...... Assistant Professor JI of Education

MURIEL L. WILHELM
Assistant Registrar
B.S., Russell Sage Cnllege
M.A., Columb ia University
JEAN L. WILLIS
B.A., Barnard College
M.A., Columbia University

. Assistant Professor II of Social Science

EDWARD J. ZOLL
B.A., St. John's University
.
M.A., Ed.D., New York University
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.. .........

Professor of Mathematics

JACK S. ZUCKER
B.A., City College of New York
M.A., Brandeis University
WILLARD E . ZWEIDINGER
B.S., Springfield College
M.A., Columbia University

.. Assistant Professor II of English

Associate Professor of Physical Education

SECTION VIII

PROFESSORS EMERITI
GUY V. BRUCE
.
. Professor Emeritus of Science
Former Chairman of Science Department
B.S., State Teachers College, Albany, New York
M.A., New York University
LENORE VAUGHN-EAMES . ......
....
Former Chairman of Graduate Program
Diploma, State Normal School, Newark
B.S., M.A., Ed.D., New York University

Cooperating Teacher Staff
Of Affiliated Public Schools

Professor Emeritus of English

1961 - 1962
Dean Emeritus of Students

HARRIET E . WHITEMAN .
B.S., Simmons College
M.A. , Columbia University
Ed.D., New York University

COOPERATING TEACHERS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE
STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAM
Belleville

LIBRARY STAFF
JOSEPH W . RENDELL
............ College Librarian
BEATRICE V. DUNKEL
. ... Assistant Catalog Librarian
MINNIE LIPSON ..... .
... T echnical Services Librarian
OTTO H. MILO
.. .... ......
..........Catalog Librarian
JOHN H. O'MEARA ..
...... Curriculum Materials Consultant
JOAN R. PESCE
.. .. .......... .
..........Reader's Adviser
LAWRENCE RESS ........... .
.. . ....Curriculum Materials Librarian

Dorothea Behan
Claire Carney
Dorothy Ferrara
Gloria Fulcoli .
Marie Laudati
Columbia Nicastro
Fanny Soule
Cynthia Vignola
Jerome Weiss .
Angela White

Berkeley Heights
..... Berkeley
.........Berkeley

Ernest Brosang
Emily George

Bloomfield
Else Benz
Edward Brown
Ruth Carlson
Carmel Casper
Florence Collins
Ti! D allavalle
Margaret Dunn
Patricia Fries . ..
Leona Howarth
Anita Jacobitti
Robert Kelle r
Agnes Mason ..
Helen McElroy
Catherine Miller
Kenneth Miscia
Joseph Monahan
Beatrice Nelson
Frances Elwood
Evelyn Peterson ...
Grace Pierson
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·..- .·_·..-·_..-·_.. -·. ·._ ·._ . J=

. ........ .................. ...........Franklin

. · ......................_. i3!:t:i~~
... North Junior High
.. North Junior High
.. ... .... .. ... .. .. ............ Forest Glen
..........................................Brookdale

fi~!~

········· ····················>••········
.•.·.·.· ii. ·.·.:. ·. .·. ·..·..·.··...·..·.J~~::~:
.:::.::::·.:·:::·:: ........ .................... ...... ......Watsessing
.. ... ... .. .. . Watsessing

··· ··· ........ ... ····· ......................... ... Berkeley
................... ...
...Oak View
·.......... ··· .... ............................... ... .. ... .. ..
.. Demarest
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Althea Rhodes
Lois Thompson
Mildred Zahn
Maurice Tretakoff
John Griffiths
Robert Lusardi
Gertrude Woldin
Loretto Nevil)

Forest Glen
Watsessing
Forest Glen
Bordentown

High School
High School
Bradley Gardens
Carteret

Muriel Cassidy .
Frances Fiscella
Helene Healy
Joanne Ridenour
Ca therine Rommel
Daisy Gogan

Chatham

Washington
Milton Avenue
Fairmont Avenue
.Milton Avenue
Milton Avenue
Fairmont Avenue
Clark

... .Valley
Valley
.Valley
.Valley
Valley

Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

Dumont

Virginia LeShaw
Leonard Mobbs

Mildred Bauer
Constance Briante
Pa tricia Cooke
Frank Capasso
Helen Crisson
Harriette Grimes
Evelyn Hedden
Gay McCreery
Joan Mendel
Harold Nye
Mary Paton
Bernice Price .
Russell Rubrecht
Helen Searfoss
Angela Sivolella
Stanley Szot
Sydney Westcott
George Young

.
. . Nassau
............... Lincoln
Washington
... . . . ... ... ... ... ............... ..
.. Stockton
...................................... Ashland
... Eastern
.. Nassau
...Kentopp
.
Washington
East Orange High
Nassau
.Columbian
........... ·········· .E ~~t .

?rai,~!1~~~
Washington

..
Lincoln
........................Stockton
. Lincoln
Edison Township

Cranford

Brookside Place
.... . . ...... Livingston
Sherman Junior High
Sherman Junior High
Cleveland lunior High
· · •····· .Wa nut Avenue
Walnut Avenue
.Walnut Avenue
.. . Brookside Place
Sherman Junior High
Cleveland Junior Hig_h
. .. Lincoln
Sherman Junior High
Brookside Place
Bloomingdale
... Lincoln
Brookside Place
Bloomingdale
. Roosevelt
Walnut Avenue
Walnut Avenue
.. Brookside Place
Cleveland Junior High
High School
. Brookside Place
.Livingston
Cleveland Junior High
Lincoln
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Grant
Grant
East Orange

Clifton

Iligh School
Lucille Brzozowski
Edith Caddle
Patricia Castaldo .
Lawrence Clavin
Doris D alack
Joan Diamond
Anna Dolecki
Elizabeth Duffy
Marion Eschenlauer
Arnold Goodhart
Lucy Hartnett
Virginia Jones
Edna Laird
Beatrice Lieberman
Mildred Mahony
Claire Markey
Joan Melvin
Denise O'Connor
Diane Papp
Geraldine Pfarrer
Jean Ronnlund
Miriam Savall
Alvin Schmidt
Beatrice Schwoerer
Elmyra Shugart
Helen Skerratt
Gwendolyn Thurston
Hazel Valentine

Northern Valley Regional High
Northern Valley Regional High

Vincent Steckline
Eugene Ungar

Johnstone Research & Training Center
Bridgewater Township

Columbus
Lois Cardell
Patricia Jenkins
Nancy Krautter
Jeanne McHugh
Lois Ries
Theresa Swarthout

Demarest

Frances Nelson
Jayne O'Melia
Roberta Ponder

Washington
.
Piscatawaytown
...... .. ..................... Stelton
Elizabeth

Lee Anderson
Alice Balint
Bessie Baus
Walter Bock
Doris Boyko
Emily Britton
Douglas Cisco
Francis Clancy
Anita Cupo
Toby-Ann Eisenberg
Felicia Feinswog
Leona Fliss
Ronald Gaschke
Samuel Gelber
Ann Guastella
Ka therine Hall
Katherine Hughes
Dora Josephson
F. Edna Keates
Esther Kimmel
Thaddeus Leonard
Candida Liano
Natalie Lloyd
J ~ Loso
Thelma Lutkin
Robert McIntyre

. . .. ... Nos. 9, 15, 16
.. .................. .
No. 23
.. . . ................ ......................... No. 15
........................................ No. 1
............ No. 19
..
............ No. 23
Alexander Hamilton Junior High
Alexander Hamilton Junior High
..
..
No. 18
...... .......... ............................... Nos. 2, 3
. ........... ............................................ No. 15
. . ..................................... No. 17
...... ... ..... ... ........... ....... ... ......
Nos. 12, 18
........................................ Battin High
........................ ............ No. 6
........................... No. 1
Theodore Roosevelt Junior High
.................................... No. 14
..
. . ... ... ............. ........... No. 6
....... .......... ..... . ..................................... No. 15
......... ... ......... ................................... No. 1
.
. ..... .......... .......... ....................No. 12
....... .. ........... .................... .... ............ No. 12
............. ...................................... No. 12
............................... ... ........... ... ....... No. 9
...................... .............. ... No. 15
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Mary McNamara
Ethelwyn Minton
Catherine Mullaney
Rose O'Buck
Anita Ogens
Pearl Pattison
Rose Perrone
Marie Pffaum
Flora Rubel
Renville Schoonoven
Alice Sullivan
Lynn Sweeney
Marion Sweeney
Nana Vaughan
Josephine Wegryn
Frances Weidman
Jeanne White
Mildred Wolf
David Wolff
Willie Battle
Verna Stothoff
Florence Jones
Elizabeth Schreiner
Catharine Franck
Allan Sternfeld

No. 16
..... No. 23
.. No. 12
... No. 19
No. 11
....... ··· ...
No. 11
.. No. 9
...... No. 22
•·
.
Nos. 11, 14
Marqms de Lafayette Junior High
..No. 23
No. 16
No. 12
...
No. 2
Speech Therapy
No. 14
. No. 12
Nos. 6, 21
... No. 20
Englewood
Roosevelt

Flem ington-Raritan
Flemington-Raritan

Florham Park
Brooklake

Glen Ridge
Linden Avenue

Hackensack
Jackson Avenue
Broadway

Hillside
Hildegarde Andersen
Conrad Angebrandt
Lida Aronson ....
Dorothy Baker
Florence Crater
Carolyn DeCotiis
Frances Ehman .
Mildred Fairweather
Dolores Freda
Kathryn Funk
Barbara Callagher
Myrtle Iannelli
Bernard Goldwater
Thomas Ilaria
Clliford Jahn
.
William Koellner
George Langstaff
Julia Lewis
Ruth Meier
Evelyn Newmann
Paul Nichols
George Palfl
Sydel! Port
Barbara Ratner
Thomas Reilly

Hurden-Looker
High School
. Hillside Avenue
Hurden-Looker
Hillside Avenue
......Washington
Calvin Coolidge
Calvin Coolidge
Hillside Avenue
Hurden-Looker
Hurden-Looker
Hillside Avenue
Calvin Coolidge
Hillside Avenue
High School
High School
.. High School
Abram P. Morris
Abram P. Morris
George Washington
. High School
High Sch90l
Hillside Ave.foe
Hillside Avenue
Abram P. Morris
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Elizabeth Rinaldy
Stanley Rubin
Evelyn Schueler
Cynthia Soklin
Felomena Zecca ..

Hurden-Looker
Hurden-Looker
Calvin Coolidge
...................... ......... High School
George Washington

Irvington
Eleanor Adelson
Madeline Bray
Richard Bums ...
Margaret Calabrese
Sophie Curran
Adeline Frunzi .
Rosalyn Cepfert
Arlene Goldfarb .
Madeline Grassano
Albert Guidotti
Mae Heerwagen ..
Elsie Heinz
Anthony Lardieri
Electa McConnell
Crace Miller
Lorraine Purdy .
Evelyn Schwartz
Ernestine Silverberg
Ray Smink
Serine Snedeker
Mildred Soemer
Muriel Speiser
Hermine Swyer
Patricia Toole
Marcella Walter
Harold Young

.. Berkeley Terrace
.....
Florence Avenue
Myrtle Avenue Junior High
Grove Street
.. Union Street
.. Mt. Vernon Avenue
Berkeley Terrace
Madison Avenue
Chancellor Avenue
Chancellor Avenue
.Florence Avenue
... Union Avenue
Berkeley Terrace
Berkeley Terrace
Chancellor Avenue
Madison Avenue
..Grove Street
. Florence Avenue
.. Myrtle Avenue
Augusta Street
Augusta Street
Augusta Street
.. Berkeley Terrace
Mt. Vernon-Augusta Street
Chancellor Avenue
Chancellor Avenue

Jersey City
Gladys Forer
Mary McSparron

A. Harry Moore

. No. 23

Kearny
Regina Duggan
Anthony Malakas

. Emerson
High School

Kenilworth
Edna Mulligan .
Sophie Perperas

. Harding
Harding

Keyport
Warrena Fallon
Gladys Silcox

.. Central
Central

linden
Bernice Bedrick
Kenneth Bernstein
Christine DeBenade tte
Viola Haley
Perry Leib
Rosemary McCole
Stuart McEwen
James Paterno ..
Lillian Rosenauer
Richard SquiJlace

Myles J. McManus Junior High
Joseph E. Soehl Junior High
............ .. ............... ..No. 4
........................................ .No. 5
Myles J. McManus Junior High
No. 9
Myles J. McManus Junior High
. Senior High
..
. ...
No. 10
Myles J. McManus Junior High
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Livingston
John Adams
William Axtell
Warren Caille
Ralph Celebre
Mary Dumais
Linda Eastwood
Agnes Gately
Frances Gendel
Gail Gilman
Yola Hanan
John Lewis
Frances Martin
Mary McGovern
Chester O'Brien
Frances Oliver
Bernice Parness
Peter Savino
Joseph Zullo

......Burnet H ill
. Burnet Hill
Mt. Pleasant Junior High
.Mt. Pleasant Junior High
Squiertown
. ........... .. ..... ......... Hillside
Mt. Pleasant Junior High
Mt. Pleasant Junior H igh
H illside
. Monmouth Court
.... Roosevelt
.. Mt. Pleasant Junior High
Roosevelt
High School
Squiertown
... .... . ...
. Hillside
Mt. Pleasant Junior High
. Mt. Pleasant Junior High

Gladys Erwine
Virginia Haycock
Virginia Lynch
Grace Morrison
Norma Phillips
Louis Stoia
.......
Gwendolyn T hompson
Mary Trent
Anna von Bonin

Hillside Junior High
Hillside Junior High
...................... Bradford
... Glenfield Junior High
Grove Street
..... . Speech Therapy
..................... Nishuane
Watchung
Northeast

Morris Township
Alice Pierson

.......................... Hillcrest

Mountainside
Marianne Beckers
Eleanor Beyer
Dorothy Jannone
Barbara Latham
Nancy Stiles

................. Echobrook
..... Beechwood
...Deerfield
.. Deerfield
.. Beechwood

Lyndhurst
John Kopf

High School

Madison
Rita Burke
Lillian Fries

Green Village Road
Anthony School

Metuchen
Lillian Levin

Washington

Millburn
Mary Ahearn
Anna Bade
Margaret Baldwin
Patricia Boyle
Carol Bradley
Martha Cook
Isabell Corge
Elizabeth Davis
Rita Eckel
Ruth Geitner
Agnes Greeley
May Greiner
Dora H eintz
Sally Kay .....
Pa tricia Kenny
Sadie Krasny
James McG!aughlin
Robert Mears
Ruth Morvay
Marian Paige
Eleanor Passmore
Ida Singer
Jack Smith
Lillian Taylor
Robert Wagner

.... Wyoming
Short Hills
.. Short Hills
Speech Therapy
Hartshorn
.. Hartshorn
Short Hills
.. Glenwood
.Wyoming
Washington
.Wyoming
Glenwood
... Glenwood
Wyoming
....Wyoming
.. Wyoming
Wyoming
Hartshorn
South Mountain
Hartshorn
......Glenwood
.. Washington
...................... Fine Arts
...Wyoming
.... Short Hills

Montclair
Charles Anello .
Grace Barna
Betty Chiappetta
Eurcelle Dixon

.. Glenfield Junior High
..........Rand
Northeast
Rand
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Newark
Bessie Bingham
Lawrence Bloch
Frances Bloom
Margery Brown
Clare Bruder
Dorothy Capen .
Joseph Chagnon
Ella Cohen
Zelma Collins
Dolores Coppock
Gerald D'Andrea
Virginia Engstrom
James Fetten
Elizabeth Gibbons
Norman Greenberg
Barbara Hoos
Mildred Homza .
Rose Jackman
Kate-Helen Jones
Helen Kissner
Lila Lane .
Harry Lauer
Lee Liss
....
Catherine Mammon
Jean Medes . . ...
Juliette Mittendorf
Barbara Pallante
Esther Pellechia . .
Dominick Pichirallo
David Posner
Judd Posner
...
Blanche Rampichini
Anna Redington
Anne Reilly
Joanne Reilly
Ruth Rohland
Sandra Roma
Lesser Schul man
Robert Scott
Leonard Skolnick
Nicolina Smyth

...... Weequahic High
... East Side High
................ Bragaw Avenue
Clinton Place Jr. High.
.......Wilson Avenue
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... Avon Avenue
................ Cleveland
Hawthorne Avenue
So. 17th St.
... ..
.. .. Alyea Street
..
...... St. Barnabas Hospital
. Chancellor Ave. & 14th Ave.
.. ........ . .. ...
Clinton Place Jr. High
Madison, Camden St. , 14th Ave., 15th Ave.
.. . ....... South 17th Street
St. Michaels Hospital
...... Abington Avenue
................... South 17th St.
..... Bruce Street
....... South Side High
.
. ............. Oliver Street
Speedway Ave. , Alexander St., Morton St.
............................................Miller Street
................ McKinley
.. .. .. . .......... .... .. .. . .. . . .. ....... Burnet Street
... South 8th Street
. Wilson Avenue
................Alyea St.
............... First Ave.
.. ............ .. .... South Side High
.. St. Barnabas Hospital
. .. ..............Wilson Avenue
............................... F ranklin
............ ............. 14th Avenue
............. Bruce Street
................................... ......... Mt. Vernon
... .. .. . . .. ..... ... .. . ... .. ... .. .. ......... South 17th St.
. .. ... Clinton Place Jr. High
.........................................................Oliver St.
........................Lincoln
... First Avenue
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. .Broadway Jr. H igh
Wilbur Snyder
Clinton Place Jr. High
Jack Soroka ..... ...... ............. . . ............... .
...... South 17th St.
Elizabeth Steinmann
.......... Dayton St.
Stephen Straka ..... .............. .
. ...... .. ..
.. Hawthorne Ave.
Daphne Swaggerty .
.. South 17th St.
Anne Taub ...
.................................... . ... ... .. ... . . .. . ... .
......................Clinton Place Jr. High
John T aylor
....... Clinton Place Jr. High
Edward Traynor .. .. . .. . .. . . ......... ........
... .... . . .... .. .
........ . East Side High
Israel Tu min ....
. .......... . .. ...
. ......... Maple Avenue
Jean Tso
....
....... East Side High
Stephen Vanderhoof
. .Clinton Place Jr. High
Philip Weil .
... Webster Jr. High
Elizab eth Wilson
.....W ebster Jr. High
Henry Weinfeld

New Brunswick
... ....Washington
.. Roosevelt Junior High
... ....... Na than Hale
......Woodrow Wilson
. Roosevelt Junior High
. Roosevelt Junior High
.. . .. . ..
.. . .
Lincoln

Sonja Douglas
Helen Fiber
Elizabeth Jennings
Lillian Lacher .
Dorothy Lawler
William Loughney
Barbara Nash ... .

School
School
School
School
School
School
School

New Providence
Joan Alterman

.... . ................High School

Edwin Collins
Jens Sorenson

North Arlington
..... North Arlington High School
... North Arlington High School
North Brunswick
Maple Meade School

Neysa Bibel

Nutley
. Washington
. ..Spring Garden
.... Nutley High
........ Radcliffe
Lincoln

Edna Caffrey
........... .. .
Marion Lawrence
Richard Mc Phillips
Grace Otter
Margaret Skvarla

School
School
School
School
School

Orange
..... .Lincoln Avenue
Lincoln Avenue
... Park Avenue

Lillie Griffin
Genevieve O'Brien
Elizabeth Strassburger .....

Parsippany-Troy Hills
.. High School
.............. Littleton

Paul Stille ...
Dorothy Tureson

Passaic
. No. 10

Nancy Morgan ...................... .

Plainfield
Mary Bartle .... . . ............. . .
Catherine Black ..
J ulianne Cohn
Winifred Doane .. .............. .
Helen Freeland
Judith Henahan ....... .
Martha Hoffmaster

Cedarbrook
.................... ..
........Woodland
. ................... ..
..... Maxson Jr. High
... ... .. . . . .
Emerson
... ...Cedarbrook
... .... ...... . . .. . High School
........ Bryant
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Ruth Jefferson
Leona Jones .
Helen Lemal
.
Herbert Levine ..
Lawrence Paul
Margaret Ruane
William Rohner
Walter Schaad
Michael Weiss ..
Janice Williams ............... ..
Ethel Worrell
Natalie Wright

.. Cedarbrook
Evergreen
........ Jefferson
Maxson Jr. High
Maxson Jr. High
.........Cedarbrook
.Hubbard Jr. High
Maxson Jr. High
Maxson Jr. High
Cook
............. Clinton
Emerson

Rahway
Robert Berger
Joseph Biczo
Marian Brokaw .
Rosaline Chesley
Lucy DeSoto ... .
Joseph Evan
Warren Hanson
Joseph Jardot .
Dennis Kuber
Regina McPhee
Anne Oxman
Paul Prester
Grace Pratt
Harry Reiser
.
Adelaide Rohde
Vera Roche .....
Ellen Shoemaker
Mildred Stevens
John Stokes ...
Thomas Sully
Richard Warga
Urban Weiss
Belva Ertel .. .. .
Jeanette Sullivan

.... Senior High
Junior High
... Senior High
Madison
. Columbian
...... .. .... Cleveland
... Junior, Senior High
..... Junior High
Junior High
.....Junior High
Roosevelt
... Washington
.
. Franklin
.. Senior High
.........Roosevelt
. ....... Madison
Junior High
.......... Madison
.. ..Junior, Senior High
Junior High
..... Columbian
. Senior High
Madison
. Cleveland

Red Bank
Anthony Amendola
Louise Bell .....
Margery Bostrom
Tina DeFalco ..... .
Mary Diggins . ..
Kathleen Gedrys
Vera Hennessy
Lillian Jordan
Margaret Jordan
Irene Klatsky ...... .
William Comiskey
Irene Lott .. ...
Margaret Mann
Clare Nary ..
Ruth Norris
Daniel Porzio
Joan Smith

.... River Street
. River Street
....... River Street
. . Oakland Street
. ...... High School
Oakland Street
Oakland Street
Oakland Street
........ Mechanic Street
....... Mechanic Street
.. . .. .. .. River Street
............. River Street
.. .... ... ... . ... ... ..
. .. Mechanic Street
... .. .. .... .. .....
. ..... Oakland Street
.... . .. .. ...... . . ... .... . .... .. ...Mechanic Street
. .................... ................................... River Street
.............Mechanic Street

Roselle
Ezola Adams . .
Albert Anderson
Dorothea Berger

..Washington
. Harrison
Washington
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....... Wilday
High School
High School
.... Harrison
....Washington
..High School
. High School
....Washington
... H arrison
High School
....Washington
..... .Lincoln
Wilday
Washington
.....Lincoln
..Washington
Lincoln
. Washington
. Speech Therapy
Locust
.. ...... Lincoln
. Washington
High School
Locust
Harrison
High School
Locust
. Wilday
Lincoln
. .Lincoln
High School
.. ..Locust
Washington

Matilda Bliesener
Reed Chapin
Joseph Cirignano
June Coultas
Mary Dalton
Lily Fearn
Stanley Feit .
Patricia Garrity
Anne Hendrickson
LeRoy Hendrickson
Dorothy Hopkins
Sabina Konieczny
Elizabeth Kleppinger
Winifred Kraus
Burton Leder
Agnes Lombardo
Janet Mark
..
Charlotte Michals
Mary Miessner
Marie Miller
Ruth Minor .
Diedree Morang
Daniel O'Neill
Marguerite Plecker
Walter Reutter
Orian Rice
Aline Robins
Mary Scheid!
Nancy Selover
Arlene Solon
Margery Taylor
Myrna Treiber
Harriet Trout
Roselle Park

High School
Aldene
High School

Russell Chorney
Helene Mueger
Thomas Williams
Rutherford

Union
....Union
Pierrepont
Pierrepont
.. Lincoln
Pierrepont
.....Union
Pierrepont

Dorothea Coffey
Shirley Cooper
Elizabeth Elder
Margaret Estavanik
Florence Hassert
Marguerite Hopkins
Dorothy Van Leeuwen
Helen Waite

Brunner
High School
Brunner
La Grande
Junior High
.. Junior High
High School
...... Brunner
High School
Shackamaxon
... . .. Junior High
.......... High School
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.....High School
.. Junior High
.....Junior High
.. ...... ... ..
.. La Grande
................ ......Junior High
. Junior High
Shackamaxon
Somerville

Virginia Gelin

Building No. 2
South Orange-Maplewood

Ethel Ackerman
Ruth Bausmith
Alice Bogosian
Ruth Burt
....
Audrey Caudle
.
Bernadette Colaneri
Irene Dodson
George Goetz
..
Elizabeth Hansen
Margaret Hemberger
William Holmok ...
Emily Judge
Doris Kernan
Genevieve Lanthier
James Madden
Mary McCarroll
Esther Merrill ...
Dorothea Meyer ............ .
Irma Newell ... . ..
Josephine Pagano
Fred Peterson ... .
Grace Ramos
Thoreau Raymond
Frank Ritzer
Ruth Robertson
Dorothy Salisbury
Florence Smith
Esther Snyder
June Stuart
Ella Tucker .. .. ..
Theresa Umowski
Carol Vandersall
Esther Wurster
Mildred Zybort

... Marshall
Maplewood Junior H igh
........................... Marshall
Maplewood Junior High
. Montrose
Tuscan
.... Newstead
. . .. ...... ..
Columbia High
... .. .... ..
.. Tuscan
. .......... Fielding
.. ........... Columbia High
. Clinton
Montrose
........ Newstead
...................Fielding
................... Columbia High
.... Clinton
... .......... Jefferson
..... South Mountain
Maplewood
. . South Mountain
····························clinton
.. .. Columbia High
.. ............... ........Clinton
....... Newstead
.......Fielding
.......Fielding
Newstead
First Street
.
.. .
.. Clinton
. Maplewood Junior High
... . . ..
Jefferson
Jefferson
Tuscan
South Plainfield

Kingsley Baehr

Scotch Plains

Antoinette Alvanas
Linda Alvord
Harriet Bluhm
Merle Brehaut
Beatrice Fern
Pericles Gianakis
John Herbert
Ruth Horning
Hebert Jensen
Margaret Kroll
Margaret Mason
Raymond Moore

Sabbott Orrico .
Joseph Paccione
Raymond Perry
Mildred Slack
Gail Schmeisser
Carroll Thompson
Elinor Winters

. High School
Springfield

Marie Altinger
Janet Barry
William Brandt
Priscilla Butler
Russell Clarke
John Cobble
Elsie Dimpegno
Lillian Gushin
Virginia Lewis
William Lunney
Margaret McGarrah

..Walton
Caldwell
... Gaudineer
.. .... ... ... ChishoL11
Gaudineer
. Gaudineer
.. . . Gaudineer
.............. Sandmeier
. Oaudineer
...Gaudineer
Gaudineer
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. Gaudineer
. Gaudineer
Gaudineer
Gaudineer
.. . .................. Caldwell
.Walton
...... Gaudineer
Gaudineer
.. Sandmeier
....Gaudineer

Frank McGurty
Ilmi Meddaugh
Stewart Mulvihill
Robert Oldehoff
Marilyn Perkins
Lillian Reasor
Marjorie Ross
Robert Senkowsky
Catherine Weisbecker
Raymond Winberry
Summit

Lincoln
Lincoln
. Brayton
. Lincoln
. High School
.... Brayton
High School
.. Roosevelt
Franklin
Brayton
Brayton

Ruth Barkman
Pattla D ell Piazza
Isabelle Devenney
Constance Ehmann
Kenneth Heberling
Dorothy King
F. Norman Larsen
Ruth Miller
Ruth Pawlick
Florence Roberts
Louise Schullery
Union

Battle Hill
Hamilton
Franklin
... Hamilton
... Burnet Junior High
Burnet Junior High
Burnet Jtmior High
Kawameeh Junior High
Senior High
.. Washington
Hamilton
......Washington
Senior High School
. .. Hamilton
Connecticut Farms
High School
Franklin
Hamilton
Burnet Junior High
Battle Hill
Burnet Junior High
Elementary Speech
Jefferson
Battle Hill
....Jefferson
Washington
Washington
Connecticut Farms
.. Battle Hill
Livingston
Washington
Burnet Junior High
.. Livingston
... Hamilton
. Washington
Franklin

Robert C. Allen
Frances Ballinger
Angela Bernard
Anne M. Boreyko
Joseph Catino
Alice W. Creed
Albert D' Amato
Lawrence Davis ..
Patrick Donatiello
Miriam L. Epstein
George Fidel
Pauline Fischer
Ronald Frey
..
Catherine Grabowsky
Peter Gualteri
George Habeeb
Estelle Hendrix
Florence Humes
Joseph Johnson
Joan Kosciow
John Knodel
Jean Kriz
Mary Landow
Eileen Leddy
Doris Lizzack
Mae Lohman
Irene Macie
Mildred Mladenick
Estelle Monestersky
Philomena Niceforo
Emily Nicholas
Kenneth Pinney
Edna Poole
Sara Ramo
Joan Rubino
Sophie Rupp
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Dorothy Simon .................... .
· · .......... ·.. ·.. Livingston
William Solirnine
.............. ...... .
Kawameeh Junior High
Josephine Stine .... ..
· .............. Franklin
Laura Tuite .. ................. .
Connecticut Farms
Philomena Valentino ........................... .. ··· ··· ... ··· ··· · ..... ............ · ......._F~anklin
Phyllis Zwillman
............................. L1vmgston
Watchung Boro
William Burke ..........
.. ... Watchung
Louis Ciano ... ......
... .............. ............ ......... ...... . ....... Watchung
Cynthia Doerzbach
........ .... .... ..........
Watchung
Dorothy Kenney ..
.. ..........................................Watchung
Elda Oberle ... ............. ........ ...... .............
. . . . . Watchung
Rudolph Stanzel ..
.. .... Watchung

Borough
Borough
Borough
Borough
Borough
Borough

Watchung Hills Regional High School
Raymond Kovonuk
Union County Regional High Schools
George Cuzzolino
.. ....A. L. Johnson
Teresa Doherty ....
.. .. Jonathan Dayton
Theodore Faraklas
........ A. L. Johnson
Leon Kvedar
......... ...A. L. Johnson
Clara Mason .... . ...
Jonathan Dayton
Rose Polonsky .
A. L. Johnson
Edith Stender ...................... ..
Jonathan Dayton

Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional

West Orange
George Bizlewicz
West Orange High
Margaret Burrows
. ....... Washington
Mary Clune ......
............... . St. Cloud
Merle Kalishman
. . ....... ......... ....... ...... . ... .... . ..
..... ........ Mt. Pleasant
Harry Johnson
... West Orange Mountain High
Charlotte Langton ... ......................... .
.. ....................... Gregory
Sylvia Oliver
..... Edison Junior High
Mary Rheiner
... .............. ..
.. .. ................Washington
Carol Rosen ...... .
. ....................... West Orange Mountain High
Priscilla Sage .. ..
. ..... . . .... . . . .. . . .. ..................Pleasantdale
Marilyn Schafer
...... ..... .. .. ..
..... Pleasantdale
Barbara Smith ............................ ..
.. ... Mt. Pleasant
Westfield
Harold Benedict .................................. ..
. ............E~.s~n ..J.~ t ~ t
Nina Bergonzoni ................................... .
Eleanor Bush ............... .
....................................... .Lincoln
Doris Darlak ....... .. .. .............. ..
.............................McKinley
Ruth Engelmann
....................... ... ..................
......... Franklin
Judith Fiorello .
......... Roosevelt Junior High
Marion Fischer ..
. .... ............... ................................... Columbus
Ruth Forbes
.. .. . ......
. ..... ...... Roosevelt Junior High
Mary Foskey
... Department of Special Services
H arvey Gerber
.. .. .. .. ............ ...
.. ................. High School
Theda Gilbert .....
..................
.. ..... .................... McKinley
Clara Grandcolas
........................................................ ... High School
Diane Grieg
.......... Department of Special Services
Joseph Hawkins
................. ................................Elm Street
Ruth Hennigar .
.. .................. ................. McKinley
John Holbrook
.................................................. Franklin
Samuel Jones ...
.. .... . . .... .. . .............................. Edison Junior High
Marilyn Lynch ....
.. ................. ................................... Grant
Carol Mastroianni
................................................................. Lincoln
Virginia McCall
...... ................ Roosevelt Junior High
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Wilson
. Wilson
Lincoln
... Grant
........ .............. .Columbus
.. Columbus
McKinley
High School
. High School
.. ...... Lincoln
........Franklin
High School
. Franklin
Roosevelt Junior High

Gertrude Meeker
Carol Murray
Bertha Myers
Josephine Neckwort
Mary Lou Pine
Adele Prill
Roxie Rela
Jean Russo
Betty Schenck
Helen Snyder
Jane Sterling
Florence Swink
Lois Ward
Helen Young
Woodbridge

Iselin Junior High
Iselin Junior High
#7 Fords
Avenel, No. 4, 5
lselin Junior High
.. No. 6 lselin
Iselin Junior High
Iselin Junior High

Thomas Bazley
Robert Gluck
Irma Grundmann
Margaret Hawkins
William Hillyer
Violet Levy
John O'Malley
Adeline Sparks

D..

Cooperating Nursery Schools

Newark
.Elizabeth
East Orange
Metuchen
.. Summit
. Chatham
....Newark
. . Montclair
Murray Hill
Newark
Newark
West Orange
Elizabeth
Orange

Burke Memorial Day Nursery
Colchie School
Community Day Nursery
Community Nursery School
Elkwood Play School
Fairmount Nursery School
Fuld Day Nursery .. . . .
Gateway Nursery
Happy Hill Nursery
Newark "Y" Nursery
North End Nursery
Playhouse Nursery
Playtime Cooperative Nursery
Suburban Cooperative Nursery
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111
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25
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20
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.. .... .. .. ... ... 116
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.................... 19
Fees, Field Services Division
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Field Services Bulletin ....
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Field Services Division ... ... .. ... .
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Health Report
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.....
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Junior Practicum
Kappa Delta Pi
Kean Library
Late Registration
Library, College
Library Staff
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Location of College
Map of the Campus .
Master of Arts D egree, Requirements for
Mathematics Courses
Mathematics Curriculum Outline
Mathematics Department
Matriculation , Graduate Program
Motto, the College
Music Courses
Music Department
Non-degree Candidates, Graduate Program
Non-resident Students, Admission of
Orientation of new students
Outdoor Edu cation
Payment of Fees
Pe rsonality Rating, High School

Physical Education Courses
Physical Education D epartment, H ealth an d
Physical Examination
Placement
Power House
Prob ation
Professional Laboratory Experiences
Publications . ... ..... .
Qualifications, Personal
Recommendation for Admission
Refund of Tuition
Registration Fee
Registration, Graduate Courses
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31
35

96
29

13

40
24

25
107
11
42

80
80
17
27
17
16
92
52
5
8

........... . .. 25
26
75
75
46
21
18

35
26
12
20
............. 11, 31
126
23

Religious Organizations .
.. ................. .. ......................
29
Res!dence Hall Charge .... :::.::: ·::.::: ··- ··
...................... 20
Residence Hall, W omen's
... ....... .
13, 28
Scholarships, Honor
· ... ..... · ······· .. ·· ············
21
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.. · ......... .
21
Science Building
.................... .... .
11
Science Courses . ..
... ... ·· ·········· ···················· ................ 88
Science D epartment
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88
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........ ... ... . 16
Semor Student Teaching ..
· .. ... .....
36
Sixty-five Hour Sequence
35
Social Program ............. ..
29
Social Science Courses .. .
92
Sororities . .
.................. ...... 29
Speech Test .
17
Sports ... .... ....... .... ..
30
State Board of Education-- ··· ·· ··· ··· ··•·
115
Student Organization ... . ..
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Student Personnel Services
26
Student Service Fee
20
Student Teaching, Fi~id ·s~~vi~~s .Di~ision·
102
Summer Session
101
Thesis Program, Option;c c';~d~ate Program
111
Townsend Hall ...
11
Transfer Student D ~posit ·. ......
19
Tr~~sfer Students, Field Services
104
Tuition and Fees
19
Tuition for Non-reside~ts · ·
·
19
Tuition for Residents .. .
19
Undergradu:1te Programs, Field ·s~~ic~s .
103
Veterans, Field Services Division
.. ............ 102
Veterans Registration ..
19
Withdrawals from Courses
............ ... 21
Years of D ecision
8

5
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109
81
54
81
107
10
85
85
112

19
26
34
20
17
80
80
17
31
12

25

35
29
17
17
21
19
108
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NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
COLLEGE CALENDAR
1962 - 1963
1962

September 4-7

-Seniors visit their junior practicum centers for
first week of school ( date varies with individual school systems).
September 5
-State Leadership Conference.
September 6
-State Faculty Convocation.
September 7
-College Faculty meeting.
September 10-12 -Registration and orientation.
Septemher 13
-Classes begin.
September 26
-College Convocation.
November 8-9
-New Jersey Education Association convention.
No college classes.
November 22-23 -Thanksgiving recess.
December 11-18 -Final examination for juniors and seniors.
December 18
-Christmas recess begins at end of day.
1963

January

2-7

January 2
January 21-24
January 24
January 25-29
January 28-31
January 31

~9

March

1

April
April
April
May
May
June
June

5
15
16
23
30
2
6

-Juniors and seniors report to practicum centers
immediately following Christmas recess ( date
varies with individual school systems).
-Classes resume following Christmas recess.
-Final examinations for freshmen and sophomores.
-First semester ends.
-Faculty meetings: Compilation of records,
counseling.
-Registration for second semester.
-Freshmen and sophomore classes begin for second semester.
-Junior and senior college classes begin for second semester.
-Spring recess begins at end of day.
-Faculty Institute. No college classes.
-Classes resume.
-Final examinations begin.
-Memorial Day. No college classes.
-Baccalaureate Service.
-Commencement.

